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The evaluation of an oil recoverY scheme based on gas injection 
requires knowledge of the ma s transfer ef fects which will take 
place in the reservoir as a result of the solution of the injected 
qas im the otl phase and vapourtsat: lon of hydrocarbons into the 
gas phase. 
This study describes the design and use of an experimental arystem, 
aj3 well as the development of a theoretical roodel to study the 
phase behaviour and PVT properties of injection gas-reservoir 
fluid mixtures at reservoir conditions of pressure and 
temperature. 
The Peng-Rob: Lnoon,, or the Modified Soave-Redlich-Kwong, or the 
Modified Redlich-Kwonq equation of state is solved implicitly with 
the material balance and the c equilibria equations model 
to predict the phase behaviour and pllysica. 1 properties of 
injection qas and hydrocarbon mixtures in equilibrium. The 
iteration method used requires a mctnizmm number of variables for 
which simultaneous iteration is required and a solution technique 
based on the Broyden's modification of the full Newton step gives 
consistent phase properties and rapid convergence even near the 
very sensitive critical point region for am iscible displacement. 
A series of experiments including saturation pressure 
determInation, denalty and coqposit'lon measurements of the phases 
resulti. nq from i3inqle and multiple contacts, were performed on 
CO,. -bydrocarbon mixtures. The ability of Co. to extract 
ltydrocarbons from the reservoir f luid and, at the same time, to 
condense into the oil chanqing the physical properties of the 
liquid phase, is demonstrated. Techniques to tune the phase 
behaviour simulator axe discussed and the point is argued that the 
irtterchariqe of information between the experimental work and a 
robust computer model is necessary for a comprehensive study of 
the Phase behaviour of reservoir f luids encountered in a gaB 
miscible flooding process. 
The following list of nomenclature only includes the generalised 
symbols used in the text. Symbols which have been used to 
represent different quantities have been defined as they arose 
within the text. 
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION 
Ala Para ters in equation of state 
API AP I gravity 
B, b Para ters in equation of state 
d Density 
F Moles of feed, mathematical 
function 
f Pugacity 
G Energy 
x EquIlIblum ratio 
k Binary interaction coefficient 
L Moles of liquid phase 
M Mass 
M Parameter in equation of state 
MW Mole6ular weight 
N Number of components 
n Number of moles or number of 
mathematica-I variables 
P Pressure 
R Universal gas constant 
S Entropy 
T Temperature 
V Moles of vapour 
-NMENCLATURE (CONTD) 
7 Molar volume 
X, y Mole fractions 
z Compressibility factor 
z Overall mole fractions 
SUBSCRIPTS 
8 Boiling 
C Critical 
i, j Component identifiers 
L Liquid 
0 Standard reference state 
r Reduced 
S Saturation 
v Vapour 
SUPERSCRIPTS 
A Phase identifier 
B Phase identifier 
A Chemical potential 
Fugacity coefficient 
Equation residual 
Acentric factor 
0 Angle or scalar 
INTRODUCTION 
-1- 
The efficiency of a displacement of a reservoir fluid by an 
injection gas depends on a variety of factors. The phase 
behaviour of the gas reservoir fluid mixtures generated during the 
displacement, the densities and viscosities of the phases present, 
the relative permeabilities to individual phases together with 
complications during the displacement such as dispersion, 
fingering, reservoir heterogenities, determine decisively the 
efficiency of the enhanced oil recovery process. 
Interpretation of the ef fects of phase behaviour on displacement 
efficiency becomes difficult due to the complexity of the 
interaction between injection gas-reservoir fluid mixtures. The 
co-existence of multiple phases in equilibrium, such as the 
liquid-li. quid-vapour equilibrium for some CO. and crude oil 
systems at temperatures not too far above the critical temperature 
of CO. (310C), or as in the vapour-liquid-solid equilibrium 
exhibited by crude oil mixtures rich in asphaltenes, is one of the 
difficulties in the phase behaviour study. 
The variety of mechanism responsible for the ma s transfer 
between the injection gas and reservoir fluid phase, which leads 
through a continuous change in compositions to one homogeneous 
phase miscible fluid, constitutes another difficulty. In miscible 
processes knowledge of the phase behaviour in the vicinity of the 
critical point is very significant. However in this region the 
interfaces between the different phases become very difficult to 
detect and the calculation of the physical properties often 
becomes problematic. These factors contribute as well to the 
difficulties of a gas miscible enhanced oil recovery study. The 
prediction of the multiple phase behaviour is complicated because 
- 
generally the high pressure makes the heavy hydrocarbons very 
soluble in the gas phase, and it also makes the supercritical 
light components very soluble in the liquid phase, resulting in 
near critical and sometimes retrograde behaviour. 
There are two approaches for the investigation of the phase 
behaviour of injection gas-reservoir fluid mixtures. These two 
approaches should complement each other. The first approach is to 
obtain experimental results in the laboratory at the conditions 
required, covering most of the interesting areas of the phase 
envelope. Because of the complex nature of petroleum reservoir 
fluids and the often complicated phase behaviour observed at 
elevated temperature and pressure conditions, the fluid properties 
and phase behaviour historically have been measured 
experimentally. The second approach is the mathematical modelling 
of the processes. The development of reliable equations of state, 
applicable to both phases under a very wide range of pressure and 
temperature conditions, and the use of fast computer systems allow 
us now to predict with sufficient accuracy and reliability, the 
phase equilibria of multicomponent mixtures. This approach makes 
use of theoretical models based on thermodynamic principles and 
the whole phase envelope and the physical properties of any 
mixture can be predicted in minimal time. 
Both approaches exhibit serious disadvantaqes if considered 
seperately. The time and manpower required to run the experiments 
as well as the great number of runs needed to obtain an overall 
conception of the phase behaviour, reduce Significantly the 
attractiveness of the f irst approach when used solely. On the 
other hand, theoretical Predictions based on empirical functions 
- 
without any tuning to the real system under study, given the 
complexity of the chemical nature of the hydrocarbon mixtures, 
often appear meaningless. 
The approach taken in this study is to build up an experimental 
system which will allow independent measurements of phase 
behaviour and f luid properties to be made. These results are 
subsequently going to be used to tune the ni rical. simulation 
model shortly to be described. By doing only a few experiments and 
tuning the model to match these experimental data, the simulator 
can then be used to predict, reliably and accurately, the phase 
behaviour of the mixture under study for different regions of the 
phase envelope. A valid and reliable theoretical model can 
decrease dramatically the cost of a miscible flooding study as 
only a few experimental results, which are very expensive and time 
conEnneing, have to be obtained. The use of the simulator before 
any experumental work has been done allows the investigator to 
focus his attention on the interesting areas of the phase 
envelope, so that the nunber of the experiments required to 
validate the computer predictions can be optim: Lsed. The 
interchange . of information between the experimental work and 
computer model, cuts drastically the time required for an enhanced 
oil recovery study, provides a double check on the derived data, 
'helps to clarify areas of uncertainty and assists with the 
explanation and physical interpretation of the obtained results. 
The use of both approaches is necessaxy in order to establish a 
complete and comprehensive view of the phase behaviour of the 
mixtures of reservoir f luids and injection gases encountered in a 
gas miscible enhanced oil recovery process. 
- 
Based on the arguments above, this study can be divided into three 
main sections. The first one describes in detail the development 
of the theoretical model to be used and discusses other methods. 
The second section describes the experimental equipment which has 
been set up for the laboratory study of the phase behaviour, and 
describes the experimental procedures and methods. Finally,, the 
last section compares the laboratory data obtained against the 
computer predictions and discusses the advantages and 
disadvantages of the methods as well as their limitations. 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION - PRIMARY AND SECONDARY RECOVERY 
oil is found filling Che porous rocks of the reservoirs at depths 
even greater than 10,000 feet,, at temperatures of the order of 
3500K and pressures of up to Boo bar. As far as the origin is 
concerned the reservoir rocks were normally laid down in marine 
sedimentary envirorments so that saline water occupied the pores. 
The saline water was d1splaced at some later stages by the 
migrating oil. Thin f ilms of water remained, coating the surfaces 
of the rocks, or water droplets remained in small pores of the rock 
matrix. The water which could not be displaced by the oil and 
which co-exists with the hydrocarbons in the reservoir, is called 
connate water and can claim between 10 - 15% of the pore space. -L 
The reservoir rock consists of a mixture bf various minerals whose 
grains are usually irregular and which comprise a complex 
interconnected capillary system shared by oil, gas and water. As 
oil is produced from the reservoir, the pressure declines unless 
another fluid enters the reservoir, to replace the produced oil. 
Resex v ir pressure decline, adversely affects the rate of oil 
production by diminishing the pressure differential force that 
drives oil into the well bore. A second and very important 
consequence of the pressure drop is that the oil becomes very 
quickly saturated, gas is released in the reservoir and the gc-m 
phase, more mobile than the oil phase, flows in increasing ratio 
towards the well at the expense of oil production. 
only a few oil reservoirs are fortunate enough to have a contiguous 
aquifer which is able to supply water as fast as the oil is 
normally Produced'. In undersaturated reservoirs the decline in 
- 
pressure is either eliminated, or at least reduced by the injection 
of water through selected injection wells. Naturally in offshore 
fields the injected fluid is seawater which can cause problems due 
to its salinity and high solids content. Without either fluid 
injection or an active natural water drive, oil recovery is usually 
restricted to a small percentage of the oil originally in place and 
by that time further production is limited. Historically, the 
pressuremaintenance in the reservoirs by water injection has been 
called "'secondary recovery" because the fluid injection results in 
a "second crop" of oil from the reservoirz. Waterflooding's 
popularity is accounted for by the general availability of water, 
particularly in offshore fields and its efficiency in displacing 
oil2-. 
Waterf loodinq was f irst used over 100 years ago, but it was not 
until the 1950's that it gained popularity when field applications 
increased at a rapidly escalating rate 17. WaterfloodIng has been 
the universal secondary recovery agent. 
1.2 ENHANCED OIL IRECOVERY 
The presence of the remaining 65 - 70% of oil in place after the 
secondary recovery has been applied, has prompted interest and 
experimentation in "tertiary" or "enhanced" recovery methods to 
recover a "third crop of oil". These methods make use of 
substances added before or during f luid injection to increase the 
recovery ef f iciency of the Injected water or gas. These more 
efficient methods may be applied immediately without utilising the 
older "secondary recovery- methods, hence the na "tertiary 
recovery" may not be truly applicable. 
- 
The f ield need not be completely watered out before the inception 
of enhanced recovery, indeed economic considerations militate 
against this, but certainly large portions of the reservoir will be 
at the waterflood residual oil saturation. Hence any proposed EOR 
process should definitely be effective in displacing oil in the 
presence of a high water saturation. 
1.2.1 Entrapment of oil into the Reservoir During Primaxy 
and Secondary RecoveEy 
Before embarking on a technical description of the various enhanced 
recovery methods, it is important to investigate the physical 
mechanism whereby primary production methods result in such large 
amounts of oil being retained in place. 
The disposition of the immiscible phases within the pore structure 
durtng and after waterfloodtng depends on the wettability 
characteristics of the oil-water-rock system. Most reservoir rocks 
are preferentially water-wet, but a variety of states is possible, 
ranging from completely water-wet to preferentially oil-wet. Some 
of the oil that has been left behind, is present in those 
macros, copix regions within the reservoir which were not contacted 
by the water drive. This is conceptually related to the sweep 
efficiency of the flooding and Figure 1-1 illustrates this factor. 
This is exemplified by the 5-spot pattern at depletion, where water 
has swept most but not all of the pattern area17. Large unswept, 
areas remain after a flood has been abandoned. Different 
mobilities of the injected water with respect to the displaced 
hydrocarbons are responsible for the existence of unswept pockets 
at the end of waterflooding. Obviously, being less viscous, the 
1 
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water tends to move through the reservoir fluid rather than to Push 
against it. 
In reservoirs with high variations in permeability,, water moves 
faster through the more permeable parts of the reservoir, and it 
appears in the production well having left significant quantities 
of oil behind. 
Any additional water injected is going to flow through the already 
established channel to the production well, as the capillary forces 
and interfacial tensions are absent, thus makinq it the more 
attractive way. This fingering is due to the high permeability 
variatiorw and not to the mobility ratios difference. In the 
non-swept zones the oil saturation is presuma ly high enough for 
the oil phase to remain continuous. Even in the zones of the 
reservoir that have been swept macroscopically by water, some 
factor of the swept volume has not been reached by the injected 
fluid. Shown on the cross-section (Figure 1-b) is the water swept 
reservoir and the oil bank; however, not all of the swept region 
'has been contacted by water. By-passed regions or islands have 
been left behind. Reservoir heterogeneities, lensing, faulting, 
shale barriers or permeability variations can be blamed for the 
non-contacted areas, Docher and Wise speculated that this ef fect 
could be especially noticeable in carbonates and that recovery of 
oil from these pores would depend on diffusion rather than direct 
frontal displacement3. 
Another fraction of the oil remaining in place is trapped into the 
reservoir by capillary forces applied by the surrounding aqueous 
ptmae. Oil droplets are left in individual pores as well as in 
- 
dead-end pores or ininute crevices which contain both water and oil 
as a result of the original accumulation process. A simple model 
of trapped oil in a capillary is illustrated in Figure 1-2. water 
f lowing through adjacent and communicating capillaries establishes 
a pressure gradient across the trapped drop. The drop moves in the 
direction closest to the gradient direction, subject to pore wall 
constraints, until a pore constriction is met that is too small to 
permit further advance. 
For simplicity, assi that the oil-water-rock system is completely 
water-wet, the advancing and receding contact angles are ez and E), 
respectively and also that the capillary is sufficiently small so 
that these interfaces are spherical. The angles 9.. and 9z are 
controlled by the intermolecular forces and are a measure of the 
wettability of the system4. 
Laplace's equation can be used to calculate the capillary pressure 
Pc across the curved interfaces. Thus 
P 
C, = 
PO -P wl 
_ 
2ymsGjL 
Eq 1-1 
rl. 
P 
cz = 
PO -P wz 
_ 
2YCOBGz 
Eq 1-2 
r7 
It follows that a water phase pressure difference over the trapped 
ganglion in excess of 
6p- P 
wa -P wl 
- Vy 
COBE). t _ 
COBE) Z] Eq 1-3 
1 
rt r. 
will be required to exceed the capillary force retaining the drop 
and cause it to flow. 
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To describe the entrapment of oil within pores, some qualitative 
description of the porous system of the natural rock is necessary. 
Figure 1-3 shows how oil can become trapped and can indicate how 
the a unt of trapped oil may be expected to va-ry as conditions of 
displacement are changed. The water front in the two differently 
sized capillaries, with common inlet and outlet, will generally 
move with different velocities as the fluids respond to the 
combined effects of viscous and capillary forceS4. 
In Pigure 1-3a the oil-water interface enters through the common 
inlet to both pores. The pressure drop across each pore is the sum 
of the pressure drops caused by the viscous forces along the 
capillary and the capillary pressure exerted on the fluid in the 
pore. 
Ap- Apvisc -I' Pcap 066.6&&0&00. Eq 1-4 
The pressure drop due to viscous forces is given by the Poiseuille 
equatton 
Ap - eQnt/vrj. 4 for pore 1 
Ap M 9Qnfi/iTrz4 for pore 2 Eq 1-5 
where Q is the f low rate in the pore, n is the viscosity of the 
fluid, 9 and r are the length and radius of the capillary. 
When the pressure of the displacement is high and the flow rate is 
high,, Equation 1-5 predominates and the pore with the sw I ler 
radius r2 causes the larger pressure drop. In that case, the 
oil--water interface in arm 11111 reaches the common outlet first, 
thus trapping oil in the small capillary (Fig 1-3b). If the 
pressure is 9mll, the capillary forces then become significant and 
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control the movement of the oil-water interfaces, and hence the 
entrapment of oil. In that case the entrapment will now occur in 
the larger capillary (Figure 1-3c). For mixed wettability rock, as 
the oil-water interface passes through the pore,, oil can become 
stuck on the oil-wet portions which can then break off from the 
main body of the oil and become trapped as a droplet. Typically 
the residual oil is 60% to 90% of all remaining oil after 
waterflood. The porous structure of the natural rock is, of 
course, much more compUcated than a system of simple cagillaries. 
The dimensions of the interconnected pores change from place to 
place and thereby the capillary pressures do not remain constant. 
Despite that, the simplified model used above, provides a very 
useful qualitative interpretation of what is happening as the oil 
and water move into the reservoir. 
From the oil that exists originally in place in a reservoir, some 
60% of it on average, remains in situ after waterf loodIng is 
abandoned, due to one of the reasons mentioned previously. It is 
the recovery of this oil that enhanced oil recovery is aimed. 
1.2.2 Applicable Enhanced Oil Recovery Methods 
The temn "enhanced oil recovery" refers to a collection of 
techniques that seek to enhance or overcome the natural forces that 
irapede recovery of oil. Wile the broad umbrella of EOR covers 
many methods, the techniques can be grouped under four main 
headingWLa. -- 
(i) Thermal methods - Steam drive 
- In situ combustion 
- Hot waterflooding 
FIGURE 1-la 
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(ii) Gas Flooding 
(ii. i) Chemical Flooding 
- Carbon dioxide flooding 
- Inert gas flooding 
- Natural gas flooding 
- Surfactant flooding 
- Polymer augmented 
waterflood. ing 
(iv) Novel Technologies 
- A13mline flooding 
- Electrical methods 
- Microbiology 
- Oil mining 
Enhanced oil recovery techniques, either chemical, miscible or 
thermal, alm at improving the recovery efficiency of a reservoir 
over and above that achievable with conventional methods, by 
altering different parameters of the system and to eliminating one 
of the previously mentioned causes that keep oil trapped in place. 
The first group of methods improves the mobility of the hydrocarbon 
phase by reducing its viscosity. The second one, which includes 
the miscible processes, eliminates the capillary pressures that are 
holding the oil droplets in the rock pores. The third group of 
methods reduces the interfacial tension, alters the rock 
wettability (surfactant, alkaline flooding) or increases the 
viscosity of water (polymer injection) to achieve more favourable 
mobility ratios. 
-1 
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Although each EOR method has its own range of application, these 
methods are to a large extent complementary and thus together cover 
a wide range of reservoir conditions. It is most likely that 
future recovery methods will be a combination of these techniques, 
each designed to correct or overcome problems that have led to the 
entrapment of oil in a specific reservoir. In spite of the 
considerable ef fort spent on research and f ield testing during the 
last 30 years, erdianced oil recovery techniques are, on the whole, 
still very much in an early stage of development. Most successful 
so far have been thermal recovery methods, particularly those 
employIng steam's. For many years steam drive has been applied on a 
large scale. Chemical flooding processes are still in the testing 
stage, although considerable progress has been made towaxds the 
understanding of their mechanism. The novel technologies are at 
the moment at their initial stage of development and they can be 
possibly applied in the future only in reservoirs which 'have 
certain characteristics-L8. The prospects for gas injection 
miscible recovery f loodIngs (including for example non-m: Lscible 
nitrogen injection) are prmising. Large scale miscible gas 
injection projects are underway in various parts of the 
World7l Sp go 10, LL, IZj L3,14, IS, IS. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N T O 
G A S M I S C I B L E D I S P L A C E M E N T 
I 
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The purpose of gas miscible displacement methods is to inject a 
substance miscible with the oil inside the reservoir. Miscibility 
overcomes the capillary forces which lock residual oil droplets in 
the pores and permits dynamic movement of the injected fluid to 
dislodge the oil and move it to the producing well. Any liquid 
bydrocarbon such as naptha,, kerosene or gasoline is miscible with 
reservoir oil. Also miscible are liquified petroleum gas products 
such as ethane, propane or butane", z. These liquid hydrocarbons 
have first contact miscibility with oil which means that they are 
miscible with oil inatediately on contact. This feature 
distinguishes this method from the high pressure lean gas process 
or the Co. or nitrogen injection schemes, in which the injection 
gases are not miscible with oil on initial contact, but become so 
after multiple contaCtS3,4,5,15. Any enhancement process f luid 
should be able to contact by-passed areas or release and reduce the 
trapped oil; preferably it should do both. Careful engineering of 
the injection processes can have zones which 'nave been previously 
by-passed by water, invaded by the injected gas. The waterflooding 
prof ilea shown in Figure 2-1, show the ef fect of gravity 
segregation in a reservoir at two differect times after 
waterf loodIng has started. Water segregates in the lower regions 
of the reservoir and leaves regions of the upper part unswept. The 
use of a gaseous substance for enhanced oil recovery ensures, 
because of the density difference, that the injected gas will sweep 
the areas not invaded by water in the reservoir. On the other 
hand, a disadvantage of the gas flooding compared with 
waterflooding, results from the low viSCOSity of the injection gas 
relative with that of oil. The mobility ratio of the reservoir 
oils with displacing agents will be much more unfavourable than the 
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mobility ratio with water. For these reasons, reservoirs 
Containing oil of relatively high viscosity are not prospective 
candidates for gas injection 7la, 
Several techniques to reduce the unfavourable mobility ratios of 
gas flooding projects have been investigated,, such as: 
(i) Installation of well packers and perforating techniques 
to isolate certain layers; 
(il) shuttIng In productlon wells to eliminate low pressure 
sinks 9 to 
(Iii) addition of surfactant to water, alternatively injected 
with gas to cause a foam or emulsion to be 
formed", 11,12; 
(iV) the alternative 'injection of water and gas slugs 
(wAG PROCESS) which has been the most widely used 
mobil. ity control method so fari. 3pi4pisvies. Although 
injected water invades the zones previously invaded 
by gas, subsequently injected gas is not diverted 
completely to other zones. As a result, gas channeling 
is reduced temporarily. 
The residual oil saturation can be reduced through a mass transfer 
process between the injection gas phase and the reservoir oil 
phase. The mass transfer that takes place during gas injection 
operatIons can be taken advantage of, to create miscible conditions 
and theoretically recover all of the reser ir oil. This is 
possible because miscibility eliminates the capillary and 
interfacial forces which retain substantial quantities of oil even 
after successful flooding under immiscible c*nditjonS-L6. 
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An engineering evaluation of the recovery efficiency of a gas 
Injection, requires a knowledge of three factorS7: 
(i) the efficiency with which the gas displaces the oil on 
a pore scale; 
(ii) the horizontal sweep efficiency which refers to the 
area contacted on a horizontal plane; 
(iii) the vertical sweep efficiency of the injected fluid 
as it advances through layers of different physical 
and fluid properties. 
gas-oil displacement can be either immiscible or miscible. If we 
neglect all phase behaviour ef fects between the injected gas and 
the residua-I oil and gas phases, in other words consider the 
displacement to be only immi scible, all methods for determining the 
horizontal and vertical ef f iciencies of the displacement 'hinge on 
two bazic theories. These theories consider either simultaneous 
f low of the displacing and resident f luids behind the injection 
frontL7, or separate flow of each phase; the oil ahead of the front 
and the gas behind-, 5. 
There are a number of field projects of gas injection where 
complete miscibility is not practical but where near miscible 
conditions are feasible, ie nitrogen flooding projects, due to the 
very intensive conditions needed to achieve miscibility. 
Predicting reservoir performance under this type of gas injection 
progr . where the f luids are only paxtially miscible, requires 
the a factors which influence inmiscible displacement to be 
considered plus the effect of interphase ma s transfer between the 
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injected gas and the reservoir oil which results in a 
redistribution of composition and liquid and gas saturations. 
Miscibility is the ability of two or more substances to mix and 
form a single homogeneous phase. If two miscible fluids are mixed, 
they will blend into each other without any interface. Without the 
interface there will be no capillary forces and the oil droplet 
shown in Figure 1-2 could be dislodged by the dynamic or viscous 
forces. All gases are completely miscible with each other, but the 
solubility of gazes in liquids depends on the chemical similarity 
of the f luids, the pressure and the temperature of the system. 
Chemical similarity implies that hydrocarbon gases would dissolve 
more readily in hydrocarbon liquids and other organic solvents, 
than they would in connate water. Pressure af fects solubility in 
the wary that gases dissolve in liquids more readily as the pressure 
of the system, increases. In contrast, increasing temperatures 
diminish the solubility of gases in liquids. 
In applying the process, a slug of injection gas equal to a 8=11 
fraction of the reservoir's pore voli is injected. The 
displacing f luid is usually followed either by water and/or natural 
gas which pushes the slug through the reservoir. The slug can be 
envisioned as a ring expanding in radius around the injection well 
as the gas pushes it outward-ts. As the slug moves through the 
reservoir it displaces both oil and f lowable water. The resulting 
ma s transfer alters the physical properties of both the residual 
oil phase and the gas phaseZ3. For an oil bahk to form, the nature 
of these chanqes must be to mobilise some of the residual oil which 
is then pushed ahead of the injection gas front to form the oil 
bank. Successful modellinq of the ma s transfer occurr: Lnq in the 
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transition zone, should determine the a unt of oil pushed ahead Of 
the injection gas front to form the oil bank. The water moves 
ahead of the oil and is produced. The injected gas, after 'having 
either partly condensed in the reservoir f luid and/or extracted 
various hydrocarbon fractions out of it (intermediates and 
components even heavier than Czo)20,, zl-, moves onward through the 
reservoir. Following it, however, is new "fresh" gas which again 
contacts reservoir oil so that ma s transfer takes place 
continuously. When full miscibility is achieved, the "two" phases 
of the injected gas and the oil in place have identical 
coutpositions and intensive properties, so that they become one 
identical miscible, phase, and a sharp interface no longer exists 
between them. As the oil is pushed away from the injection well, 
breaks occur in the miscible front exposing new reservoir oil to 
injected gas. Whenever this occurs, the exchange of components 
from gas to oil is repeated until miscibility is regainedzZ. 
In moving outward from the injection well, the gas may travel only 
a few feet before the miscible front forms. The distance varies 
depending on pressure, oil composition and oil saturation. The oil 
contacted while the miscible front is forming and from whIch 
intermediates have been stripped, is left behind. Injected gas 
moving over this oil continues to vapourise it until only an 
asphaltine residue is left. That asphaltine residue cannot be 
produced and occupies up to about 5% of the pore volume. 
The minimum pressure required to bring about the required component 
exchange between the gas and the oil phase and develop miscibility 
between the two, depends on the Composition of the gas and of the 
oil and on the reserv Ir temperature, and is called Minim= 
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Miscibllity Pressure (MMp)Z4, ZS, Z6, Z7. In miscible gas drives, 
either the injected gas is first contact miscible with the 
reserv Ir oil or the miscible drive is being formed in situ. 
LiquIfied petroleum gas products, such as ethane,, propane, butane, 
naptha, kerosene or other hydrocarbons normally in the liquid 
state,, are used In the first case. 
The cost of such ejcpensive solvents for enhanced oil recovery makes 
a 
their use economically non-practical. Lean gas or non-hydrocarbon 
gazes, like carbon dioxide or nitrogen, are used in the second case 
where the miscible front is developed in the reser ir by multiple 
contacts between the displacing and the displaced phase. One 
possibility involves the "enriched gas drive", in which the 
injected gas contains enough light condensible hydrocarbons (eg 
propane and butane) to form the miscible zone as a result of the 
reservoir pressure and contacts with the reservoir oil. This is 
called condensing gas drive. Another possibility is the 
vapourlsing gas drive, in which volatile components of the 
reser Ir oil enter the gas phase so that by repeated contacts a 
miscible zone is formed. A schematic representation of the gas 
miscible process between the injection and the production well in a 
reservoir is given in Figure 2-2. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
PC02PL00DING 
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One of todays more promising enhanced oil recovery techniques is 
miscible co, f looding. Use of carbon dioxide to increase oil 
recovery is not a new idea. Carbon dioxide has been investigated 
for iniscible displacement, for immiscible displacement of 
reservoir oil and for producing well stimulation. Current industry 
interest in CO. miscible flooding is high, as evidenced by the 
level of activity in field testing and COZ source 
deve. lopment"#2,3,4,5, 
Apart from the miscible displacement of oil by the Co., the other 
minor mechanisms of achieving enhanced oil recovery by injection of 
Co. are. - 
1. Oil swelling: The high solubility of COz in hydrocarbons, 
causes swelling of the reservoir oil because the COz-oil mixture 
has a higher specific volume than the original oil and therefore 
some fluid must migrate due to expansion. More CO. could be 
dissolved In oil at higher pressures; the higher the GOR the higher 
will be the swelling factor. The solubility of COz in oil 
decreases at higher temperatures and the swelling factor shows a 
corr sponding drop which is characteristic of the solubility of 
gases in liquids. oil swelling results in an increase in 
production and a decrease in residual oil saturation due to an 
increase in the relative pezmxeability. Pigure 3-1 shows the 
relative oil volume versus pressure for a 4oO Api crude oil and Coz 
or natural gas at 190OP-L's. 
2. Reduction of oil viscosi : The internal friction between 
the molecules of the flowing fluid is the essential feature of 
viscosity and the dissolution of Coz into the oil phase reduces 
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that friction. Consequently a large reduction in the viscosity of 
crude oils occurs as they become saturated With COz at increasing 
pressures which makes it easier for the contacted oil to flow into 
the porous media. A larger reduction occurs in the viscosity of 
the more viscous crudes (Figure 3-2 )6,, 7,8. 
3. increase in oil densit i The Co. -oil mixture has a higher 
density than the reservoix oil. The density of liquid carbon 
dioxide at 2000 psi and 70OF is about 0.9 gpc which, when mixed 
with oil of lower density than itself, causes an increase in the 
density of the system. 
4. High solubility in water - CO. also has an effect on the 
water or brine that is present in the reservoir when displacement 
processes are in operation. There is some expansion of water when 
CO. goes into solution and the water density decreases. 
Consequently when CO. is injected, the densities of the oil and 
water become closer to each other which lessens the chances for 
gravity segregation of these fluids and the resultant averridIng of 
the CO. --water mixture. 
5. Acidic effect on rock: The acidic'effect of COZ on the 
rock has been shown to increase the injectivity of water by direct 
action on carbonate portions of the mck and by stabilising action 
on clays In the rockg, 10,11. 
6. Lower interfacial tension of crude oils: S: Lmon et all-2- 
have studied the change in interfacial tension versus pressure and 
co, concentration for a reservoir oil. Piqure 3-3 gives the 
calculated and experimentally measured interfacial tensions where 
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it becomes evident that they approach zero as composition and 
pressure approach critical conditions. 
7. Forms a non-wetting phase like the natural gas : Ln the 
reservoir rock. 
So far, carbon dioxide has been used to recover additional oil in 
many situations. It was used in sandstone, limestone, dolomite and 
chert reservoirs,, to depths greater than 10,000 ft, in formations 
with very low permeabilities, at bottom hole temperatures up to 
250OF with crudes varying in gravities from 15-500 API. More than 
36 field trials of CO. injection processes have been undertaken to 
date-L3. 
Four large field applications of Co. flooding are currently in 
progress. The largest project is a secondary recovery flood In the 
SACRDC Unit in Texas-14. More than 30,000 acres of the 2-bbl oil 
field are being f looded with Coz. Oil recovery from this miscible 
CO. flooding project is approaching 90 million bbl, about 7% OOIP. 
Incremental oil recovery for CO,, miscible projects has ranged from 
a low of about 3.5% OOIP to a high of about 18% OOIP. Figure 3-4 
shows that the enhanced recovery began after injection of about 0.1 
to 0.2 HCPV (hydrocaxbon pore volume)13. After a period of almost 
linear increase in incremental recovery with cumulative injection, 
the recovery curves bend over and gradually approach the ultimate 
recovery value. 
Lower than anticipated CO. injectivity has been observed in a 
nunber of field trialsJL5, z. operating problems have been reported 
to be more severe than in waterf looding with Corrosion, leaks and 
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scaling being mentioned in addition to precipitation of a heavy 
hydzx>carbon from the crude occasionally being observed-L4, z, '-'B. 
COz flooding is a proven EOR process with broad application to 
different reservoirs and crude oils. The source and cost of CO. 
are the most critical factors affecting the economic success of a 
project. The feasIbility of obtaiming a source for oilfield 
flooding depends on the nature of the source, its location relative 
to the oil field and the method used to transport CO,, to the field. 
Naturally occurring CO. in large volumes close to the oil fields 
ensures economic success. 
At todays prices,, the production of a barrel of oil by COz 
Injection, costs $26 - $39. Transportation of CO,, to the oil 
fields can be economical even when the COz sources are up to 500 
miles from the oil f ield. L 7. The future of CO. enhanced oil 
recovery projects depends largely on the price of the barrel of 
oil. Higher prices for crudes would boost the research and 
applications of the CO. miscible flooding. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 
To study the mechanisms under which miscibility can be achieved 
when a gas is injected into a reservoir, one has to investigate the 
ma s transfer of the different components between the various 
phases present in the reservoir during the process. The phase 
equilibria problem is not a simple one,, because quite often more 
than two phases co-exist and the components present can migrate 
from one phase to another. For mixtures of reservoir oils and 
carbon dioxide, four phases have been observed2,3,4,5,5 such as 
hydrocarbon-rich liquid, CO. -rich liquid, vapour and asphaltenes. 
Experimental results suggest that liquid-liquid and 
liquid-liquid-vapour equilibria occur for CO. -crude oil mixtures 
at temperatures below about 500C (1200P) and that development of 
miscibility occurs by extraction of hydrocarbons from the oil into 
a COz rich liquid phase in such systems. Figure 4-1 demonstrates 
the complexity of the phase behaviour of a crude oil and Co. 
mixture at different pressures and temperaturesJL. 
On the other hand, asphalt or asphaltenes precipitation Induced by 
compositional changes in a miscible drive or by pressure variation, 
may have a pronounced effect on the flow of reservoir fluids, and 
therefore they have to be taken into consideration. The study of 
the solid phase pzeclpitation is beyond the scope of this work. 
North Sea zesezvoirs, as they are deep reservoirs, have a 
temperature much higher than the 500C limit for the appearance of 
the second Iiqu: Ld phase for Coz injection (North Sea reservoir 
average temperature 2000F) and given that the objective of this 
project is to study the application of the EOR methods to the North 
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Sea oil fields, only the two phase (vapour-liquid) equilibria will 
be investigated. 
The experimental results on the multiple contact miscible flooding 
of injection gases and reservoir oils indicate that there are two 
main mechanimas which can be identified as being responsible for 
the achievement of miscibility. These are the vapourisation of 
light and intermediate components to the gas phase, and the 
condensation of the injected gas to the oil phase4,, 7. Hydrocarbons 
which are mainly intermediates are extracted from the oil phase by 
the advancing gas. High pressures and temperatures are favourable 
conditions for this mechanism. Through successive contacts, the 
vapour phase becomes richer and richer in hydrocarbons until the 
critical composition has been achieved, no interfacial tension 
exists between the two phases and a one phase miscible fluid 
results. 
4.2 TERNARY REPRESENTATION OF PHASE EQUILIBRIUM 
The development of miscibility by gas A and a reservoir oil, in a 
displacement controlled by a vapourisation mechanism,, can be 
visualised conceptually using a ternary diagram representation 
where the gas A and two pseudo-components' mole fractions, which 
characterise the oil, are the three apexes of the triangle at a 
given pressure and temperature (Figure 4-2 ). The L and H usually 
are a light and a heavy fraction. Point B represents the reservoir 
fluid composition and the line AB which connects point B with the 
injected gas composition, is called the dilutlon line" and is the 
locus where the overall compositions of all the mixtures of 
injection gas and oil lie. For the BC part of the dilution line, 
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the gas A concentration in the mixture is not enough to saturate 
the reservoir oil. When the percentage of gas A exceeds a certain 
value the dilution line intersects the phase envelope at C,, which 
determines the saturation (bubble point) composition for the given 
pressure and temperature. At C, the first gas bubble is formed and 
as the mixture is being enriched with gas A, the vapour phase 
becomes dom: inant as the mixture moves towards the 100% gas A 
compos-ition. 
For any overall composition D, there is a single line which 
intersects the phase envelope at G and E, where G, the intersection 
with the dew point curve (100% vapour), gives the vapour 
composition in equilibrium with a liquid composition E, the 
intersection with the bubble point curve (100% liquid). These 
equilibrium lines are called tie-lines. The curve AGXCF is the 
phase envelope for the mixture and it encloses in it the region 
where the liquld and vapour co-exist. The AGK curve represents the 
saturated vapour while the KCEP, the saturated liquid. The 
critical point K is the transition from 100% liquid to 100% vapour 
and determines the composition of a critical f luid which can be 
classified as neither liquid nor vapour. 
The fact that a ternary representation provides only two degrees of 
freedom (two independent compositions) and the third component Is 
mole fraction can be determined by the restrictive equation on the 
mole fractions zi + zj + zm = 1, makes the representation of the 
phase equilibria inadequate. Different phase envelopes can be 
obtained for a multicomponent system for different selections of j 
and m and, therefore, the use of ternary diagram should be made 
w, ith caution. 
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The representation of a mixture on a ternary diaciram has many 
disadvantages due to the limited number of independent variables 
available to describe the composition. prom point to point, the 
ratios of the pseudocomponents change, but for each 
pseudocomponent, the ratio of the individual components of which it 
consists, remain the sa . Due to this, the equilibrium line which 
connects the composition of a vapour with a bubble point mixture is 
not necessarily the same, as that of the liquid in equilibrium with 
the vapour composition regarded as a dew point mixture at the same 
pressure and temperature. In other words, if the KCEF curve has 
been determined as the locus of liquid compositions in equilibrium 
with the dew point mixtures of the AGK curve, then the locus of the 
vapour compositions in equilibrium with the bubble point mixtures 
of the KCEF curve, does not necessarily coincide with the AGC 
curve. 
The ternary representation, despite its limitations, can provide 
valuable information on the mechanisms of miscible displacement and 
demonstrate how important the knowledge of the phase behaviour is 
and particulary the calculation of the critical point for a 
multiple contact miscible process's. The first increment of 
injected gas immiscibly displaces some of the reservoir oil near 
the injection wellbore and in its passage through the reservoir, 
comes in contact with the reserv Ir fluid that was not displaced 
and equilibrium is established. The overall composition of the 
mixture and the compositions of the vapour and liquid phases lie on 
the line AR (Figure 4-30) 7. With the cOnditiOns Of Pressure and 
temperature of the reservoir, the resulting mixture M, consists of 
an equilibrium gaS G,. and an equilibrium liquid LI, defined by the 
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intersections of the tie-line which passes through MjL, and the dew 
and bubble point-curves. 
Following the advancing front of the injected gas , we f ind that 
the gas G.. has been displaced further into the reservoir by the 
second increment of injected CO., where it contacts fresh reservoir 
fluid yielding the new overall composition M.. The new overall 
composition consists of gas G. and liquid L. in equilibrium. The 
gas Gz flows ahead and contacts more reservoir fluid. The same 
process is repeated over again in the reservoir rock until the 
advancing gas, by a continuous enrichment process, obtains the 
critical composition. The distinct phases exist no more and there 
is only one phase present there; the critical phase. The tie-line 
at the critical point becomes in fact the tangent of the phase 
envelope at that point, as it has only one point of intersection 
with it. 
obviously, if a tie-line or its extension passes through the 
reservoir oil composition R (Figure 4-3), then further enrichment 
of the gas G is not possible, because the tie-line imposes the 
conditions of equilibrium for any mixt; ures lying on it. 
Consequently, for miscibility to be achieved, the reservoir oil 
composition should lie either on the right of the tangent to the 
phase boundary at the critical point (critical tie-line), or above 
it. Figure 4-4 shows the areas where miscibility is or is not 
achievable. When the dilution line for a reserVoi: t fluid 
composition does not intersect the phase envelope, then the 
injection gas is first contact miscible with the oil. 
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The ef fect of pressure on the phase equilibria is shown in Figure 
4-5, where the phase boundaries for the ternary mixture CO.,, nC., 
C. Lo were calculated for two different pressures 1500 and 1700 psi 
at 160(ý?. The higher the pressure, the greater the single phase 
area and the smaller the two phase region. The calculations were 
performed by the phase behaviour simulator VLE which is described 
in Chapter 6. At higher pressures, the range of the reser7oir oil 
compositions where miscibility can be achieved,, is extended. Oil 
fields where gas miscible flooding cannot be applied at a certain 
pressure, can have a third crop of oil produced by m: Lscible 
displacement if the gas is injected at a higher pressure. 
So far, the enricbment of the advancing gas inside the reservoir by 
stripping various oil fractions from the f luid in situ, has been 
described. These equilibrations of the upper phase with original 
crude will be referred to as "forward contacts"', suggesting some 
sort of relationship with what goes on in the forward part 
(farthest from the injection end) of the procesog. Of equal 
significance for a miscible flood, are the equilibrations that take 
place near the well bore of the injection well and which will be 
referred to as "swept zone contacts", suggesting an association 
with the staging which takes place at the back end of the process. 
The oil L., which is left behind, is now poorer In light fractions 
but richer in gas A than the original reservoir oil because of 
condensation of the gas into the liquid phase. The new increments 
of injected gas A contact oil Ll.; a new overall composition M 
results which consists of an equilibrium gas GjL, and an equilibrium 
liquid L., 
/ 
(Figure 4-3). As the oil L. 1/ mixes with fresh gas, it 
loses more and more intermediates during the gas flooding and the 
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result is that residuum is deposited all along the displacement 
path with heavier precipitates near the injection well. The amount 
of residuum deposited will depend on oil composition as well as 
flood pressure. High asphaltene content should result in large 
residuum deposition. The condensation of gas into the liquid phase 
is favoured, by pressures and temperatures lower than the ones 
favouring the vapourisation mechanism. 
4.3 QUATERNARY REPRESENTATION FOR HYDR)CARBON- INJECTION 
cas MIXTURES 
The shortcomings of a ternary representation, as they have been 
discussed previously, make it rather simplified. An extra degree 
of freedom will allow the use of one more pseudocomponent to 
characteri-se the oil much more adequately. Tests for gas 
condensate systems3-0 proved that a four pseudo components 
characterisation. reduces considerably the computer time for the 
phase behaviour simulation in respect of a full compositional one, 
and at the s time does not lose much of the accuracy compared 
with the results out of a detailed multicomponent characterlsatIon 
quaternary phase diagram can be defined by a pyramid where the 
basal triangle has all its sides equal to each other and equal to 
the height of the pyramid; (CD) - (CB) - (DB) - (OA) = 1.0 (Figure 
4-6). The apexes A, B, C, D represent the mole fractions of four pure 
components or groups of components. The C component mole fraction 
determined on the BC line (0 - 1. o), the D component on the CD 
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line and the B component on the DB line. The A component mole 
fraction takes values on the OA line with 0.0 on 0 and 1.0 on A. 
For 0.0 mole fraction A the phase behaviour is represented by the 
ternary CDB, with lengths (DC) = (DB) = (BC) = 1.0 and mole 
fractlons from 0.0 to 1.0. 
It h" to be proved that any point in the pyramid can represent a 
four-component mixture adequately, which means that the sum of the 
mole fractions of the four components equals to unity everywhere in 
the quaternary diagram. Consider a mixture having (OT) gas A mole 
fraction (Figure 4-7). The cross section KHG of the pyramid by a 
plane vertical to OA at T, gives the locus of all saturated 
mixtures of the three components B, C, D with ((YT) mole fraction gas 
A. The lengths (KG) = (GH) - (KH) of the ternary should be equal 
to 1.0 - (OT), in other words the components B, C, D mole fractions 
can take values from 0 to 1- (OT). Basic geometrical relations 
give 
(CH) 
= 
(CK) Eq +-l 
(CL) (CA) 
(CK) 
m 
(OT) 
- (OT) Eq 4-2 
(CA) (OA) 
(CL) - coo 300 *(OC) 
3-23=1 
Eq 4-3 
2322 
From Eq 4-1, +-2,4-3: 
(CK) - (OT)/2, (NB) - (OT)/2, (KG) m (GH) - (KH) -1- (OT) 
The two phase region in this case is represented by the solid AOPK 
(Figure 4-8), the phase boundaries by the surface surrounding it 
and t-he critical locus is a line in the 3-dimensional space lying 
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on the saturation surface. In Figure 4-8,, the bubble and dew 
saturation surfaces are shown as well as the vapour and liquid 
single phase regions. The intersection of the phase envelope with 
the base of the pyramid gives the ternary phase envelope of 
mixtures of reservoir oil at that pressure and temperature. Also, 
the intersection, if any, of the two phase solid with the other 
three faces of the pyramid give the ternaries for the corresponding 
three components 11 mixtures. Obviously, when the ternary phase 
envelope on one face intersects an edge of the pyramid, the ternary 
diagram on the adjacent face should intersect the common edge at 
the same points. The tie-lines lie on the 3-D space and connect 
equilibrium points on the phase surface. Criteria for misc: Lbility 
similar to the ones for the ternary representation are difficult to 
define because the selection of a critical tie-line on a quaternary 
plot is arbitrary since an infinite number is possible"'-. 
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5.1 METHODS FOR CALCULATING THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
BASED ON THEIMDYNAMIC IMINCIPLES 
For petroleum engineering application, the method used should: 
(a) be applicable to multicomponent mixtures 
(b) be accurate in predicting thermodynamic equilibrium and 
voli tric properties over a wide range of conditions 
of temperature and pressure, and specifically be 
accurate around the critical point 
(c) preferably require only pure component data or binary 
data which is either readily available from literature 
or derivable from available data. 
In the case of the experimental determination, expensive and time 
consuming experiments have to be run for each particular reservoir 
fluid at any set of conditions and, therefore, calculation is 
highly desirable. 
The methods associated with phase equilibrium prediction are 
classifted ast 
(i) methods which involve empirical curve fitting to 
experimental data 
(ii) Methods which are based on thermodynamic principles 
The first group of methods assi that the equilibrium ratios are 
only functions of pressure and temperature and independent of 
composition. That approach lacks consistency in the phase 
properties near the critical point and they do not provide the 
possibility of varying the par ters of the equation of state to 
match experimental or field data. 
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The methods based on thermodynamic principles are based on 
a, rm,. roaches radically different from each other and therefore need 
fUrther subdivisiont 
(i) Methods based on the pr: Lnciple of corresponding states 
(ii) methods based on molecular thermodynamics 
(ili) Methods based on semi-empirical equations of state. 
5.2 MEMODS BASED ON THE PRINCIPLE OF 
COMMSPONDING STATES 
The principle of corresponding states is based on the assumption 
that all gases, when compared at the sa reduced temperature and 
reduced pressure,, have the same compressibility factor and all 
deviate from ideal gas behaviour to about the sa degree. This 
can be applied to generating graphs or through a reduced equation 
of state, to evaluate the compressibility factor of a pure 
component or mixture by using reduced pressure and temperature 
evaluations. The problem that comes in applying the principle to 
mixtures of complex molecules, which deviate from the behaviour of 
the simple reference fluid, was faced by several workers with the 
introduction of par ters which consider the molecular deviation. 
Pitzer Is acentric factor w which Is defined in terms of a vapour 
pressure datum is based on a reduced temperature of 0.7, such that 
w is zero for argon. Other investigators have tried dif ferent 
Z, 3, 
methods bawed on the principle of corresponding statesL, 
These methods have the disadvantage of requiring numerous lengthy 
iterative calculations and they have been reported to fail In the 
retrograde region. 
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5.3 METHODS BASED ON MDLECTJLAR TEIERMDDYNAMICS 
Molecular thermodynamics is a combination of classical 
thermodynamic techniques applied to macroscopic systems and 
statistical mechanics which involve analytical expressions, which 
are often complex, to describe the size and shape of molecules and 
the distances and forces between them. With an accurate knowledge 
of how to describe the distance and energy between two interacting 
molecules, the properties of a mixture of real fluid would be 
calculated from pure component data. These methods are 
collectively termed perturbation or variational approaches to the 
equation of state. Theoretical aspects of the method and types of 
"w- rwrturbatlon methods are described in a review by Gubbins'5. At 
this stage, the use of such techniques can involve very complex 
theory and require lengthy and complex mathematical solution 
techn. iques. Thus, although molecular thezmodynamics may 
eventually provide the abillty to pzed: Lct the properties of 
milticociponent non-Ideal systems, its application at present is 
Ii mi ted. 
5.4 METHODS BASFM ON EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS OF STATE 
5.4.1 Thermodynamic Concepts of the BOS 
The equations of state relate quantitatively the thermodyn ic 
properties which describe the state of equilibrium of different 
homogeneous phases, which are free to interchange energy and 
matter. A phase at equilibrium is defined as homogeneous when at 
any region in the space it occuPies, the intensive properties 
which are the properties independent of the ma gi, the shape or the 
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size of the phase (like density, 
Composition), axe everywhere the sa . 
pressure,, temperature,, 
Consider a two phase, N components system in equilibrium at 
pressure P and temperature T. To describe the state of two pha a 
which are free to interact and which have reached equilibrium, 
some of their equilibrium properties have to be specified so that 
the remaining ones can be determined. The number of intensive 
properties which must be specified so that the state of 
equilIbrium is determined, is given by the Gibbs phase rule 
Number of independent Number of components 
intensive properties Nwnber of phases +2 
The number of primary variables involved in this case is 2N (N -1 
coutpooltions of phase A, N'-l compositions of phase B, pressure 
and temperature). The remaining N dependent variables can be 
calculated from the N independent variables using thermodyn 'c 
relatlonships. For the two phase, N components system, the phau3e 
rule shows that N, any N, intensive properties have to be 
specified to determine the equilibrium condition of the system. 
Them-cdynanucs show the way to the answer by providing the 
mathematical language in which abstract solution of the phase 
equilibrium problem is readily available. The approach to the 
answer consists of three steps. The first step is to project the 
physical problem into abstract terms, in other words to f ind the 
suitable mathematical functions to describe it. The second step 
involves the choice of the appropriate solution technique to solve 
the equations and in the third step, the results of the equations 
have to be translated back into terms Of PhYsical Significance. 
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The third step is usually outside the realm of classic 
thermodynamics. This is because the latter gives us important but 
also severely limited information on the relation between abstract 
thermodynamic quantities, on the one hand chemical potential, and 
fugaci. ty, and on the other real experimentally accessible data 
like pressure, temperature or composition. 
The quantitative criterion for equilibrium is that the change of 
Gibbs free energy in the system should be zero. The energy of the 
system can be expressed as a function of the pressure and 
temperature and the mole fraction of each component: 
G- G(T, P, nl., nz .... nN) 0&a60. &. 
The dIfferential of the energy is then 
dG - '3G] 
P,, n L ..... nN 
dT + ZIG 
c7P]T, n, -.. 
aG dnj. ++ 
clnjL]T, Ponzpoo*6*nN 
aG dnN 6640 
anN]T, P, n, ...... nN-, 
or 
N 
aG] aG] aG dnj dG dT + dP + 
aT P, n aP T, n i ani]P, T, n 
or 
N 
dG = -SdT + VdP + rjLidni 
i 
dP 
00.. 0.... 
Eq 5-1 
Eq 5-2 
Eq 5-3 
Eq 5-4 
where 
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cIG ] is the chemical potential 
ani P, T, n 
The chemical potential states that with no chemical reaction 
involved, if a free energy change takes place at constant 
temperature and pressure then ma s must be transferred from one 
Phase to another. Absolute values for g cannot be calculated, 
only its changes can be measured. The Gibbs free energy function 
is preferred because it relates directly the temperature, pressure 
and compositions; intensive properties readily measured in the 
laboratory. 
At constant temperature and pressure 
N 
dG - Egidni Eq 5-5 
1 
For N components two phase system Eq 5-5 becomes 
tldrý AAdnA + ; Lýdriý . ...... 
0 
N 
...... ; L! 
B liBdn,, + IABdnB + ; drij = dG Eq 5-6 
1zz 
At constant T and P, and at equilibrium conditions and since the 
total ma 9 of each component is constant for a mechanically closed 
system 
dnA + dnA . ..... + dj =0 1z 
dnB + dnJ3 . ..... + dj =0....... 
Eq 5-7 
1z 
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consequently 
ALB 
AAB 
zz 
S 
S 
aSSSSaaaa"SSSSaaaa 
NN 
Eq 5-8 
The equilibrium state has been expressed as the equalities of the 
chemical potentials of the different components in the two phases. 
To relate the abstract concept of the chemical potential to 
variables experimentally measured, like TP,, xj., auxiliary 
functIons much closer to our physical senses have to be 
introduced. 
ag From Equation 5-4, 
--v and substituting 
the ideal-gas 
aP]T 
equation and integrating 
p 
Al - Aoi - RT1n -0a. 6a. &400.. 
Eq 5-9 
PO 
where lAoi and Po are the chemical potential and pressure at a 
reference state. 
Lewis generalized Equation 5-9 to apply to any component in any 
system by introducIng the fugacity ie 
f- 
goi -, RT]xkýý .............. Eq 5-10 
fo 
where f. is the fugacity at the reference state. The fugacity is 
given by fi- oyiP where 4ii is the fugacity coef ficient which has a 
value of 1 as pressure approaches zero and fugacity becomes equal 
to the pax-tial pressure of the component. 
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The relation between fugacity and chemical potential is of 
conceptual aid in performing the translation from thermodynamic to 
physical variables and helps to make the transition from pure 
ther 2ynamics to the theory of intermlecular forces. The 
fugacity seen as corrected pressure for non-ideal components copes W 
witb the non-idealities wbicb can be interpreted further by 
molecular thermodynamics. 
Substituting Equation 5-10 to Equation 5-8 gives: 
fAfB 
Ao. t 
A+ RTjrkýý ý Aot B+ RTjnýý_ 
f 02. f OJL 
Eq 5-11 
fNA fNB 
)AONA + RTln:!: __ = AONB 
+ RTln: n- 
foNA foNB 
Asmuning the sa standard state for all components in bath phases 
fl Afl. B 
fN A fN B Eq 5-12 
The quantitative criterion for equilibrium has been expressed as 
the equalities of the fugacities of each component in both phases. 
To express the equilibrium in terms of the laboratory measured 
properties, fugacity has to be 'related mathematically with volume, 
pressure and composition. From the thermodynanLic theory, the 
fugacities at constant temperature and composition are given by 
RT1n_fl - 
ým [ ap 
- 
RT] 
dv - RT1nZ .... Eq 5-13 
YJ. P , 3, i]T, v, nj v 
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TO solve Equation 5-13 for fugacity, a mathematical expression 
relating the funda ntal thermodynamic properties, voll It 
pressure, temperature and composition is needed. 
P- F(T, V, n, nN) ........... Eq 5-14 
These mathematical relations are called equation of state (EOS) 
and are usually of pressure explicit type. 
5.4.2 The Van der Waals Type of EOS 
The equations of state have some theoretical basis, but are built 
on simplified assumptions which make possible the pure components 
PVT data to be fitted by analytical expressions. To extend the 
application of the equations to mixtures, their parameters must 
take into account the composition of the mixture. The accuracy of 
the predictions of the EOS increases as the number of the 
parameters used in the equation is increased, but the complexity 
and the ccxnputer cost for the calculations increase as well. 
The van der Waals equation of state was proposed in 18737 
(P + a/v2-)(V-b) = RT 
where parameters a and b are functions of PC and Tc. Despite its 
simplicity, recent developments in molecular thermodynamics have 
proved its relative accuracy. Many authors have proposed 
modifications to the Van der Waals equation in attempts to produce 
an accurate equation of state relating pressure, temperature and 
molar volume of a fluid. Such equations generally express the 
pressure as a sum of two terms, a repulsion pressure PR and an 
attractlon pressure PA 
P' PA + PR 
The modern equations of state have their origin in that of Van der 
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Waals and the more recent and more commonly used modifications of 
the original, are two parA ter cubic equations in terms of 
voll& 
In the two phase region the cubic equations of state give either 
one or three real roots. When applied for the vapour phase, in the 
case of the tbree real roots, the largest one is selected as the 
vapour compressibility factor, while for the liquid phase the 
smallest corresponds to the liquid compressibility factor. 
Clauslus (1880), Berthelot (1899), Wohl (1914), proposed improved 
versions of the Van der Waa-Is equation. Benedict, Webb and Rubin 
(1940)8 proposed an eight adjustable constant equation. This 
equation being power six in volume and using such a great number of 
parameters, requires enormous quantities of data to be handled and 
does not have an analytical solution. The equation of state whose 
modifications are now widely preferred for their accuracy and 
sImplicity, Is that of Redlich Xwong, proposed in 19499. Its 
three main modifications are the equations used in this study and 
are presented extenalvely together with the original Redlich Kwong 
equation later. 
5.4.3 EOS Used in this Study 
The EOS used in this study are the following: 
1. Peng - Robinson 
2. Modified Soave Redlich - Xwong 
3. Modified Redlich - Kwong 
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5.4.4 Peng - Robinson Equation of State'O 
In pressure explicit terms, the relation of the fundainental 
thermodynamic properties is given by 
p 
RT 
v-b 
a(T) 
v(v + b) + b(v - b) 
06&60& Eq 5-16 
or in ter= of the compressIbility factor 
Z3 - (1 - B)Z? - + (A - 3BZ - 2B)Z - (AB - BIZ - B3) =0 
where 
aP bp A -, B R7-T7- RT 
4a06& Eq 5-17 
and for pure components the coefficients a and b are given by 
a(T) - a(TC) * (I + M(l - TrO, 5))z 
0.37464 + 1.5422w- 0.26992wz 
1D2M-z 
a(Tc) m 0.45724 "% "'c , 
PC 
0.0778 
RTC 
PC 
0a60. Eq 5-18 
The a and b parameters for each pure component are calculated at 
the critical point where 
ap 
0 and 
azp 
0 
8vjT av2-) T 
The thermodynamic fundamentals give finally the following 
salon for the fugacity coefficient of any component which 
is either in the liquid or in the vapour phase and is used for 
deriving fugacities using the equation of state 
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ln0j. - 
lco [1 ap 1 dv - lnZ 
v RT ani v 
The fuqacity coefficient for a pure component can be calculated 
from the equat ion 
1n4bjL =Z-1- ln( Z-B)-A ln 
'Z+2.414B] 
2-/2B Z-0.414B 
4baa6 Eq 5-19 
5.4.5 Modified Soave Redlich - Kwong 
In -1972 Soave presented a modified Redlich - Kwong equation of 
state to improve the prediction of thermodynamic properties of 
pure components and multicomponent mixtures". 
pressure this may be represented as follows: 
p 
RT a(T) 
v-b v(v + b) 
or in terms of the compressibility factor 
Z7- +(A -B- B7-)Z - AB--O G004666 
In tezma of 
Eq 5-20 
Eq 5-21 
where the temperature and the acentric factor dependence of 
a(T) is given by 
a(T) - 0.42727 
RZVCZ 
(1 + m(l - Tr 
PC 
0.48 + 1.544w - 0.15613wz 
0.08664 R TC/Pc ............ Eq 5-22 
For this study's applications, a slightly modified equation for m 
due to Grabosk! was usedIL2: 
- 4S - 
0.48508 + 1.5571W - 0.15613W 
2a0*60 Eq 5-23 
The fugacity coefficient for a pure component can be calculated 
frcm the equation 
A 
Z-I- ln(Z - B) In 
5-24 
5.4.6 Modified Redlich - Kwong EOS 
The original Redlich - Kwong EOS (1949) received in the last years 
great attention and has been widely used in chemical engineering 
calculations. The Redlich Kwong Equation of state has the form 
p 
RT aT- Vz 
v-b v(v + b) 
Several attempts 'nave been made in order to improve the original - 
equation 1.3p 1-4# 1-So l6p 17,18,1.9 The most interesting developmnt 
has been to introduce a modified temperature dependence of the ai 
and bl parameters. In that way, the ai and bi constant for each 
component, 
ai - 0.427SR2TCizos/PCi 
bi - 0.0867RTci/Pci 
can be written 
al - na.: LRZITC i'- I '/PC i 
bi - LIbiR! PCi/Pci 
&. 6.0a00*0 Eq 5-25 
where Oai, nbi are temperature dependent coefficients. 
The fugac-ity coefficient for a single compound is given by 
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ln46i =Z-I- In(Z - BP) - 
A2- 
In I+ 
BPI 
BIz 
4a4a. Eq 5-26 
Each substance has its own characteristic pair of omega functions 
matched to experimental data. At the critical point the three 
real roots for Z coincide with the value Zc = 1/3. Since all 
components we deal with, have Zc values between 0.27 and 0.29, the 
calculated Zc can be more than 20% in error. Furthermore, to 
generate three coinciding Z values at critical conditions, the nai 
and nbi must have the Van der Waals values (Equation 5-25) at Tc. 
These values, because of the critical anomaly never lie on the 
omega curves derived from empirical datazO. 
This error finally is only of minor influence on equilibrium 
prediction near the critical point, because the critical fugacity 
coefficient is only 5- 6% in error and one is mainly interested in 
the equality of the two fugacities rather than in their individual 
numerical value. Zudkevitch and Joffe calculate nai and %I for 
each component i at a given temperature, using the component Is 
saturation pressure, saturated liquid density and Lyckman's 
fugacity coefficientz'. Coatozz calculates r2ai and nbi as the two 
unknowns, from two equations: 
fiL - fiv 
c and 
ZL = Zi 
* 
where Zj* is the saturated liquid Z factor of the component at the 
saturation pressure at the given temperature. The two equations 
are solved by a Newton - Raphson iteration method. For this study, 
generalised correlations established by Hamam et alz3 for nc-Li and 
nbi were used with the modified Redlich - Kwang EOS. The f2ai and 
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%j were correlated in terms of Tr and acentric factor w. The 
expressions are simple and adequately tested for components having 
acentric factors as high as 0.5 in the subcritical region. For 
components in the supercritical state, values of nai and nbi 
obtained at the critical temperature (Tr = 1.0) were used,, and the 
predicted results compared with experimental data. 
A deviation less than 1.5% was observed in the calculation of the 
saturation pressure. In Table 5-1 values of the parameters Llai and 
nbi calculated from the correlations are compared against those 
obtained by Coats" and Fussell" for a ternary mixture of 
C. t - nC4 - Cto '-it 160OF (344.3K). For the same mixture and for 
composition (mole fraction) 
CH, 6 t 0.253 
nC, t 0.661 
ncjLo : o. os6 
the equilibrium (K) values and the saturation pressure estimated 
using the phase behaviour simulator which is described in Chapter 
6 and the Modified Redlich Kwong equation of state coupaxed to the 
values predicted by Coats and to the experimental ones are given 
in Table 5-2. 
5.5 APPLICATION OF THE EOS TO KI]CrURES 
To apply the equations of state for mixtures, a relation has to be 
found which states how the constants a and b for the mixture depend 
on the composition. If we interpret a' as a term which reflects 
the strength of attractions between two molecules, then for a 
mixture we usually express IaI by averaging over all molecular 
na-i. rl3 
Jg- - 
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N 
i: y: L yj aij 
j-. t 
a00aaa60a00 Eq 5-27 
where aij is a measure of the strength of attraction between a 
molecule i and a molecule j. The values for aij for hydrocarbon 
mixtures are recommended to be calculated by the equation (Soave - 
Graboaki - Daubert) 
a: Lj =(a: Laj ) 
Vz 
6G0&0&&a&&6aa6 Eq 5-28 
A more generallsed equation for ajj is given as'-" 
aij ....... Eq 5-29 
especially when polar molecules are present in the system. The 
binary coefficient kij is an empirical factor which must be 
determined from binary mixture data and can take zero for nonpolar 
hydrocarbon pairs (Soave - Graboski - Daubert). A good 
approximation of the empirical kij can be obtained from the so 
called cbaracteristic constant-' 7. The binary constant represents 
the deviation from the geometric mean for Tcij. Chueh et al claim 
that the values for kjj to a good approximation should be 
independent of the temperature, density and composition of the 
system'-15. On the contrary, Kato et al report that these 
parameters have an obvious temperature dependence7- 5. Experience 
has shown that the interaction parameters are necessary for 
Coz-hydrocarbon mixtures and also between methane and heavy 
fractions. Whitson" claim that the coefficients for C, - C7+ 
pai. rs; have a relatively strong temperature dependence for many 
reserv Ir fluids. Turek et al extended it to COZ MixtUreSZ7. Katz 
et al and Lee et al" attemPted to correlate the interaction 
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Parameters. The trend observed is that coefficients increase with 
Increasing molecular s: Lze. varotsis et al at 198330 proved the 
Interaction parameters for COz, Nz,, Cj. to be functions of the 
reduced pressure and temperature and they have expressed them as 
generallsed functions of the acentric factor, reduced pressure and 
temperature. 
Conrand et al go further to consider the interaction coefficients 
as pure mathematical para ters without any physical sense, that 
can take any values in order that the EOS predictions match the 
experimental data. Shearn33 suggested the use of ternary 
interaction parameters for mixtures involving Co. and methane. 
If the constant b is interpreted as a term proportional to the size 
of the molecules, the molecular volumes can be averaged by 
applying the mixing rule 
NN 
b 1: yiyjb: Lj Eq 5-30 
j 
Wilson and Chueh and Prausnitz have proposed that Equation 5-30 
be replaced with the simpler relationship34,35: 
b Y: Lbl, yi - mole fraction 464a0 Eq 5-31 
Equation 5-31 is equivalent to assuming the combining rule 
bi. j = 't(bi + bj ............. Eq 5-32 
z 
This mdx: lng rule is based on an assumption that is rather 
arbitrary and other rules could be proposed. For mixtures whose 
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molecules are not too dissimilar in size, the particular mixing 
rule used for b does not significantly affect the results. Turek 
suggested the use of another binary interaction parameter Dij for 
the first mixing rule for COz mixtures. Z7 Equation 5-30 becomes 
INN bm --1: 1: zizj (1+ Dij )(bi+bj Eq 5-33 
zIj 
For the purposes of the present study Equations 5-31 and 5-27 were 
used as mixing rules -w is the acentric factor by Pitzer which 
theoretically comes from the second virial coefficient and is a 
ma roscopic measure for each component, of the extent to which the 
force field around a molecule deviates from spherical symmetry. 
The acentric factor is essentially zero for spherical, non-polar 
molecules such as the noble gases and for small, highly symmetric 
molecules such as methane. The operational definition of w is 
PS 
logt 0- -1.0 66666044 Eq 5-34 
JPCIT/TC-O. 
'7 
where Ps is the vapour pressure at Tr 2-- 0.7 
The success of an equation of state in predicting vapour, liquid 
equillbria (VLE) behaviour depends on its ability to account for 
nonidealitles in both the vapour phase and the liquid phase. 
Seldom does a given equation of state perform equally well in the 
subcritical, critical and supercritical regionB3,2. Thus the 
choice of the EOS depends on what region of the PVT space is 
considered. Further, the type of compounds and the type of 
mixture can also influence which is the most appropriate equation 
of state. Most modifications to the Van der Waals EOS have 
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emptasised, improvement in predicting equillbrium ratios by 
improving the prediction for liquid phase nonideality. There are, 
'however, cases where a "two-equation" approach is more viable. 
Such calculations represent the liquid phase nonideality through 
an activity coefficient model and the vapour phase through an 
equation of state. However, the equations of state, despite their 
limitations,, possess a simple mathematical form and a small number 
of adjustable parn ters,, while achieving a sufficient degree of 
accuracy to be of practical interest. The fact that they can be 
armlied in both phc-mes makes them a very versatile tool for the 
prediction of physical properties of hydrocarbon mixtures. 
TABLE 5-1 
CALCMATION OF THE nA, nB PARAMETERS 
FOR THE REDLICH-XWONG EOS 
CH 4 -N-BUTAM-N-DECANE MlXrLTRE 
160OF 
PA rAB PA coats % coats nA fuss % 
cl 0.4265 0.0862 0.042617 0.8617 0.4251 0.0859 
nC,, 0.4198 0.0794 0.4194 0.0794 0.4154 0.0759 
nC. Lo 0.4638 0.734 0.4519 0.07045 0.4651 0.0726 
TABLE 5-2 
X VALUES SATURATION PRESSURE MDDIFIED REDLICH-KWONG EOS 
X-Values Coats X-vol our Model K-Values Exper 
C, 3.173 3.174 3.174 
T'C4 0.297 0.297 0.297 
C1.0 0.008 0.0081 0.013 
Saturation 
Pressure 
(psia) 927.7 975.1 1000 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The PhYsical behaviour of the processes under investigation can be 
described by a system of mathematical equations. The calculation 
of the physical properties of the vapour and the liquid phases are 
all based on the assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium at the 
given temperature and pressure. A fluid mixture of known overall 
composition is equilibrated at the temperature and pressure of 
interest. The components in the mixture will be distributed in a 
vapour and a liquid phase. The composition of each phase, the 
volume ratios, the molar ratios and the densities of the phases 
will be determined mathematically. 
Figure 6-1 demonstrates on a Pressure-Temperature (P-T) diagram 
the different possibilities of the phase behaviour of a 
hydrocarbon mixture. Mixtures lying on the bubble point locus (1) 
are single liquid phases in equilibrium with the first bubble of 
released gas. on the other hand, mixtures lying on the dew point 
curve (2) are vapour phases in equilibrium with the first drop of 
condensed liquid. Mixtures inside the phase envelope consist of 
two phases in equilibrium. For mixtures outside the phase 
envelope, those which lie on the left of the critical point (*) are 
undersaturated liquids and those on the right of the critical 
point undersaturated vapours. At this stage it is useful to 
define the equilibrium ratio or K-value for component i as: 
Ki - Yj1xj 
where yj., xi are the vapour and liquid mole fractions. 
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6.2 MPLTEEENATICAL PoFaCULATION OF PHASE EQUILIBRIUM PROBLEMS 
6.2.1 Isothermal Flash Calculation 
Consider the following simple separation scheme (Figure 6-2). A 
mixture of P moles consisting of N components with overall 
comqposition zi, i-1, N (mole fractions), is held at pressure P and 
temperature T. Its phase behaviour in equilibrium at the 
conditions of interest has to be determined. The F moles of the 
feed at the conditions of the test are separated into V moles of 
vapour at composition yj. (mole fractions) and L moles of liquid at 
composition xi (mole fractions). 
The overall material balance for the number of moles is expressed 
by the equati-on 
L+V Eq 6-1 
Given that there is no gain or loss of mass in the system, the 
number of moles of each component present remains constant during 
the process. The overall component material balance is given by 
the equatlon 
LXi + Vyi. - FZi 1, N .aa. 60*a Eq 6-2 
The resulting compositions of the two phases expressed as mole 
fractions should satisfy the equation 
N 
xi. or yi ... 0&. 6.6 Eq 6- 3 
only one of the two equations (6-3) should be used with the system 
of equations which describe the state of equilibrium, because 
p 
T 
, FIGURE 6-1 
PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE PHASE ENVELOPE 
FI1, N 
1, N 
I 
1, N 
FIGURE 6-2 
SEPARATION SCHEME 
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given one, the second may be derived by combining the given 
equation with Equation 6-1 and 6-2. 
To express the thermodynamic equillbria, as it was presented in 
Chapter 5, the component fugacity is used to develop a criterion 
for ther=Klynamic equilibria. In physical terms the fugacity of a 
component in one phase with respect to the fugacity of that 
component In the second phase is a measure of the potential for 
transfer of the component to the phase where its fugacity is 
lower-'-. Therefore, the thermodynamic equilibria is expressed by 
4L ' 4V i-1, N 060.0060*0. Eq 6-4 
vAhe. re 
IiL ý tj. L(Xj, P, T)j fiV = fiV(Yj, P, T) i=1, N 
The system of the Ecriations 6-1,6-2,6-3,6-4, haB to be solved 
to describe the equilibrium of the mixture. The equations are 
'highly non-Unear and therefore have to be solved simultaneously 
by an iteratlon nethod. 
6.2.2 Bubble Point Calcillation 
The phase behaviour of mixtures lying on the saturated liquid part 
of the phase envelope (Figure 6-1), can be described 
mathematically using the thezinodynamic equilibria equations that 
were used for the description of the isothermal flash problem. 
The problem in this case is either to find the bubble point 
pressure for a given feed temperature and composition, or to find 
the bubble point temperature for a given feed Composition and 
pressure. The vapour phase properties are also to be determined. 
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Ecluat-ions 
A saturated liquid phase of composition (xi = zi,, i=1,, N) 
co-exists in equilibrium with a first bubble of gas which has 
Composition yi, i=1,, N at 
a specified temperature T. In this case the vapour phase is of 
negligible amount and the overall material balance can be written 
PL 
The restrictive equation on the unknown (vapour) phase composition 
is written 
N 
L'yj. 
1 
and the thermodynamic equilibria is expressed by 
fiL ' fiVo i, 1, N 
where 
f: LL = f: LL(zj, P, T) fiV - fiV(yj,, P, T) 1, N 
6.2.3 Dew Point Calculation 
The problem in this case is either to find the pressure at which 
the first drop of liquid is formed out of undersaturated vapour at 
a given temperature, or to f ind the dew point temperature for a 
given feed composition and a specified pressure. The liquid phase 
properties are also to be determined. 
balance equation can be written 
P= 
The overall material 
The restrictive equation on the unknown (liquid) phase Composition 
is written 
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N 
rxfL 
and the thermodynamic equilibria is expressed by 
' fiV# i-1, N f iL --, L 
where 
fi. L ' tiL('Xj, P, T) fiV = fiV(zj, P, T) j=1, N 
6.3 ITERATIVE SOLUTION METHODS 
6.3.1 Iteration Methods used for the Solution of Phase 
Equilibrium Problems 
The next step is to develop an iteration method to solve the system 
of the algebraic equations presented in section 6.1. Consider the 
system of simultaneous, nonlinear algebraic equations of the formi 
F. (gE. t, x.., .ooao# 2En) ý0 
FX6.4660 X- ID Z 
PN(-x. £ , -xtz 9 to -ooo -xn )-0 4.060.006 
which can be written compactly in vector notation as 
F(x) 
where 
4A0666a0. 
a0&*066& 
xz p &&. 440 el)T 
(P. L, Pzt . **-sp Pn 
Eq 6-5 
Eq 6-6 
Pi. = Pi. (X,., XZO .&*. *, EM) i-1, n 
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There are two different approaches to tackle the problem 
(i) A direct iteration method can be used. The functions 
Pi are expressed in the following form 
Fj. - -xu - 
gj. (2s) ........ Eq 6-7 
where 
gl(A) - gi(-x-. t, -x-z An) 
The system of equations can now be written 
g0s) =0 Eq 6-8 
A direct iteration of the form 
g-(Rc) ......... Eq 6-9 
is constructed where k is the number of the iteration. 
The method is regarded converged when the difference 
-PC X:: k or g(L 9 ck) 
is smaller than a specified tolerance. 
The success of direct iteration depends on the 
selectlon of the funct: ions The absolute slope 
of these functions should be less than unity for 
convergence to be achieved. When the slope is 
greater than unity the method diverges. Figure 6-3a 
demonstrates a case of convergence and Figure 6-3b a 
case of divergence using one-variable functIonsz. 
The direct iteration met1hod applicable to phase 
equilibrium problems is the successive substitution 
method (SSM). For the isothermal flash calculation 
FIGURE 6-3a 
DIRECT ITERATION METHOD - CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED 
y 
i 
FIGURE 6-3b 
DIRECT ITERATION METHOD - CONVERGENCE NOT ACHIEVED 
YA C, (x) 
x 
012 
xxxxx 
A I. ) 
xxx 
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the arystem of non-linear phase equilibrium equations 
is wrItten as 
iiv 
where 
n)T eu x-- Z ....... Lr, 
FiL (g(ý) = 
Fiv 
006a0 Eq 6-10 
PiL ' (I. tL*PzL# .... &PpnL)T# 
p1V m (pýM, ]p ZV ...... p nV)T 
FJ-L = 3Fi. L(X-ti, x-z, -#aad, -2Sn)p 
Fiv- Fiv(-Xti, Az 
.&s6*6P 
-xn 
) 
and the correspondence to the physical variables 
x =X Fp I IL ' fiL IV ý fLV 
xz - Kz FzL ' fzL FZV - fzv 
Lýn ýXn PnL ý fnL PnV '= fnV 
Figure 6-4 gives a flowchart of the isothermal flash calculation 
solved by the Successive Substitution Method. 
(ii) The second approach involves the use of second order 
Newton methods with minimum number of iteration 
variables. To solve the phase equilibrium problem, 
the followIng steps should be taken 
tjL, x: mzf aa*0a An array x= (x should be selected 
whose elements are the variables to be iterated. 
An array P= (P,, Pz ....... Pn)T of multi-variable 
functions of the iteration variables should be 
deflned where P: i = Pi(xjL, xz,.... #, Ezl). The 
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number of the functions is equal to the number of 
the iteration variables. 
An array E= (hl, hz ........ hm)T of functions should 
be defined where hj. = h-i(2Ej., xz, a&aa#, NO - 
These functions are the defining functions and are 
used to calculate the remaining variables 
Y-i(xi = (Y. L, yz ........ ym)) using the assumed 
values of the iteration variables. m is the 
number of the variables that are calculated 
directly using the defining equations. n+m is 
the total number of unknowns in the problem. 
tjL An array of values (x 
*,, x,, 
should be found which satisfies the equations 
Fi(3. 
L, -xz,, 6&&*a #-xn) =0i=n 
The sequence to achieve solution can be summarised 
in a four step process: 
100aG66p0)T Assume an array ito -0 (-xlx,, - In 
of starting values for the iteration 
variables. 
Use the defining equations to calculate the 
dependent variables. 
3. Use the values (350) to calculate the values 
of the functions PI (error equations). 
The closer the elements of the array 
are to the elements of (j*), the closer the 
values of P(XO) are to zero. 
Use a correction step method to update the 
values (30) in the direction of the solution. 
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Figure 6-5 gives the f lowchart for the solution of the isotherm I 
flash calculation using a second order Newton method. Undoubtedly 
the Newton method is much more robust than the SSM method, 
although it requires more complex arithmetic. Given the 
importance of the critical point region on gas miscibility and to W- - 
ensure the convergence of the algorithm to near critical 
conditions, a second order Newton method was selected to build up 
the computer model. 
The model which can predict the phase behaviour and physical 
properties of mixtures of injected gases and 'hydrocarbons at near 
critical conditions and can follow the miscibility path, was built 
on a modification of an already existing simulator which has been 
written to predict the pressure drop for a two phase flow in a 
vertical lift procesB3. The reformulation of Flasbman 
was found to be necessary to increase the robustness of the model 
and achieve solution at near critical conditions. 
6.3.2 Iteration Method Used in this Study 
The Iteratlon Method used In this study is the Mi-nimum Variable 
Iteration Method. This method reduces the dimension of the 
correction step by eliminating as many unknowns as possible. The 
decomposition of the total system of equations Into a minimum 
number of equations that have to be solved simultaneously is 
achieved In this study by inspection of the system of equations. 
Only acme of the unknown variables are included in the iterative 
process and are called independent variables. The rest of the 
FIGURE 6-4 
FLOW CHART FOR THE SOLUTION OF THE ISOTHERMAL FLASH 
CALCULATION BY A SUCCESSIVE SUBSTITUTION METHOD (SSM) 
FIGURE b--') 
FLOWCHART FOR THE ALGORITHM OF AN ISOTHEP01AL FLASH 
CALCULATION USING SECOND ORDER NEWTON METHOD 
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variables are the dependent variables and they are determined from 
the independent variables using the defining equations. 
An equal number of defining equations and dependent variables is 
required. The remaining equations, equal in number to the number 
of iteration variables, are called the error equations. 13Y 
reducing the number of variables to a minimum, the computational 
cost for each iteration is reduced drastically. 
6.3.3 Isothermal Flash Calculation 
A mixture of P moles of overall composition zi, i=I, N is brought 
at pressure P and temperature T in equilibrium. Two phases are 
going to be fozmed; L moles will form a liquid phase of composition 
xj-L, i= : L,, N and V moles will form a vapour phase of composition yi, 
i=I, N. The total number of unknown variables is 4N +2 (LoV, N 
liqu. id phase fugacities, N vapour phase fugacities, N liquid 
compositions, N vapour compositions). 
In the model, only n(n = N) variables are treated as independent 
variables,, either the vapour molar fraction V and the N-1 vapour 
phaze compositions or 
the liquid molar fraction L and N-1 liquid phase compositions. 
The former applies when the mixture is characterised as 
predominantly vapour and the latter when predominantly liquid. 
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6.3.4 Mixture Predominantly Liquid 
Mathematical Pormulation of the Problem 
With respect to the general mathematical formulation of the 
problem (6.3.1),, there is the following correspondence between the 
generalised variables and the physical variables. 
X= (]! JL,, 3rz, ? Sn)T where n 
x -V =-t 
XZ iý-- YZ 
Y3 
YN 
P- (FlpPzpo*ooeoPn where Pi ' fiL - fiV i=1, N 
h -- (h j., hz ....... hm)T where m 3N +2 
N 
hjL I-E yi 
i-z 
hz = 
N 
Fzx vyl 
Fv 
hm+ z -, 
lpzu VYN 
Fv 
IIN+3 'ý-- fIL 
a 
hzN+Z ftqL 
b Z. N+ 3f 1v 
h 3M+7- - fNV 
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&#y . M)T, ( 
Y-L, ýz 0' 
. 
Yi hi(i where m- 3N +2 X) 
Y- L- Yt 
. yz = 
XJL 
Mi+z " XN 
Y. N+3 f 1L 
Y-zN+z fNL 
XZN+ 3 fiv 
Y. 3N+z fNV 
Initial Estimates of Iteration Variables 
The iteration starts with V=0 and the N-1 vapour phase 
compositions determined previously by the bubble point 
calculation. The reason that a saturation condition calculation 
preceeds a flash calculation, is because: 
(i) As it will be discussed later, the existing equations 
and correlations to obtain initial values for the 
phase compositions are very poor and these poor 
estimates sometimes slow down or even fall the Newton 
type iteration methods. 
(ii) The saturation conditions calculated beforehand allow 
the operator to know if at the conditions of the flash, 
the mixture is in the two phase region, or if it lies 
on the single phase area outside the phase envelope 
and hence a possible answer to the flash problem 
will be a trivial solution. 
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Def in: Lng Equations 
The total hydrocarbon mole balance is used to calculate L 
Eq 6 -11 
The restrictive equation on the vapour phase compositions is 
used to calculate the composition of the first component in the 
vapour phase y. 
N 
Yl. 1: Yj 
ima 
0&0606000*a0a Eq 6-12 
The component balance equations are used to calculate the liquid 
_ 
mole fractions using the assumed vapour mole fractions and vapour 
molar fraction V. 
X: L = 
Fzi 
- 
vyi. 
Eq 6-13 
F-V 
The equation of state is used to calculate the liquid and vapour 
coinpressibility factors. 
Emations 5-19,5-24,5-26 are used to calculate the liquid and a-- 
vapour phase fugac: Lty coef f icients 4ii and then the fugacities of 
the two phases. 
Error Equations 
The N thermodynamic phase equilibria equations are used in the 
form 
Pi ' fiL - fiV 1'"4 .. 00.. 6.06. Eq 6-14 
f A. L - fi. L(xj ), fiv - fiv(yj) 1=1, N 
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If the Euclidean norm of the residuals Pi's is less than a 
specified error tolerance, it is assumed that the values for the 
iteration variables used for that iteration are the solutions to 
the problem and the iterative sequence ends. If not, the 
iteration variables are updated using a correction step which 
utIllses the information galned by the previous step. 
6.3.5 Mixture Predominantly Vapour 
Mathematical Formulation of the Problem 
As far as the general mathematical formulation of the problem 
is concerned, the following correspondence between the 
generalised mathematical variables and the physical variables can 
be asserted. 
x xn)T where n- 
X= Xz 
XN _M XN 
(Pi., Fz . ..... Fn )T where F: L - fj. L -f iv i=l, N 
h- (hl. j hz -hm)T where m 3N +2 
N 
hjL I- xi 
z 
hz = 
h3 = 
Fzl LXI 
FL 
FZN LXN 
IIN+z - 
PL 
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'hN+ 3fl. L 
'h zN+ z fNL 
b, zN+ 3=fl. V 
b 3N+z = fNV 
y (Y-L, ZZ, M)T, yi = hi(x) 
where m= 3N +2 
Y-L = XJL 
. 
yz = 
X3 ---, YJL 
ZN+z - YN 
Y. N+ 3 '-a f 1. L 
Y-ZN+z - fNL 
ZZý 3 fl. V 
Y. 3N+z fNV 
Initial Estimates of Iteration Variables 
The iteration starts with L-0 and N-1 liquid phase compositions 
determined previously by the dew point calculation. 
Defining Equations 
The total hydrocarbon mole balance is used to calculate V 
V=F -L 
The restrictIve equation on the liquid phase compositions is used 
to calculate the composition of the first component in the li(Nid 
phase xl. . 
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N 
X. L 1: Xi 
i-z 
The component balance equations are used to calculate the vapour 
mole fractions using the assumed liquid mole fractions xi and 
liquid molar fraction L. 
Yi - 
Fzi IAX: L 1=I, N 
PL 
The equation of state is used to calculate the liquid and vapour 
cotmpressibility factors. Equations 5-19,5-24,5-26 are used to 
calculate the liquid and vapour phase fugacity coefficients 401 and 
then the fugacitles of the two phases. 
Error Equations 
The Euclidean norm of the residuals of the thermodynamic phase 
equilibria equations 
Fi " IiL - fiV 119'19N 
where 
fi. L - fi. L (XI ) 
fiv- fiv(yj )i=1, N 
should be less than a specifted tolerance. 
6.3.6 Bubble Point Calculation 
The total number of variables in this case is 3N +I (P or T, N 
vapou. r ccorpositions, N vapour phase fugacities and N liquid phase 
fugacities). Although according to the rainimum variable iteration 
method only N of the variables should be iterated, In the model N 
1 variables are treated as independent; the N CXxmPositions of the 
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vapour phase and either the saturation pressure or the saturation 
teuperature (n -N+ 1). The reason the Nth composition of the 
vapour is treated as an extra iteration variable and is not 
calculated from the restrictive equation on the phase mole 
frauctlons 
N-1 
yjq E Yj 
i-JL 
is that experience showed that the robustness of the method 
increased considerably in the former case. The explanation is 
that in the latter case the Nth composition as being calculated 
from the summation of the N-1 compositions accumulates the 
deviations of these N-1 iteration variables from the solution and 
therefore does not follow the same rate of convergence. 
Mathematical Formulation of the Problem 
As far as the mathematical formulation of the problem is concerned 
(6.3.1), the following correspondence between the generallsed 
mathematical variables and the physical variables can be assertedi 
xn)T (giL, 2sz, .46 41 - 
where n=N+1 
P or T 
Y't =Z 
Yz 
30N+jL ý YN 
F- (Fio Fz Fn where Pi - fi. L- fiv i-1, N 
N 
PN+i ý1E Yi 
i-JL 
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hz, -hm)T where m= 2N 
hi. ' fi. L(zi, P, T) 
bz fzL(ziP, T) 
A14 fNL(zi, P, T) 
hN+ Ifl. V(yi, P, T) 
AZM fNV(yi, P, T) 
(np y44»0t _Z, m)Ts, 
'hi(x) in = 2N 
Mt ' f. LL 
Yz ' fzL 
mi = fNL 
YJN+ If lv 
LN fNV 
Initial Estimates of Iteration Variables 
i=]., N 
The iteration starts with an assumption for the saturation 
pressure or temperature given to the program by the operator. The 
Antoine equation for predicting the vapour pressure of mixtures as 
the sum of the pure component vapour pressures 
N_ 
Bi 
PErtart: (exp[Ai * 2.3026) * zi Eq 6-15 
T+C: Ll 
was used initially to generate the starting value for the bubble 
point pressure. Experience has shown that these estimates are 
generally very poor for complex hydrocarbon mixtures and sometimes 
convergence could not be achieved. In the case that the bubble 
point temperature has to be Calculated the re-arranged Antoine 
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equation has been tried to provide the starting temperature3, and 
this method has also been proved poor. A first estimation for the 
liquid phase compositions can be taken using the component 
X-values calculated by the empirical Wilson Equation4 
Ki = expf5.37(l + wi)(I - 1/Tri)I/Pri 1,1619N Eq 6 -16 
This equation comes from Hoffman's et al generalised equatlon-s 
log KiP = A(P) * Pj. (T) + Y(P) &&&0*00 Eq 6 -17 
where 
Fi(T) - 
1/TCi 1/T 
_ 
109 (Pci/Pa), Pa = atmospheric pressure 
l/Thi '/Tci 
and 
Y(P) is the pressure dependent intercept. 
These K values are used to f lash tfie overall f luid mixture at the 
system temperature and an estimated saturation pressure. 
Defin: Lng Equations 
The compress ib: Llity factors ZL and ZV are calculated by solving 
the equation of state and the corresponding expression that gives 
the fugacity coefficients is used to calculate the liquid and 
vapour fugacit-ies. 
Error Equations (N + 1) 
The residual of the restrictive equation on the vapour phase mole 
fractions, plus N equations representing the residual of the 
thermodynamic phase equilibria expressions are used as error 
equations. 
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F: L fiL - fiV i4ild-IN 
N 
FN+ 1- yi Eq 6-18 
where 
fiL ý fiL (zj iP or T) 
fj. V - fiV(yj,, P or T) j-1, N 
Pussel is using a different equation as the Fn+l equation'5 
N 
Fn+l. - Ps - 1: fjL/OjV .......... Eq 6-19 
jmjL 
Equation 6-19 was tried in the model but the rate of convergence it 
was giving was slower than the rate of convergence when Equation 
6-18 was used. 
6.3.7 Dew Point Calculation 
Mathematical Formulation of the Problem 
As far as the mathematical formulation, of the problem is concerned 
(6.3.1), the following correspondence between the generalised 
mathematical variables and the physical variables can be asserted: 
(At, 2sz, 6.4. n)T where N+1 
xP or T 
Xz Xi. 
3S3 Xz 
xn+jL «2' YN 
F (Fl., Fz . ..... Fn )T where Fi = fiL - fiV i=l, N 
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N 
N+j r- xi 
l--JL 
h= (hjL, hz, hm)T where m= 2N 
111. `2 l. L P, T) 
hz ' fzL (xi, P, T) 
hN = fNL (xi, P, T) 
'hN+,. =fl. V(zi, P, T) 
bzN = fNV(zi, P, T) 
y A)T, m 2N 
'hi(x) Y-L f. LL 
fzL 
mi - fNL 
Y-N+1. f l. V 
. 
YzN fNV 
Initial Estimates of Iteration Variables 
The same method for the calculation of the initial estimates of 
the independent variables with the bubble point calculation is 
followed. 
Defin: Lng Equations 
They are the same as with the bubble point calculation. 
Error Equations (N+I) 
The residual of the restrictive equation on the liquid phase mole 
fractions is used as the FN+j equation 
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xi 
6.3.8 Ternary Phase Envelope Calculation 
A type of calculation very useful for the design of a gas miscible 
flooding In a reservoir, is the construction of the phase 
envelopes of mixtures of the injection gas and reservoir fluid at 
any ratio, on a ternary diagram at the temperature of the 
reservoir and the pressure of the injection. 
ThIs representation, although it simplifies the complexities of 
the multIcomponent phase -equilibrium into that of the three 
components I system,, gives useful visual conception of the mass 
transfer between the phases of the reservoir fluid and of the 
advancing injection gas. It can also 
determine, with a fair degree of accuracy,, the miscibility path 
and gives indication of the minimum miscibility pressure required 
for a particular application. More extended discussion on the 
advantages and disadvantages of the ternary representation has 
been expounded in Chapter 4. 
The construction of the phase envelope in a ternary diagram is 
another option of the simulation model VLE. The components of the 
multicomponent mixture are grouped into three pseudocomponents 
(usually injection gas, intermediates and heavy components) with 
overall mole fractions zG, zl:, zH in such a way that each 
individual component belongs to one and only one pseudocomponent. 
This option starts with an isothermal f lash calculation for a 
mixture whose composition lies on the side of the triangle (Fig 
6-6), where the mole fraction of the intermediates is zero, at the 
N 
z 
ýL4 
z 
E-4 
N 
9Q 
0 
N 
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Specified temperature and pressure. The vapour and liquid 
compositions in equilibrium are determined on the sa side of the 
triangle (z, - 0.0) (Fig 6-6) and they define the two points where 
the phase envelope intersects that side. The program then 
performs a series of bubble point calculations at the sa T and P, 
starting from the liquid mixture of composition B and following 
the saturation curve towards the critical point. The mole 
fraction of the one of three pseudocomponents is specified and 
determines the calculation step,, the mole fraction of the second 
poeudocomponent Is an independent variable and the mole fraction 
of the third coinponent is a dependent one calculated from the 
restrictive equation on the mole fractions and the other two. In 
other words, the problem is to find for each mixture comprising of 
a specified mole fraction of one component, the mole fraction of 
the other component so that the mixture can be saturated at the 
specified T and P, and determine the composition of the vapour 
phase in equilibrium with the liquid. 
Mathematical Formulatlon of the Problem 
As far as the mathematical formulation of the problem is concerned 
(6.3.1), the following correspondence between the generalised 
mathematical variables and the physical variables can be asserted: 
x 
M)T where n= 
Xt ý- ZH 
SzYz 
X A -00 YN 
F (Fl., Fn )T where Fi = fi. L - fiV i=l, N 
- 7S - 
and fiL = f(zli), fjv = f(yj) 
j- lrN 
(bl, 'hz, hm)T where m- 2N +2+9 
hi - 1.0 - (zl + zIg) 
N 
hz r- yi 
1-2 
h3 =fj. L 
h4 , fzL 
1, N 
bN+z - fNL 
'nN+ 3-f IV 
1, N 
ltlzN+z fNV 
hzN+ 3 ZH*Xj 
llzN+4 ZEK*xj+i 
hzWz+t - ZH*xN 
xj, xM are the mole fractIons of the components grouped In 
the heavy pseudocomponent in the original reservoir fluid, j-2 
the number of the components of the Intermediate and 9 the number 
of the components in the heavy pseudocomponent 
vm) where m= 2N +2+9 
Y. L -' ZG 
ma iý-- jr, 
Y3 ý flL 
Mi+z ` fNL 
ym+3 f 1. v 
Y. zN+z fNV 
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. 
YzN+3 ` xi 
XZN+4 ý xj+l 
S 
Y-zN+z+i ý XN 
initial Estimates of the Iteration Variables 
The iteration starts with the vapour phase compositions of the 
isothermal f lash calculation as initial estimates for the vapour 
. r)h--"e mole 
fractions of the second problem. The mole fraction zj 
of the intermediate component (zj = 0.0 at start) is specified at 
the begIning of each calculation. Big steps of the zj can cause 
problems to the calculation (non convergence) and uncertainty on 
the drawing of the phase envelope. The initial estimate for the 
iteration variable zH is the mole fraction of the heavy cotuponent 
of the liquid phase of the previous calculation. 
Defining Equations 
The restrictive equation on the vapour phase compositions is used 
to calculate the coniposition of the first component in the vapour 
phase yjL 
YJL Yi 
The restrictive equation on the three pseudocomponents mole 
fractions is used to determine the mole fraction of the injection 
gas ZG I 
ZG -'m 1*0 - (ZI + ZH) 0... 0.. 6.6 Eq 6-20 
The compressibility factors ZL and ZV are Calculated by solving 
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the equation of state and its expression that gives the fugacity 
coefficient is used to calculate the liquid and vapour fugacities. 
Error Equations 
The N thermodynamic phase equilibria equatlons 
F. j = fiL - fiV, 1414N 
Extrapolation Technique 
After the three first calculations have been performed, the 
quadrat. ic extrapolatlon technique is used to speed up the 
calculations by providing initial values for the next problem, 
very close to the answer. This technique is explained in detail In 
section 6.4.2. 
Increwnts of the zT 
The program decides itself about the size of the next increment of 
the specified variable zj, according to the ease with which the 
previous problem was solved, (ie the number of iterations required 
and the number of times the Jacobian had to be recalculated). The 
user has spectfied from the begining the upper and lower limits of 
the irwrements. 
Change in Iteration Variables 
Sometimes depending on the shape of the phase envelope and 
maxticularly on the position of the critical point, a change in Jý- - 
the cholce of the 
independent variable ZEI has to be considered. After the saturated 
liquid C (Figure 6-6) has been determined in equilibrium with the 
vapour D, the next increment of the z, may determine a line 
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Which does not intersect the phase envelope at arry point. This 
Means that there is not a mixture having zj mole fraction and being 
saturated at the specified pressure and tenqDerature. In such a 
case, the a-I.. gorithm fails to converge and returns back to the 
previous solution. To complete the phase envelope, zIff is now 
specified before each calculation and z, becomes the independent 
variable. When the X-value of the injection gas comes very close 
to unity (4 1.005), then the calculations terminate and the bubble 
and dew point curves, as they have been determined by the liquid 
and vapour phase compositions In equilibrium on the ternary 
diagram, close using interpolation. The liquid and vapour phases 
of all calculatIons, expressed as three component mj-xtures are 
stored in a file, which can be called later to plot the phase 
envelope. 
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6.4 rMRATIVE UPDATING TECHNIQUE 
6.4.1 Updating Technique used in this Study 
The purpose of the correction step is to obtain improved estimates 
of the iteration variables that in turn will reduce the residuals 
calculated by the selected error equations. The correction step 
reduces to a matrix problem with an order equal to the number of 
the iterative variables. The problem consists of finding an array 
of values of jjL, denoted by which satisfies the equations 
]Fi(-X-1., 
-xz v***&i 
An )=0i=1, n .... Eq 6-21 
where Fi(x,, 
-XZ Ia0061 
An) is an array of non-linear 
multi-variable functions. 
If ji(k) ls the vector of values of the iteration variables at the 
k-th iteration, an array 67x(k) is required which will provide the 
updated values for the iteration variables at the (k+l)t: h 
iteration. 
X(k) _,. Ai(k) x....... Eq 6-22 
The whole philosophy of the iterative methods is based on the 
replacement of the non-linear functions P at each point, by linear 
ones L which approximate as closely as possible the functions P. 
The l1near equations are then solved and their roots are used as 
the new approximations to the roots of the functions P. If these 
values do not reduce to zero the residual of the error equations, 
new linear functions are chosen until the F's and L's have the same 
roots. The basic form of iteration is therefore the solution of a 
sequence of Iinearised problems by a standard method. The 
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selection of the linear functions at each step is what makes the 
difference between the various iteration methods. 
For this study,, a quasi-Newton method is used. In Newton's method 
the linear function L, which approximates the function P, is 
obtained by truncating the Taylor series expansion of the 
non-linear function after the first order term. 
F(30) + F'(AO)(3 - 2SO) Eq 6-23 
In the graphic representation of the Newton method, a non-linear 
function P of one variable x is approximated by the linear 
function L tangent to P at any point (Fig 6-7). Obviously the 
root x3- of the linear function does not coincide with the root of 
the non-Unear function x*. The updated value x-t is given by the 
equation 
P(L&) Eq 6-24 
F/(; &) 
xl* is used as the value of the independent variable for the new 
iteration. x3- should be closer to the solution x* than the value 
xO of the previous iteration. In the case that the function F 
close to the solution has a point of inflexion or a turning point, 
then the value il- for the next iteration provided by the Newton 
method may be further from the solution than the value of the 
previous iteration xO (Fig 6-8). In that case a step size control 
has to be used to reduce the size of the step and ensure final 
convergence. The full Newton step with Step size control is given 
]by the equation 
N 
H 
0 
0 
Pa-4 
Z 
rL4 
0 
z 
E-4 
E-i 
z 
U 
H 
-J 0 
I- 
0 
C-) 
cc 
LLJ 
N 
6--4 
cn 
LU 
cn 
LL 
0 
LLJ 
S. - 
x 
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XI = x0 P(L& ) G& 41 a06a*6G*00 Eq 6-25 
with a chosen such that 
IIF(1)lI < IlF(°)II 
Equation (6-22) can be written: 
x, - = x9 + c(6x0, ZLXO - r(x )/F (X0) 64666 Eq 6-26 
Although Newton's method converges quadratically towards the 
solution and convergence rate when close to the solution is very 
fast Indeed, the full Newton step has several disadvantagest 
(i) The non-Iinear functions P should be analytically 
differentlable. 
(ii) n7- function evaluations are required per step, where 
n is the number of the linear functions P. 
(iii) The Jacobian matrix should be inverted. 
(iv) The algorithm may diverge if the starting values for 
the iteration variables are very poor. 
The items (i) - (iii) contribute to long computer time and high 
algebraic complexity, whereas item ( iv) is dealing with the 
robustness of the algorithm. To overcome these problems a 
modification of the Newton method was used: 
With regard to item (i), analytical differentiation has 
been replaced with numerical differentiation avoiding 
the complex algebra. 
With regard to item (iii), Broyden's rank-one updatimg 
formulaO 'is used to approximate the inverse Jacobtan 
for the next iteration using the information collected 
from previous steps. In that way the need for 
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calculating and inverting the Jacobian at each 
cycle is eliminated. 
As far as item (iv) is concerned, a three point 
continuation method is used to provide improved 
initial estimates for the next calculations when 
successive slightly different problems are being 
solved. The continuation method used in the study 
will be discussed later. 
Before Broyden's method is discussed, the underlying principle 
of his updating technique will be illustrated with the use of two 
non-11near equations in two variables Fl. (xl., x, ) and Fz(xl, xz). 
Figure 6-9 provides a visualisatIon of the geometry of the problem 
where the PjL(xjLxz) and F, (x,., x, ) are represented by two surfaces 
intersecting each other at the point (xjL*, xz*) on the coordinate 
plane. The point (xl. *, x, corresponds to the solution of the 
system of the equations. Suppose an, initial estimate of the 
solution is denoted by (x,. O.. x,, O). A linear approximation L1.0 to 
PIO is constructed which is defined by its gradients in the 
coordinate directions and a point through which it passes. if 
analytical differentiation is used and thereby the elements of the 
Jacobian are calculated precisely, the full Newton method is used. 
The gradients which deflne the plane LO can be approximations to 
the gradients of the Jacobian at the point (x,. O, xzc'). That can be 
done by differentiating numerically the function P. L(xj., xz) at the 
point (x. LO, xzo). The plane LO intersects the x.,, x, coordinate 
plane and in conjunction with the intersection of the 
correspondIng approximation LZO to the functlon Fz(xlrxz), the 
estimation for the next iteration (xjL-L, xzl, ) is dbt&ined. The 
funct. ions are re-evaluated at the new Point yielding Fjl and F, z 
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(Pigure 6-10). The step from (XjLO, Xzo) to (xjL'-,, xzJL) defines a 
direction vector PO (Fig 6-11). The important point is that 
the information about the rate of change of the functions FjL and P. 
in the direction p. has been gained from the function evaluations 
at (x, Ox, O) and (x, -L, x, '-). The method follows Broyden's 
suggestion that the next approximation to the Jacobian at 
(x,. I, x, '. ) should satisfy the condition that the gradient of the 
approximating hyperplane in the direction of the previous step PO, 
should be the slope of the chord (Pj. OpxjLO, xzO) to (Pj'pxjI, xzI ) 
for the function P, and of the chord (PzO, x,. OpxzO) to 
(FZ. L"XJL J. "Xz . 
1) for the function F.. For the second gradient needed 
to deftne the new hyperplane, Broyden suggested that since no new 
information on function behaviour has been obtained, the gradient 
of the approximation hyperplane in a direction qO orthogonal to 
p., should reimin unchanged. In accordance with that suggestlon 
the updating technIque consists of rotatIng the hypezplanes L1.0 
and L. 0 about an axis co-linear with its gradient in the qO 
direction and jacking up the plane until it passes through the new 
points (F, '-, x,. L, xzl-) and (F,, '-, xl. '-, xzl-) (Fig 6-12). 
The equationst 
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E? c ( Ejk,? - p-k )TEk 
ik )TE? c7--k Y- 
0.6a. 6 Eq 6-27 
where k is the number of iterations, express in mathematical terms 
the previously described conditions and are used in the model to 
update the approximation to the inverse Jacobian Hk for the next 
iteration, Elk4*-',, without having to recalculate it from the 
"--inni. ng and to have to invert it at each cycle. In that way the Aolu%j 
number of the function evaluations needed per calculation is n 
instead of nxn for the full Newton step and therefore the 
reduction to the computer cost required is quite considerable. 
second order method using this updating scheme is called 
quasi-Newton method and the final convergence is super-linear 
rather than quadratic. The solution techniques used in the model 
can be siuma ised in the following steps: 
(1) obtain an initial estimate for the vector of the 
iteration variables iO 
(2) Obtain an 'Initial approximation to the iteration 
matrix 
(3) Compute a vector of function values PO 
(4) Calculate AicO 
(5) Calculate the vector of the iteration variables for 
týhe second iteration il 
(6) Compute the vector of the new function values Pl- 
(7) If HP-L11 is not less than 11POIJ use step-size control 
and return to step 6. 
(8) Test for convergence IIPiII 4 tolerance, i=I, n 
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(9) Update the iteratIon matrj-x to calculate HI 
(10) Return to step (4) 
6.4.2 Extrapolation Technique to Improve Initial Estimates 
In some of the phase behaviour problems, solutions are required as 
functions of a specified parameter p. in a succession of 
calculations. This may be written symbolically as 
f(p) Eq 6-28 
where the function f represents the mapping of the solution and 
parameter space and p is any parameter entering the basic problem 
as a constant. For example, the bubble point pressure of a mixture 
may be required at different temperatures In order to construct a 
P-T diagram. Thus the solution PSAT is required at different 
values of the parameter T. When the solution of the basic problem 
shows a continuous variation with some parameter, the latter is 
denoted a contlnuatlon parameter. 
For miscible gas flooding design, the construction of the whole 
phase envelope (on a P-Z) diagram) of mixtures of reservoir oil 
and injection gas is very useful. In this case the bubble point 
pressure or the dew point pressure of the mixture has to be 
calculated as a function of different overall mole fractions of 
the injection gas, xinj- 
PSAT f (xinj ) 
The mole fractions of the unknown phase can also be considered as 
functions of the sa para ter viz 
Yi - 'Ei(xinj )i-1, N 
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Figure 6-13 illustrates the bubble point pressure of North Sea S70 
and COp mixtures as a function of the CO. overall mole fraction. 
The ternary phase envelope is also used for the design of a gas 
miscible flooding process in a reservoir (Chapter 4). The 
problems associated with the evaluation of this phase envelope are 
a series of calculations of the mole fraction of the beavy 
pseudocomponent zHSAT for a sequence of specified mole fractions 
of the Intermediate pseudocomponent zj,, which defines a inixture of 
saturation pressure equal to the given pressure (6.2.7) (Pig 
6-14). 
In this case: 
m am -29 
f(ZI) Eq 6 
Very often for a given mixture of . composition zi, 
i=1, N at 
temperature T,, Isothermal flash calculations are required for a 
ser-ies of pressures. in this case the vapour or l1quid molar 
fractlon and the compositions of the unknown phase can be regarded 
as functions of a single continuation parameter, In this case 
pressure viz 
or L= f(P) 
xj or yj = fi(P) JL 
In these cases where more than one calculation is associated 
within the sa problem and the iteration variables can be 
expressed as functions of a single continuation para ter, an 
extrapolation technique can be used to provide very good initial 
estimates for the iteration variables for the next calculation. 
The need for good initial estimates is even more imPOrtant as the 
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overall composition approaches the critical, the injection gas 
composition is relatively high in the mixture and the two f luids 
are nearly miscible. In this region of the phase diagram very 
small changes in composition cause very significant and radical 
changes in the ptase properties. 
Poor Initial estimates for calculations around the critical point 
can be responsible for non-convergence or convergence on a trivial 
solution which usually is the case when all K-values are equal to 
unlty before the critIcal point has been approachedJ-8. 
f 
These problerim can be resolved by selecting a naturally occurring 
continuation parameter and approaching the very difficult problem 
through a sequence of calculations in which the continuation 
parameter is progressively changed along a path until the desired 
terminal value is reached. 
A continuation method is available in the model which projects the 
answers of previous calculations to give a prediction of the 
solution at the new value of the continuation parameter. This 
provides improved initial estimates for the independent variables 
for the new calculation. The extrapolation method uses a 
combination of quadratic and linear continuation using the 
converged answers for each iteration variable for the last three 
values of the continuation para ter. The initial estimates for 
the next run are defined as the extrapolation of the quadratic 
curves or the lines, to the new value of the continuation 
car er. If the fitted quadratic does not have a function value , paxamet. 
at the new parameter, then a two-point linear extrapolation is 
used instead (Fig 6-15). 
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Continuation drastically improved the computation in reducing in 
most cases by more than 60%, the number of iterations required to 
achieve convergence 7. Table 6-1 indicates the total number of 
iterations required for a complete bubble point curve calculation 
for a mixture of synthetic oll and carbon dloxide7. The tot&l 
number of the components In the mixture Is 12 and the saturation 
pressure curve was calculated at 18 different compositions ranging 
from 0% CO. up to 81% COz which corresponds to the critical 
composition. rt also presents the number of iterations required 
for bubble point calculation for two different compositions of the 
synthetic oil - Co. mixture. 
Using the extrapolation technique and the step by step approach to 
the critical region, the final calculation for the critical point 
itself usually requires only one or two iterations. Table 6-2 
gives the Euclidean norms for the sa syntbetic mixture with and 
without extrapolation. Table 6-3 demonstrates how closer to the 
actual values the extrapolated initial estimates of the vapour 
phaseO CO. compositions are compared with the results of the 
previous calculation. 
Figure 6-16 shows the application of the continuation method, for 
the calculation of the saturation pressure of the same mixture at 
40% mole fraction COz overall composition. S is the actual bubble 
point pressure for that composition, E is the estimted value by 
the extrapolation method and P is the value of the saturation 
pressure of the previous calculation. Mehra et a19 underlined the 
net saving in emputer time achieved when an extrapolation method 
is used. Tables 6-4 and 6-5 give the con4position of the 
hydrocarbon mixture they used and the number of iterations needed 
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for different phase behaviour calculations with and without 
extrapolation. 
6.4.3 Stability Analysis of the Equation of State Based_ 
Phase Behaviour Predictions 
The conditions for equilibrium of two multicomponent phases as 
they were defined in Chapter 5, include material balance 
equilibria and thermodynamic equilibria. First material balance a- 
=3 t be preserved, second there must be no driving force to cause a 
net movement of any component from one phase to any other phase. 
This condition is expressed by the equality of the chemical 
potentials. There is also a third condition based on the second 
thermodynamic law which ensures the stability of the predicted 
phases. This condition requires that the predicted system in 
equilibrium has the lowest possible Gibbs energy at the 
temperature and pressure of the test. rf the Gibbs energy of a 
predicted equilibrium state is greater than that of another state 
which also satisfies the f irst two conditions, the state with the 
greater Gibbs energy is not stable and there is a lower internal 
energy accessible to the mixture by separating into two or more 
jr, 
* i-ame sL0. 
In most of the phase behaviour predictions,, the material balance 
and equality of chemical potentials used as the only criteria for 
solution of phase equilibrium problems, provide the right answer. 
But, as Baker et al state'--t, equality of chemical potentials is 
necessary but not sufficient for minimisation of the Gibbs energy 
function. The iterative solution techniques may lead to a trivial 
situation where both phases present, 'have the sa properties, and 
which always satisfy the f irst two requirements but not 
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necessarily the third. The single phase molar Gibbs free enerqy 
of mixing AG Is related to fugacIties as follows"i 
NN 
AG = RT r_ ZjL2nfl -E ziinflo 
1... 
Zg 6-30 
JL-JL i=JL 
where fl? is the fugacity of pure component i at the temperature and 
pressure of the mixture. In a closed system of iT phases and N 
components, the Gibbs free energy Is given bys., 
G ir 
N0 
-= 
r_ r_nijlnfij 4- 
Gýa 
......... Eq 6-31 
RT ij RT 
where njj are the moles of component j in phase 1 and 4 is the 
molar Gibbs energy of component i in the standard state. 
Figure 6-17JLJL shows the Gibbs energy (g-surface) diagram versus 
composition for a mixture of hypothetical components A and B. The 
solution of the phase behaviour problem mathematically, is to find 
the plane tangent to the g-surface with material balance 
restrictions and whose slope corresponds to the component chemical 
potentials. The points of tangency of the plane and the g-surface 
correspond to the compositions of the predicted phases. For a 
given feed composition, the liquid and vapour phase fractions can 
be determined by application of the lever rule. The Gibbs enerqy 
g, z is the molar Enim of the phase Gibbs energies and lies on the 
tangent line at the feed composition. For multicomponent 
mixtures,, the g-surface has to be considered as hypersurface and 
the tangent plane as a hyperplane. The two-phase Gibbs energy g. 
is less than the Gibbs energy g,, of the hypothetical homogeneous 
FIGURE 6-17 
, it GIBBS ENERGY DIAGRAM FOR A-B SYSTEM AT PI 
A 
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FIGURE 6-18 
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Ph, ase of this composition, Indicating the two-phase system is more 
stable, than a single phase one. 
The general phase equilibria problem for a feed of N components 
consists of f inding a stationary state that is an equilibrium 
state'-'-. A stationary state is defined as any extremm or saddle 
point in the total Gibbs energy of a system. Although the 
stationary state satisfies material balance and chemical potential 
condition,, it is not always an equilibrium state. Equilibrium 
state 'is defined as the stationary state that corresponds to the 
global minizmm in the total Gibbs energy of the system. In other 
words, the stability check consists of determining whether the 
tangent 'hyperplane lies above the Gibbs surface at any 
composition. The tangent plane corresponding to the equilibrium 
state lies entirely below or tangent to the Gibbs energy surface. 
Figure 6-183-1- demonstrates both stationary and equilibrium states 
where in the former the tangent intersects the g-surface whereas 
in the latter the tangent lies entirely below the Gibbs energy 
curve. 
The application of the stability check 'in this study is regarded 
as too cocaplex to implement. 
6.5 ALTERNATrW SOLUTION TECHNIQUES SURVEYED 
FROM THE LI WURE 
Initial Estimates 
Among the different investigators there are great differences as 
far as the solution techniques used to solve the SYstem of the 
phase behaviour equations a-re concerned. A very important paxt of 
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the solution technique are the initial estimates given to the 
iteration variables. There are three conditions such estimates 
should meet: 
The estimates 3hould be as close as possible to the 
solution in order to obtain a rapid convergence. 
(ii) The estimates should assure that the calculations 
start in the two-phase region in order to avoid 
false single-phase solutions. 
(iii) The composition estimates should have sufficient 
spread to avoid false solutions where all K-values 
becotne equal to one. 
For saturation conditions determination, the pressure or 
temperature of the mixture has to be initially estimated. The 
available correlations usually based on data of pure components, 
provide very poor starting values and therefore it is widely 
accepted in the literature that the operator chooses the starting 
value, judging frcm his experienceIL3, ", JL5,1-6. 
As far as the set of initial X-values for the iteration procedure 
Is concerned, there are mainly two different approaches. The 
first one uses Wilson's equatIon or different variations of it. 
U et al-L2 are using the following equation 
Ki M 
Pci 
exp [5.42(l - Tci/Tl i=I, N Eq 6-32 
p 
Whitson et alL7 proposed a reformulation of the Wilson equation 
to provide starting K-values over a wider range of pressures and 
temperatures 
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K: l = 
[Z' A-1 
eXp (5.37 A(l+wi. )(1-1/Tri))/Pri 
Pk 
I 
a60. ** Eq 6-33 
where A= A(p) =1- -P Cn is an exponent which varies 
rw-, 
Pl, al 
from 0.5 to 0.8, according to the mixtures whose K-values have to 
be predicted -. PK is the convergence pressure and Pa is the 
atmosplhertc pressure. Equation 6-33 for A=1 (p = pa) is reduced 
to the Wilson equation. 
The alternative to the empirical formula approach is based on the 
fugacities of the components in the d: Lf ferent phases calculated W 
from the equatlons of state. Risnes et all-a are suggesting to 
consider the mixture liquid at the temperature and pressure of the 
run. A gas phase is then assumed to be formed by evaporation from 
the liquid, but the evaporation rate for each component is assumed 
to be Proportional to the fugaclty of that component, if 
considered all in the liquid phase. They suggest that the 
evaporatIon should stop when only half of the liquid phase 
remains, or before the liquid phase has run out of any component. 
Pzxm the resulting compositions the fugac: Lty coefficients are 
calculated for both phases where the K-value estimates are 
obtained. 
Baker et all--- propose a different method to provide initial 
estimates for the Kinimm Variable Newton Raphson Kethod (KVNR), 
based on the calculation of the fugacities. The method can be 
siuma Ised in the following f ive steps: 
(i) low startinq pressure eg 1 psi is beinq chosen. 
(ii) The fugacity coefficients OiL, OjV are calculated at 
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the assumed pressure using compositions determined in 
the previous iterations. For the very first iteration 
and for a bubble point calculation the fugacity 
coefficients of the components in the upper phase 
are assumed equal to 1 
40iv- 11-1, N 
For a dew point calculation, the fugacity coefficients 
of the unknown phase are calculated from the equation: 
4ý-IL= *joexP[ZL4ý(P/Psj - 1)] 1, N 
.a. a. & Eq 6-34 
where 00 Is the pure component fugacity coefficient 
evaluated at the pure component vapour pressure, Psi, 
which is calculated from the Clausius-Clapeyron 
equatlon: 
P13i = Pciexp 
fAHvi 
1- 
Tci IT 11 
AHvi - Heat of vapourisation 
(ii: L) The composition of the unknown phase is calculated: 
xi = Yi(Oiv/4)ý) (Dew point calculation) 
i=1, N 
Yi = Xi(ou/Oiv) (Bubble point calculation) 
if Dci or L"yi < 1, then the assumed pressure in step 
(i) is greater than the saturation pressure. If Dci 
or Eyi > 1, then the assumed pressure is too low. 
(iv) The assumed pressure is corrected in the direction 
indicated in the previous step. 
(V) The unknown phase composition calculated in 
artep (iii) is corrected by norm&lisation arid the method 
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returns to step (ii) for the new iteration. 
Iteration is 'halted when the saturation pressure is localised 
within a reasonable range eg ± 20 psi. The reaulting phase 
composItIons and pressure are used as initial estimates for the 
MVNR solutlon. 
The empirical formula Equation 6-3317 has been tried in the model 
used for this study, Instead of Wilson's equation. For some 
problems It was providing slightly better estimates, whereas for 
others the convergence rate was retarded due to poor starting 
values. 
Risnes, method starts the iteration in the middle of the twc>-phase 
region where both L and V are equal to 0.5 and therefore does not 
cover satisfactorily the problems along the pY%ase boundaries. The 
'method 'has been reported to break down along the lower dew point 
curveLs. Bakeris method requires considerable calculation and for 
the first iteration is using rather arbitrary relations based on 
pure component's vapour pressure data. 
Alternative Iteration Methods 
An iteration method alternative to the MVNR method is the 
successive substitution method ( SSM)JL5, JLa,, LZ,, L7. This method is 
based on the concept of the equilibrium constants Ki. Values for 
the equilibrium constants are assumed and the resulting set of 
equations for each problem can easily be solved for the unknowns 
L, V, xi, yi - The liquid and vapour fugacities are then determined 
from the phase compositions using the EOS and new estimates for K 
values are obtained fr the equation: 
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f. iT, /(Xip) Yi K: L - 4)ý. /4)jv =--- Ri 
f, V/(Yip) xi 
060a. 6 Eq 6-36 
These K-values are used to calculate new compositions and the 
cycle is repeated until convergence is achieved. The method has 
been discussed in 6.3.1. 
N 
As the calculation approaches convergence,, 
1 
1: 
JL 
Ri approac*hes zero. 
The criterion for acceptance of a solution is based on the 
fugacIty ratios. To comply with other iteration methods, the 
followIng error norm is used: 
(Ri .00&&&&0&6 Eq 6-37 
As compared with the Newton type methods, the SSM has the 
advantage that an nxn matrix does not have to be calculated or 
updated at each step. The disadvantage is that the convergence Jý - 
rate of the SSM towards the solution is very slow and the number of 
iterations requIred corgmired with the Newton type methods is very 
large. 
Nqhiem et all-5 have revealed that the convergence of the SSM 
deteriorates as the critical point is approached and that after a 
few iterations the slope of each curve remains al st constant for 
a large number of iterations. 
An improved successive substitution method was presented by Risnes 
et all-8. A method similar to Aitken's accelerating formula is 
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used to speed up the convergence rate. The equilibrium constants 
are regarded as long products starting with the initial estimates 
Ki and then multiplied by the fugacity ratios Ri which approach 
unity as the number of iterations increases. 
Rf * Ri R, Eq 6-38 
According to that method, the updated values for the iteration 
variables Ki for the j+l iteration are given by the equation 
K: L 
3 
'* Ri 3. 
/ i. -k Eq 6-39 
where the k in the exponent to the fugacity ratio is given by 
log R: I+IL log R: ) Ri 1 
2: 4.00 Eq 6-40 
log Rl log RJ-3- Ri-J- 1 
Sometimes the acceleration steiD fails to lead the solution to 
convergence, the fugacity ratios diverge from unity and in that 
case a single step of the Successive Substitution Method has to be 
taken. Each accelerated step should be followed by a single step, 
in order that the quotient k be determined. 
Nghiem et all-5 are using the SSM method to start the iterations and 
they are proposing criteria to switch to a more fast and robust 
method when the convergence rate is detected to be very slow. 
These criterla are: 
j+L zN12 
Ri. Rj. -1 45R 
I vj+ I. - vi I< ev 
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N 
L(R! 
J. -JL 
I 
vi +-t &. 06&&04. a& Eq 6-41 
where Rj are the fugacity ratios at the j iteration, e, e, ef iRVL 
eA tolerances usually taken as 
v= 
10-7-, 6V = 10- 3, eLý 10- 5, and eR around 0.6 
When these criteria are satisfied, the convergence rate of the SSM 
is slow and the algorithm switches to Powell' 9 method which 
combines Newton's method and the steepest descent method. 
Powell's algorlthm computes the step ix-N as follows" 
--N = GN --N -N AX a+ El - Eplb ......... Eq 6-42 
where 9 Is a scalar such that 04 EP <I and defines the 
contrIbution of the Newton step ;P and the steepest descent method 
step bN to the correction step ARN taken at the Nth iteration. 
9" = 1, corresponds to the full Newton Is method and 9N = 
corresponds to the steepest descent method. ThIs method appears 
to have the divergence avoiding characteristic of the steepest 
descent method and the rapidly converging property of the NewtonIs 
method near the solution. 
The disadvantage of this algorithm lies In the complexity of the 
method and the number of computations required. Fussel et alls are 
using the MVNR iteration method and the Newton method to update 
the independent variables. The Jacobian is calculated by an 
analyt. ical dif ferentiation of the defining equations at every 
iteration. This method requires nxn function evaluations and 
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matrix inversion at each step whereas a quasi Newton method 
requires only n function evaluations per step. 
6.6 ADDXTIONAL OPTIONS IN THE MODEL 
6.6.1 Constant Volume Depletion Calculation 
An additional option in the VLE program is the constant volume 
depletion calculation. Constant volt depletion studies are 
performed on gas condensate and volatile oil fluids to simulate 
reservoir depletion performance and compositional variation. 
Resulting data can be used in a variety of reservoir engineering 
calculations, ng the most useful being material balance 
calculations, generating "black oil" PVT propert: ies and more 
recently the tuning of empirical equations of state. 
Consider the case of a gas condensate which has a saturation 
pressure PDEW at the temperature of the reservoir charged in a 
'high prressure experimental cell. At dew point conditions af irst 
drop of liquid will be formed and it will be in equilibrium with 
the saturated gaj3. At the second stage of the constant voli 
depletion experiment, mercury is withdrawn from the bottom of the 
cell, thereby lowering the pressure as the f luid expands. During 
this process a second phase develops, either retroqrade liquid for 
gas condensates or solution gas for volatile oils. Mercury 
withdrawal is ceased when a predeterm: Lned pressure has been 
reached. The new volume is measured together with the liquid 
phase volume. Mercury is then re-injected into the cell at 
constant pressure while -simultaneously withdrawing an equiv&lent 
volume of gas. When the initial cell volt is reached, the 
mercury injection is ceased. The withdrawn gas is analysed using 
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gas chromatography to determine compositions yi. The same 
procedure is repeated several times until a low pressure is 
reached. The rema J njLng liquid is removed, separated and analysed 
using gas chromatography - measured liquid compositions should 
check with material balance derived compositions. 
Predictions for the gas compositions and densities as well as for 
the liquid compositions and densities for the different stages of 
the constant volume depletion, can be made by using the COVODE 
routine of the phase behaviour simulator VLE. The volume and 
moles of gas displaced,, the volume and moles of liquid formed and 
the cumulative moles and volumes of gas and liquid are calculated 
too. 
Calculations 
With the assumption of one male initial f luid charged in the cell 
(F - 1), the VLE's dew point option predicts the dew point pressure 
PDEW, the liquid phaBe compositions of the first liquid drop and 
the density of the gas at saturation conditions dj.. The molecular 
weight of the gas at the dew point is calculated from the gas 
canpooltion 
N 
yil4Wj 66.. &06&006&&6. Eq 6-43 
where yi are the mole fractions of the N components. The ma s of 
the gas at the dew point M, is 
mi. = F*mk, ýp - 1*mFF ............ Eq 6-44 
MLIL, v 
p 
DEW 
Pl 
FIGURE 6-19 
SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF CONSTANT VOLUME DEPLETION 
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The voli which one mole of gas occupies at saturation conditions 
should be 
VSAT - MI/d, ................ Eq 6-45 
When the pressure has been decreased to P,, two phases are present 
in the cell. A gas phase of mass MG, density dG and volt VG and 
a liquid one of mass ML, density dL and volume VL (Fig 6-19). At 
pressure P,. the volume that the mixture occupies is 
VUiX " VG '4' VL a60*a&a6a&66066 Eq 6-46 
The volume of gas that has to be displaced at pressure P,. so that 
the cell volume will become again Vsat is 
Vdis 12' (VG 4* VL) - VSAT 
or 
// 
Ndis 
M 
MG 
. i. 
ML 
-M 
dq dG dL d 
or the ma s of the gas to be displaced 
Ild is 
14G 
4.14L CIG 
[dG 
dL 
006000.00 
Eq 6-47 
if HWG is the molecular weight of the vapour phase at P,., 
then the moles of gas that 'have to be displaced are 
tC]: 
=sp [14G 
+ 
Mr, 
........ Eq 6-48 
dG dL 
dG/WG 
The number of moles of gas remaining in the cell are 
REM DISPL Eq 6-49 %DLES -a V*F- NýýLES 
where 
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molar vapour fraction 
The number of moles of liquid in the cell are 
N LIQ - (1 - V) *P Eq 6-50 NDLES 
For the new overall composition of the mixture in the cell, after 
DISPL 
NýýLES have been displaced, the component material balance 
equation is used: 
Z,. _ NREK yi + 
LIQ 
X' NDLES %ýLES 
the new feed for the next stage calculation is now 
F REM LIQ NýDLES + %ýLES 66,66,066" 
Eq 6-51 
Eq 6-52 
After calculations for three djf ferent pressures have been 
performed, the quadratic f it continuation technique is used to 
provide initial estimates for the vapour molar fraction and the 
liquid ptu3ze compositions for the next pressure step. The 
continuation para ter in this case is the pressure. 
6.6.2 DIfferential Vapourisation 
Another option of the VLE program is the differential 
vapourlsation option. This process is useful for the study and 
character. isat. ion of the crude olls and particularly their 
volatility. The high pressure and temperature single phase crude 
oils are allowed to expand. A gas phase consisting of the more 
volatile components is formed on top and after equilibrium has 
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been established,, is displaced out of the container. The new 
single phase fluid, poorer now in light hydrocarbons is allowed to 
expand further. The same procedure is repeated until stock tank 
oil conditions have been reached. At each step the liquid and gas 
volt s are measured as well as the displaced gas composition. 
The d: Lf ferential vapourisation gives a good idea of the ease with 
which a crude oil can be stripped of its light components. 
The simulation of the differential vapourisation consIsts of a 
series of isothermal flash calculations at different pressures. 
The overall composition of the mixture that is f lashed at each 
step is the liquid pbase composition of the previous step. The 
prograin calculates the liquid and vapour mole fractions, voli s 
and densities at each step and determines the overall composition 
for the next step. After the first three calculations, the 
continuation method is used to speed up the calculations providing 
initial estimates very close to the actual solutions. 
6.6.3 Optimisation of the Binary Interaction Coefficient 
This option of the VLE calculates the optindsed binary interaction 
coefficient for any binary mixture and for each one of the three 
available equations of state, using experimental phase equilibrium 
data for the particular binary. 
For this option, the interaction coefficient is the only iteration 
variable. A number of criteria have been proposed in the 
literature for the evaluation of the binary interaction parameter. 
The binary coefficients were OPtimiSed by matching: 
(i) Experimental X-va-lues-20#21- 
(ii) Exper-imental bubble point pressures7-2- Z3# Z4po Z-S 
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(iil) Experimental bubble point vapour composition7-z, 23 
(iv) Experimntal flash volt, SZ4 
(7) Fxperimental flash vapour and liquid compositionsz'5#27 
In the model there are three dIfferent methods available. The 
interaction parameters can be optimised by matching: 
(i) Experiinental bubble point pressures 
(il) Fjcperimental X-values at bubble point conditions 
(ill) Both the experimental saturation pressure and the 
vapour phase compositions at saturation conditions 
There is no assurance that the binary coefficients obtained by 
different methods will be identical and therefore there is the 
problem which method will yield the most desirable results. Table 
6--6 shows the results of a bubble point calculation using VLE and 
the Peng-Robinson EOS wlth an Interactlon parameter kij --0.0066 
for the binary methane-propane at 31OPK. The interaction 
parameter was calculated with the first method and therefore 
predicts the bubble point pressure precisely. The predicted 
vapour phase mole fractions are slightly different from the 
experimental ones. 
In the first method, iteration starts with an estimated value for 
the binary coefficient and using one out of the three equations of 
state available in the model, the bubble point pressure of the 
mixture is predicted and compared to the experimental value. The 
new estimate for the interaction para ter is provided by a 
Newton-type iteration method. The calculation continues until 
predicted and experimental values coincide. 
in the second method, the fugacity coef f icients of the two phases 
at saturation conditions are determined and hence the component 
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K-va-lues at the particular pressure and temperature conditions. 
The ratio of the K-values of the two components K, /K, is compared 
with the experimental value. If the residual 
(0 = (X, /Kz)pR - (XjL/Kz)EXp is less than a specified tolerance the 
iteration sequence stops. . If not, the binary coefficient is 
updated using the correction step provided by the Newton-type 
method and the calculation is repeated until convergence. 
in the third method, the interaction para ter is iterated until 
an objective function is minimised. The objective function 
contains the differences between the experimental and calculated 
values of both the saturation pressure and the vapour phase 
composition at saturation conditions. 
The third method appears to be more accurate to provide values for 
the interaction parameter that match both the pressure and 
composition for a binary mixture at saturation conditions.. 
Table 6-7 shows the results of the same bubble point calculation 
using kjj - 0.047. This time the interaction para ter was 
calculated with the second . method 
and therefore the match on the 
experi ntal vapour phase mole fractions is excellent. The 
predicted bubble point pressure is a few psi higher than the 
experimental one. 
Table 6-8 shows the results of the sa bubble point calculation 
using kij = 0.045. The interaction para ter was calculated with 
the third method and the match on both the experimental bubble 
point pressure and vapour mole fractions is excellent. 
TABLE 6-1 
NUMEKER OF ITERATIONS FOR A SYNTHETIC MIXTURE 
No extrapolation Extrapolation 
Total no iterations 
bubble point curve 100 46 
18 points 
No iterations for 
bubble point 5 2 
30% COz - 70% oil 
No Iterations for 
critical point 5 1 
82% COz - 18% oil 
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TABLE 6-4 
CXMPOSITION OF WMROCARBON SYSTEM USED BY IMERA ET 
nent Mole Praction 
Ethane 0.39842 
Propane 0.29313 
n-Butane 0.20006 
n-Pentane 0.07143 
ALS 
n-HexaLne 0.03696 
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TABLE 6-6 
MEMRNE - PROPANE MIXTURE, T= 3100K 
k. ij - -0.0066 PENG-ROBINSON EOS 
Experimental Predicted 
PBUB (psi) 200 200 
CjL vapour 
mole fraction 0.0521 0.0457 
C3 vapour 
, mole fraction 
1 
0.9479 
1 
0.9543 
1 
TABLE 6-7 
METHANE - PROPANE MIXTURE, T= 3100K 
kj. j = 0.047 PENG-ROBINSON EOS 
Fjqperimental Predicted 
PBUB (poi) 200 201.77 
CjL vapour 
mole fraction 0.0521 0.0519 
C3 vapour 
mole fraction 0.9479 0.9481 
TABLE 6-8 
WMANE PROPANE MIXTURE, T 3100K 
kjLj 0.045 PENG-ROBINSON FM 
Exnerlmental Predicted 
PBUB (Pei) 200 201.8 
C. vapour 
mole fraction 0.0521 0.0521 
C. vapour 
mole fraction 0.9479 0.9479 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The equations of state, being functions of the composition as well 
a. 8 of temperature and pressure,. requIre a reasonably good 
compositional characterisation of the reservoir f luid. In a 
standard PVT report the compositional analysis of the reservoir 
f luid is generally reported as a series of pure components from 
methane through to hexane (or nonane), with the remaining 
components grouped together as heptanes plus, or decanes plus 
pseudocomponent. Usually a single heptanes plus fraction lumps 
together all components with higher carbon number than six. 
Measured molecular weight and gravity of a C. 7+ fraction usually 
describe the multiplicity of components making up a fraction. 
Sometimes a partial component analysis is available from 
chromatography and/or distillation studies. In this case, the 
mole fraction of several single carbon number groups, ie 
hydrocarbons are lumped together and represented as a single 
"component", reported normal boiling points, gravities and 
molecular weights may be measured but this is more often the 
exceptIon than the rule. 
In order to use the equation of state bazed model to predict the 
ptuise or the volumetric behaviour of mixtures, the critical 
temperature, the critical pressure and the acentric factors should 
be supplied for both the defined and undefined fractions in the 
mixture. The proper characterisation of the 'heavy fractions is 
necessary in order to adequately predict reservoir performance, 
liquid recoveries, performance of surface processing equipment, 
etc. It is also important for the StUClY of the Phase behaviour in 
a gas miscible displacement where components even higher than 
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eicosanes are transferred Into the vapour phase-L and it is the 
transfer of such heavy components which determines the conditions 
In which miscibility can be achieved. 
7.2 THE ClEkRACTERISATION OF HEPTANES PIAJS OR UNDEFINED 
FRACTIONS FOR EQUATION Of STATE TREATMENT 
The heavy fractions typically include paraffins, aromatics and 
napthenes. Due to the lack of information about the chemical 
nature of the components included in a specific cut, either 
correlations are used to find the aromatic and napthenic content, 
or properties of a normal alkane are given to the fraction. The 
correlatlons use macroscopic properties of the group of components 
such as weight averaged molecular weight, boiling point, specific 
gravity, which are all easily measured in the laboratory. 
Several schemes have been proposed for determining the 
pa. raff. inic-napthen. ic-aromat. ic (PNA) content of the 
pseudocdýonents. Peng and Rabinsonz proposed in 1979, a 
procedure for characterisIng heavy fractions. Assuming that each 
cut: characterlsed by Its carbon number consists of a paraffin P, a 
napthene N and an aromatic component A, the PNA content can be 
obtained by solving the following system of equationsi 
Xi 
Xi. Ki. TB: i - K*WABP 
3 
xil4i = 14 Eq 7-1 
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where the subscript i represents P, N and A, WABP and M is the 
weight average boiling point and the average molecular weight of 
the pseudocomponent respectively. The normal boiling point 
temperatures for the n-alkanes, the n-alkyl-cyclohexanes and the 
n-alkyl-benzenes can be obtained for each of the three hydrocarbon 
groups from the equatlon3Z 
fnTB aa&40a6&a00 Eq 7-2 
where Ci are coefficients for each component and n is the 
bydrocarbon number. The above set of linear equations can be 
solved directly for the three unknowns xp, xN and xA. To avoid 
negative values for the PNA contents, some constraints have to be 
used to keep the aromatic and napthenic fractions within certain 
limits. The procedures and equations are based on the requixement 
that each heavy fraction represents a single carbon number. 
Napthenes and aromatics are given carbon numbers one less than 
paLraff. ins. The critical parameters and acentric factors for the 
"pure components" which constitute the cuts of the heptanes plus 
fraction are calculated according to the following equations 
Pci = 
14.026n + yl 
(0.227n + 131)z 
60.60.66**.. Eq 7-3 
where n -hydrocarbon number, j3, y coefficients for each 
hydrocarbon group. 
Tci = S*! 1)31 +3 
log PC i 
7( 1+ Wj)] 
where S-0.996704 + 0.00043155n and wi = fn +g where f, g are 
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coefficients for each component. 
Having obtained the critical properties and acentric factors for 
each "pure component" the overall para ters for each cut are 
calculated using the following equations: 
Tc - rxiTci 
PC - Exipci 
-logj. 
r-xipcl LO-( 
PC 
Wh, Itson3 -indicated various limitations of the method. These 
limitations include the Imum carbon number of the SCN that can 
be used, as well as the validity of the specific gravities, 
boiling points and acentric factors estimated by the correlations. 
Another method reported in GPA RR13,4, follows the Lin and Hopke 
approach of breaking the pseudocomponents Into PNA fractions but 
uses the normal boiling point as a correlating parameter. 
Cavett'Iss, equations are then used to predict the critical 
properties of the individual fractions. 
Bergman in 1976's 7, presented a PNA approach to calculate the 
critical properties of the heavy pseudocomponents. The basic 
difference of 'his method from the Peng-Robinson method is that it 
assumes all three constituents have the same boiling point, but 
different properties otherwise. Bergman suggests that his method 
gives satisfactory results for fractions up to C1.5 and 'he 
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recomends the use of Cavett's correlation if the pseudocomponents 
are greater then C, 
Cavett "s correlations, proposed in 1962, calculate the critical 
pressure and critical temperature of the heavy fractions using the 
mean average, the cubic average and the molar average boiling 
point temperatures. In practice, the average boiling point 
temperature are approximated to the normal average boiling point 
temperature. The correlations for obtaining the critical 
properties are as follows: 
Tc - ao + a, (BP) + az(BP)? - + a., (API)(BP) + a4(BP)3 
a, *(API: )(BP)z + a, (API)z(BP)7- 
. 
(BP)2- + b3(BP)3' + b, 4(API)(BP) log PC -bo + bj(BP) + b2 
bs(API)(BP)2- + b,, (APr. )7-(BP) + b7(API)7-(8p)7' 
666a6a Eq 7-4 
where 
API m 
141.5 
- 131.5 
S. G 
Tc . critical temperature 
(OR) 
Pc - critical pressure (psla) 
BP - normal boiling point ('IF) 
S. G - sPeCif: Lc 9ravttY 
The constants ao to a. and bo to b7 are tabulated in Table 7-1. 
For the calculation of the acentric factor Edmister's equation is 
used. 
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. 
log [Pci 
-., 
Wi - 3/7 
14.69.1.0 
Tci 
- 1.0 
TBi 
aa6&000&6 Eq 7-5 
The BP and specif ic gravity required for each pseudocomponent are 
usually calculated from Bergman's empirically fitted equation, 37 
S. G = MW*(8.597*10-3 + 5.647*10-6*(BP) - 8.303*10-8*(BP)z 
1.513*10--tc'*(BP)3 - 8.742*10-14(BP)4) 
&4.6a 
MW = 54.389 + 0.17566*(BP) + 1.2102*(BP/100)2 
0.22885*(BP/100)3 
where 
S. G = density (g/cm3 at 600F) and 
BP normal boiling poInt ('IF) 
Eq 7-6 
if onlY one out of these paxameters S. G., MW, BP is known, the 
oLher Lwa can be calculated from the equations. 
The above correlat-ions were bui. It Into a program designed to 
simulate tray to tray distIllation up to pressures of 1000 psia. 
Although these correlations 'nave been widely adapted, they include 
limitations. Bergman Is correlations were tried during this study 
for various runs of North Sea crude oils and injection gas 
mixtures. Experience showed that the correlation which provides 
the speclf ic gravity of a pseudocomponent as a function of the 
boiling point does not apply for heavy fractions 4hoge boiling 
point to 'higher than 8500F. Table 7-2 illustrates the values of 
the SG obtained for different values of BP f Eq 7-6. For values 
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Of BP 'nigher than Ssoop the value of the specific gravity becomes 
negative. 
7.3 EXTENDED ANALYSIS OF THE C+ FRACUON USrNG 
STATISTICAL METHODS, 
WhitsonO and Lohrenz et aL19 'nave used probabillty functions to 
analyse the molar distribution of hydrocarbon mixtures whose heavy 
components are given as C+ fraction. Condensate systems " and 
volatile oils I compositional characterisation usually exhibits an 
exponential distribution. Other systems, particularly heavier 
ones,, show more of a left skewed distribution (Fig 7-1)7. Whitson 
In 1980,, has chosen the three parameter gamma function to describe 
the molar composition of the heavy ends of reservoir fluids. The 
probability density is given by 
2L-Ilexp[-(X-n)/131 
P(X) . 
(X-n)lc 
66a0& Eq 7-7 
ir"lr(a) 
where a, j3, n are parameters def ining the distributlon. The 
variable X -In this equat: Lon is the average moleculax weight of the 
hydrocarbon fraction. For alpha equal to unity the distribution 
is exponential, whilst increasing values of alpha yield left 
skewed d1stributions. 
Whitgones approach to estimate the physical properties of the 
hydrocarbon fractions from C7 to C4S is based on Watson's 
characterisat ion factor Ki-I 0- The equat ion proposed for re lat ing 
an approximatton Kc+ to Watson's characterisation factor Ki. 
specific gravity and molecular weight is 
O. LSL78 84S73 
KC+ 4.5579*W-ý * SGýo &0&. # Eq 7-8 
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The Whitson procedure begins by assuming an average Kc+ for the 
plus fraction and estimated SG and MW of the lumped cut is used to 
calculate the characterisation factor. The characterlsatlon 
factors then of the single carbon number groups are estimated 
using the following correlations developed by Haalandl-l-, 3 
XC3V'Xc+ - -0.011*CN + 1.101 for CN - 6-11 
XCN/KC+ - 0.0025*Ciq + 0.9525 for CN - 11-19 
XC2g/XC+ - 0.0014*CN + 0.9734 for Cl, - 19-24 
XCN/KC+ - 1.007 for CN - 24-co 
where Cf; Is the single carbon number of the group. Since Equation 
7-8 is only valid up to a boiling point of 730*X the IKC+ is usually 
calculated using C,. + molecular weight and specific gravity. 
The specific gravities of the single carbon number groups are 
calculated frota Eq 7-8. Later,, Whitson suggested the use of the 
Hariu-Sage" equation for that calculation. The overall specific 
gravity of the cut is then calculated using the SGI 9 of the SCN 
groups, 
N+ 
SG+ 1: fWjSGj Eq 7-10 
i-n 
where fwi is the welght fractlon. 
rf the calculated specific gravity does not compare favourably 
with the measured value, then the procedure is repeated until 
these two values match. 
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Lohrenz et al in 19643.3 introduced an exponential distribution of 
individual C7+ coqponents which passes through the hexane mole 
fraction XC6 and tails of f to extremely small or heavy 
bydrocarbons well beyond the equivalent to the average molecular 
weight of the C7+ fraction, to characterise the heavy fraction. 
The assumption that the individual C7+ components are normal 
paraff. ins is used for the estimations of the critical properties. 
Mathematically the mole fraction of each hydrocarbon C: L is 
determined as follows 
XC, _ XCGeA(I-e)z + B(i-6) 0aa*06&a0 Eq 7 -11 
where i is the carbon number of each group and ranges fx 7 to 
40. The constants A axid B are determined such that 
40 
XC7+ XCI and 
XC74Mk'. 7+ '= 
40 
1: 
: L"7 
6aa&6.0*a Eq 7-12 
using an iterative method. This characterisation of the heavy end 
is usnially used with the Lohrenz method of calculating the 
v1scoalty of inulticomponent hydrocarbon mixtures. 
7.4 METHODS OF REDUCING HMTI: --COMPONIENT RESERVOI: R FLUM 
DESCRIPTIONS TO A SMLJZR NUMBER OP PSE JDOCXMR)NENTS 
Phase behaviour simulators using an equation of state to describe 
the equilibrium of multicomponent fluid mixtures are expensive to 
run because of the large number of iterative calculations and 
large computer storage space requ: Lred. For these reasons the 
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number of components used in describing af lu: Ld mixture mist be 
kept to a minim=. some authors suggest that as few as two 
'hydrocarbon components" or as many as 50 may be required to 
simulate various processes,, such as thermal recovery or miscible 
gas injection. For most situations a couprow. i se can be found 
between ustng a single plus fractton or : Lndivtdual SCN qroups to 
achieve the accuracy required for a particular problem. The heavy 
cmaponents must be grouped together so that the predicted phase 
behaviour to not altered significantly and the important features 
of the process remain intact. 
* 
En the past the lumping of reservoir fluid components has been 
prima Ily based upon the true boiling point analysis. The 
components boiling within a range are combined together. Lee et 
all' observed that the closeness of the physico-chemical 
properties of the components are reflected by the slopes of the 
curves when these v rtles are plotted against the 
weight-averaged boiling point curve. Fractions with similar slope 
are combined into pseudocomponents. The disadvantages of this 
method are the requIrement of a large of experimental data 
and the lack of a wider theoretical basis. 
Hong'-15 suggested a simple method based on trial and error for 
reducixig a Inulti-component characterisat2. On of a reservoir f luid 
to a smal ler number of poeudocouiponents. Usinq the Peng-Robinson 
equation of state and a carpositional. reservoir simulation 
program, he tested his theory predicting Pressure composition 
diagrams for reservoir fluid systems using initially a small 
number of pseudo-ccutponents. The number of component, 3 is then 
systematically increased until a good match between calculated and 
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experimental data is achieved. No significant loss of accuracy 
waa 'reported in several tests of the method compared with 
laboratory or field results. The drawback of the method is that 
depending on the conditions of the test,, it may be proved quite 
time consuming. 
Mehra et &117 presented a statistical approach to properly ccxnbine 
the reservoir components based upon the utnimisation of the errors 
introduced in the predicted phase saturations. The reservoir 
components according to this method should be grouped together so 
as to minimi e the errors introduced in the prediction of the 
saturation conditions. The objective function 
I (AS) - (, &S)*1 - minimum &*6******a& Eq 7-13 
which comes as the difference between the relation which gives the 
variation in the phase saturation due to small perturbations in 
the composition when the system is represented by all its N 
components 
N 
E[as Ani. a666a06600 Eq 7-14 I an: Lj 
and the one which comes when the mixture is represented by I 
pseudocomponents I 1C N 
I as 
has to be minlmised. 
0066.6.46404a* Eq 7-15 
Lee and Kesler mixing rules are suggested for the calculation of 
the properties of the paeudocomponents. The above method requires 
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a considerable amount of calculations before the necessary 
informaLtion about the lumping of the pseudocomponents is obtained. 
Another disadvantage is that the optimal lumping sch strongly 
depends on the conditions of the process (temperature,, pressure, 
reservoir fluids). Considering only one thermodynamic function,, 
the phase saturation is being suggested, whose errors in 
prediction should be minimised to determine the lumping scheme, 
adequate information has not been collected so that the particular 
scheme can be used for the s process but for different 
conditions. Therefore, for different conditions the mixture's 
characterisation would 'nave to change and consequently the 
optimlsation routine has to be repeated several times. 49- - 
Whitson's presented together with his lumped fraction split-up 
method, a scheme of regrouping the Single Carbon Number (SCN) cuts 
determined by his method. To estimate the number of 
pseudocomponents,, Whitson suggests using Sturge's rule, 
No of pseudos - INTEGER (1.0 + 3.3log (N - n)) -1 
4b6&.. Eq 7-16 
where N is the carbon number of the highest hydrocarbon fractlon 
and n is the number of the first hydrocarbon fraction In the plus 
fractIon. The molecular welght separating the pseudocomponents 
can then be calculated using the equationt 
MWI = MWn (exp[(l/NG)gn(MWN/Mi%ln)]): 
i 
0.060 Eq 7 -17 
where NG is the ntunber of the pseudocomponents, MWN, Mýn are the 
molecular weights of the last and the first scN group and 
I-1,2,0 ## NG The pseudocritical properties of the groups are 
averaged frcm the SCN properties of the relative mole fraction of 
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eaCh SCN to the mole fraction of the group or they are calculated 
from relations developed between molar weight and mean average 
boiling points and pseudocritIcal. and critical properties'-15. 
Coats in 1982IL4 presented a 2-component black oil model to be used 
for simulation of gas condensates depletion and cycling. The 
inulticomponent condensate fluid is reduced to a pseudo 2-component 
mixture of surface gas and oil. An equation of state 
compositional simulator has to be used in the beginning to match 
laboratory PVT data such as dew point, differential expansion 
results and separator data us: Lng the multi-<ý. ment 
gas-condensate reservoir f luid description. The program then 
flashes the original reservoir fluid composition through the 
desired surface separator combination and the separator gas and 
separator oil multi-component compositions obtained are taken as 
the two pseudocomponents. With some oversimplification this 
method is the basis of the ll: ilack oilll treatment which has been 
used for many years and is dif ferent from other pseudoisation 
merthods in that each pseudocomponent includes some of each 
component present in the original reservoir fluid description. An 
essential condition for this 2--component method to give fairly 
accurate results compared with full compositional model results, 
is that the injected or cycling lean gas should be the surface 
separation gas def ined as the one of the two pseudocomponents. 
For "dry" gas cycling above the dew point, the method was 
reported" to work satisfactorily since the undersaturated 
reservoir fluid is of uniform composition. However, for "dry" gas 
cycling below the dew-point, the results are not so accurate 
because the K-values siqnif icantly depend on composition and that 
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composition dependence cannot be obtained fx volumetric test 
data alone, like the black--oi-1 treatmentzO. 
7.5 TWING Op THE EOS BASED MDDEL 
The calculation of the phase behaviour and of the physical 
properties of multicomponent bydrocarbon mixtures using an WS 
based method,, requires the selection of appropriate values for the 
characteristic par ters of the equation of state in order that 
the predictions match the experimental results. These parameters 
may be divided into two groups. The first covers values which 
characterlse the heavy fractionB like critical temperature, 
critical pressure and acentric factor. Results indicate that 
relatively small differences in critical properties and acentric 
factor can result in significant differences in BOS 
predictionsOp 7# L4o Zlo ZZo Z3j Z4. The second qroup includes the 
binary interaction coefficients of CO. -hydrocarbons and/or 
CH. -hydrocarbons and/or Nz-hydrocarbons. 
For the purposes of this study the ni rical simulator VLE can use 
two different methods for the treatment of the poeudocouiponents. 
Either Cavett's method to provide the critical temperature,, 
critical pressure and acentric factor of the heavy ends, or a PNA 
analysis of the lunped fraction based on the GPA RR13 method can be 
used. Experience has proved the first method far more accurate 
and therefore is the method which has been used for all the phase 
behaviour predictions throughout this study. In many cases 
Cavett 119 correlations were found to be inadequate to provide the 
critical properties of the pseudos to match the experimental data 
and therefore correction factors PCMD* Tc"M can be selected by 
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the operator to adjust the values of the critical pressure and of 
the critical temperature of the lumped components. 
The VLE model is used to support and rationalise the experimental 
programe and as such information is exchanged in both directions. 
For the multicomponent mixtures studied In the laboratory.. an 
extended chromatographic analysis is available which proy a the 
molecular composition as a function of the boiling point. The 
components within a certain boiling point range are grouped as 
pseudocomponents whose average molecular weights can also be 
calculated approximately from the weight fractions. The specific 
qravities which are also required for Cavett's correlations are 
chosen from Katz-Firoozabadi's tabulated generalised properties of 
Petroleum bexane plus groupsa 5 (Table 7-3 As far as the second 
group of parionketers is concerned, the calculations begin with a 
table of default values for the interaction parameters of COz, Nz, 
C, arm2 hydrocarbons" which are subjected to alteration during the 
watching process. The two groups of parameters are altered 
separately to match two sets of experimental values. These two 
sets are selected according to the problem to be solved but 
usually are the saturation pressure on the one hand and the liquid 
plose density either at saturation conditions or at stock-tank 
conditions,, on the crther. The reason wby the saturation pressure 
was chosen is due to the fact that it is a property, easily 
measured In the L3boratory and characteristIc of the particular 
mixture. The liquid density was chosen because the equations of 
state,, by being originally derived for gas mixtures, usually 
overestimate the liquid voli s (and underestimate the liquid 
densities),, especially at near ambient corkditions. 
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To tune the simulator to match the experimental data, first the 
binary coefficients are altered to achieve a predicted value for 
the saturation pressure very close to the experimental one. By 
'increasing the kjj of CO. and hydrocarbons, CH. and hydrocarbons, 
and Nz and hydrocarbons., the calculated values are increasinq. At 
the s time, the differences in the predicted phase volt a are 
negligible. After the saturation conditions 'have been matched the 
critical properties of the pseudocomponents are altered by 
adjusting the values of the correction factors until the predicted 
densities are in acceptable agreement with the reported values. 
During this stage the saturation conditions change very slightly. 
Obviously if the par ter adjustment is wade for separator 
conditions the calculated density at saturation pressure will be 
dIfferent from the experlmental valuez'5. The Peng-Robinson BOS 
was used by VLE to predict the saturation pressure as a function of 
COz mole fraction,, for a synthetic mixture which consisted of 
Co. -nc,, -C,,. Figure 7-ýL shows the predicted curve using the 
default value 0.1 for the C02-hydrocarbon binary coefficient 
together with the calculated bubble point curve using kij - 0.11 
compared with the experimental values. 
Whitson3 notices that saturation pressures may be over-estimated 
if coefficients matched at one temperature are used to estimate 
saturation pressure at a lower temperature. Varotsts et al 
presented generalised correlations for the binary coefficients as 
functlons of reduced pressure, temperature and molecular slze30. 
Symeon. ides, having matched the liquid density for a volatile oil 
at saturation conditions predicted, using VLE and the 
Peng-Robinson WS, a much lower density than the measured OneZ7. 
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Whitson et al in gas condensate studies found the predicted liquid 
voll 8 overestimated as much as 45% using the Peng-Robinson 
EM31. 
Some invest tgators 2- 8,, '- 9p3.7 axe using non-linear regression 
analysis to determine the EOS para ter values necessary in 
matching data. The regression variables can be any subset of the 
EOS parameters like interaction parameters,, characteristics of the 
lumped fractions or in case that the Zudkevitch - Jof fe or 
Modified Redl: Lch-Kwong EOS is used,, the temperature dependent 
parameters GaLi and Llbi of each Component. Although this method 
allows rapid determination of the values to tune the EOS, the 
treatment of parameters with physical sense, like the molecular 
weight or the specif ic gravity of a pseudocomponent in a lwbl ack 
box" of regression equations, reduces thm to mere mathematical 
variables. 
ThSLE 7-1 
CONSTANTS POR TCt PC USING C3kVETT'S METHOD 
a b 
0 768.017 2.824 
1 1.713 0.441 x 10-3 
2 -0.108 x 10-2 0.304 x 10-5 
3 -0.892 x 10-2 -0.208 X 10-4 
4 0.388 x 10-6 0.151 x 10-8 
5 0.530 x 10-5 0.110 x 10-7 
6 0.327 X 10-7 --0.482 x 10-7 
7 0.139 x 10-9 
TABLE 7-2 
SPECIFIC GRAVITIES AS FUNCTIONS OF 
BOILIJRG POINT USING IFE1124ANS EQUATION 
BP( 47) SG 
300 14W*6.19*10-3 
400 NW*5.02*10-3 
600 NW3.445*10-3 
700 NW*2.77*10-3 
800 MW*1.63*10-3 
900 NW(-6.33*10-4) 
1000 NW*(-5.906*10-3) 
TABLE 7-3 
-25 GENERALIZED PROPERTIES OF PETROLEUM H-EXANE. 
PLUS GROUPS. 
Avarage 
Hydrocarbon Boiling Range Boiling Pt. Density Molecular 
Group 0C OF OC OF g/ml Weight 
c6 36.5-69.2 97.9-156.7 63.9 147 0.685 84 
c 7 69.2-98.9 156.7-'210.1 91.9 197.5 0.722 96 
c8 98.9-126.1 210.1-259.1 116.7 242 0.745 107 
c9 126.1-151.3 259.1-304.4 142.2 288 0.764 121 
c 10 151.3-174.6 304.4-346.4 165.8 330.5 0.778 134 
c 11 174.6-196.4 346.4-385.5 187.2 369 0.789 147 
C12 196.4-216.8 385.57422.2 208.3 407 0.800 161 
c 13 216.8-235.9 422.2-456.7 227.2 441 0.811- 175 
c 14 235.9-253.9 456.7-489.2 246.4 475.5 0.822 190 
c 15 253.9-271.1 489.2-520 266 511 0.832 2D6 
c 16 271.1-287.3 520-547 283 542 0.839 222 
c 17 287-303 547-577 300 572- 0.847 237 
c 18 303-317 577-603 313 595 0.852 251 
c 19 317-331 603-628 325 617 '0.857 263 
c 20 331-344 628-652 338 640.5 0.862 275 
c 21 344-357 652-675 351 664 0.867 291 
c 22 357-369 675-696 363 686 0.872 305 
c 23 369-381 696-717 375 707 0.877 318 
c 24 381-392 717-737 386 727 0.881 331 
c 25 392-402 737-756 397 747 0.885 345 
c 26 402-413 706-775 408 766 0.889 359 
c 27 413-423 775-793 419 784 0.893 374 
c 28 423-432 793-810 429 802 0.896 388 
c 29 432-441 810-826 438 817 0.899 402 
c 30 441-450 826-842 446 834 0.902 416 
c 31 450-459 . 842-857 
455 850 0.906 430 
c 32 4ý9-468 857-874 463 866 0.909 444 
c 33 468-476 874-888 471 881 0.912 458 
c 34 476-483 888-901 478 895 0.914 472 
c 35 483-491 901-915 486 908 0.917 486 
c 36 493 922 0.919 500 
c 37 500 934 0.922 514 
c 38 508 947 0.924 528 
c 39 515 959 0.926 542 
c 40 522 972 0.928 556 
c 41 528 982 0.930 
570 
c 42 534 993 0.931 
584 
c 43 
540 1004 0.933 598 
c 44 
547 1017 0.935 612 
c 45 
553 1027 0.937 626 
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8.1 GENERAL 
The mathematical models and algorithm presented earlier have been 
formulated into a computer program called VLE. This section 
contains a detailed description of the structure of the program, 
its options and its main subroutines. The program is written in 
FORTRAN 1V language and is implemented as a conversational 
timeshare package using a visual display unit linked to a 
Honeywell 66/6000 computer. 
8.2 THE MAIN PROGRAM 
The user of the program is guided through the data input and 
calculation options by a question and answer sequence &t the 
visual display unit. A full description of the user dependent 
input parameter is given in Appendix T. The available modes of 
calculation are: 
Bubble point calculation (pressure or temperature) 
(ii) Bubble point curve calculation (P-Z diagram) 
(ili) Dew point calculation (pressure or temperature) 
Dew point curve calculation (P-Z diagram) 
(V) Isothetmal flash calculation 
(vi) Successive Isotherma-I flash calculations 
(vti) Ternazy ptuase envelope calculatton 
(VIii) Constant volume depletion 
Differential vapourizatton 
(X) Binary interaction parameter optimisation 
FUjures 8-1,8-2,8-3,8-4,8-5,8-6 give general f low charts of 
the dew and bubble-point and isothermal flash calculations, the 
e 
Enter 
Temperature Input 
Feed Compositions Input 
zi = 1, N 
FIC-, URE 8-1 
DEW-POINT CALCULATION - FLOW CHART 
FIGURE 8-2 
BUBBLE POINT CALCULATION FLOW CHART 
FIGURE 8-3 
ISOTHERMAL FLASH CALCULATION MIXTURE PREDOMINANTLY LIQUID 
FLOW CHART 
Enter 
Temperature Pressure Input 
Feed Compositions Input zi 
Vapour, Liquid and 
Overall Compositions 
Grouved in Three PseudocomT)onent 
-S 
Input New Value of z, 
Calculate ZG 
zG ý 1*0 - zI - ZH 
zH From Previous Calculation 
Isothermal Flash Calculation 
j Calculate New z, 
Print Liquid and 
Vapour Composition 
Calculate New Composition 
of Mixture 
Ii 
FIGURE 8-4 Isothe=al Flash Calculation 
TERNARY PHASE ENVELOPE CALCULATION 
FLOW CHART 
1.001 
+Yes 
Critical Point 
No 
End 

Enter 
Input Feed Composition zi = xi 
Input Temperature 
Input First Pressure Step 
Calculation of Gas to beý Displaced 
Calculation 
of New Overall Composition 
Bubble Point Calculation 
Isothermal Flash Calculation 
Input New T 
Input New P 
New Calculation Yes 
FIGURE 8-6 
DIFFERENTIAL VAPOURISATION - FLOW CHART 
End 
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ternary phase envelope calculation,, the constant voli depletion 
and the differential vapourisation calculation. 
13.3 THE DRIVING SUBROUTWES FOR EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATIONS 
The driving subroutines for the equilibrium calculations aret 
C3ZWFT for the dew-point calculation 
CB(EwT for the bubble-point calculation 
CILP for the isothermal flash calculation 
Each driving subroutine calls the quasi-Newton method contained In 
subroutine SaKE: M2 to solve the system of non-linear algebraic 
equations. Figure 8-7 gIves the flow chart of CDEWPT. The CBUBPT 
routine has a similar flow chart and Figure 8-8 demonstrates the 
flow chart of the isothermal flash calculation driving routine 
CIIAP. 
8.3 SUBROUTINES FOR EVALUATING THE ALGEBRAIC WUATI: ONS 
These subroutines return the function evaluations of the algebraic 
equations which model the various equilibrium calculations that 
are solved by the quai3i--Newton method implemented In subroutine 
SONEM2. The subroutines for evaluating the &lgebraic equations 
are t 
DEWPT for the dew-point calculation 
FBUB for the bubble-point calculation 
ISFL for the isothermal flash calculation 
rigure 9-9 gives the flowchart: of DEWPT. The FBUB routine has a 
similar flowchart and Figure 8-10 gives the flowchart of IsFL. 
Enter 
Input Data Received from 
Main Programme 
T, P (estimate),, zi i= 11N 
No ICODE = 
Yes 
X(N+l) = TDEW X(N+l) = PDEW 
Yes, --*" 
,, IE. GE. 2 
I -LNO 
Call Vapres to 
lculate Initial 
K's 
alculate Initial 
Liquid Phase 
ComiDositions 
Yes 
IE. LT. 
No 
Use Liquid Comp- 
ositions from 
Previous Solution 
FIGURE 8-7 contd 
SUBROUTINE CDEWPT 
FLOW CHART 
I 
01 
FIGURE 8-7 
SUBROUTINE CDEWPT FLOW CHART 
Enter 
T Z(I), YDO(I) I A-nitial 
Estimates from Dew-Poin 
calculations 
X (I) YDO (I) 
Y (I) z (I) 
X(N+l) 1.0 
Call SONEM2 
I 
IER =0 
"'ýýe 
s 
Y t-s-. e"'O' I DEW =1 
No 
(I) , YBO (I) , Initial 
stimates from Bubble- 
oin4t-- Calculations 
X(I) YBO(I) 
Y (I) Z (I) 
X(N+l) 0.0 
Call SONEM2 
Yes 
NITER 
'. NýNo 
es 
Liquid and Vapour 
Phase Compositions 
X(I), Y(I) I 11N 
V=X (N+1) , ZCF X (N+3 
ZCIL = X(N+2) 
Return 
o Convergence 
ýý 
IER = 
Liquid and Vapour 
Phase Compositions 
X(I), Y(I) I=1, N 
V-X (N+ 1) , ZCF =X (N+ 
ZCIL = X(N+2) 
Return 
FIGURE 8-8 
End 
) 
SUBROUTINE CILF FLOW CHART 
FIGURE 8-9 
SUBROUTINE DEWPT FLOW CHART 
FIGURE 8-10 
SUBROUTINE ISFL FLOW CHART 
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8.5 SUBROUTINW USED TO SOLVE THE ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS 
The subroutines in this section include and solve the system of 
the non-linear algebraLic equations using a quasi-Newton method and 
Broyden's rank-one updating formula. Subroutine SONEM2 impl nt: s 
the Broyden's n-dimenslonal quasi--Newton method. The routine 
operates on a function subroutine PrX which returns the function 
values PI for each set of independent variable values xi. 
Subroutine STEP updates the values of the Iteration variables at 
each step and evaluates the function values Pi at the new step by 
the call of a function subroutine PX. The Iteration matrix, H,, is 
then updated using Broyden's rank-one update formula. Figure 8-11 
gives the flowchart of subroutine STEP. 
8.6 n NES USED PIOR THE EVAIAIRTION OF 
THE CHOSEN EQUATION OF STATE 
SubroutIne FUGA calls the specific subroutines to calculate the 
parameters of the chosen equation of state,, returning the phase 
fugaclt. ies and compressIbIlity factors to FUGA. The specific 
subroutines aret 
PENG for the Peng. -Robinson EOS 
SRKEQU for the Soave-Redlich-Kwong EOS 
RKEQU for the Modified Redlich-Kwong EDS 
The equatIon of state is solved by an analytical method. Figure 
8-12 and 8-13 give the flowcharts of the subroutines FuGA and Pam 
respectively. 
Enter 
--< ICODE 
t Ye 
X (N+l) =PX 
(N+l) 
! No ill-ý swi 
Ye4 
N= N+l 
PIOLD PI 
FO (I) F (I) 
X0 (I) x (I) 
I= 1, N 
ALPHA -1.0 
Yý! s SWI =0 'N,, - No 
Update Liquid or 
, ýýUr Compositions 
K+l'j) XK(J) + 
ALPHA*P(I) 
TI NT 
Call SCALEV 
Call FX 
Call SCALEV 
1 
FIGURE 8-11 contd 
SUBROUTINE STEP FLOW CHART 
3 
Update Iterative 
Phase Compositions 
XK+1(j) = XK(J) + 
ALPHA*P(I 
I= SON 
F Calculate thl 
omDosition of 
Calculate th 
other Phase 
Call FX 
2 
FIGURE 8-11 
SUBROUTINE STEP FLOW CHART 
C) 0 
I-, ' IF 
KVAL :-'.; ' 
Call Redlich-Kwong 
S Subroutine 
KEQU 
1 Soave Redlich- 
ng EOS 
routine SRKEQU 
Call Peng-Robinson 
EOS Subroutine 
PENG 
Calculate ZLr ZV 
- Iz 
I 
? 
Calculate K-values 
K (I) : -- FUGL (I) /FUGV (I) 
'K 7 
Calculate Liquid and Vapour 
Molecular WeightS 
FIGURE 8-12 SUBROUTINE FUGA FLOW CHART 
IL 
IV 
8 
--Enter 
Calculate Coefficients of 
Ip. r). q a(11-L(? ýn ('ý) 
FIGURE S- 13 
SUBROUTINE PENG FLOWCHART 
Evaluate Binary 
Interaction Coefficients, KI 
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9.1 INTRODUCTION 
in this chapter,, the VLE program described in chapter 8 is used to 
perform vapour-liquid equilibrium calculations on various types of 
reservoir fluid systems. The program is also used to simulate the 
phase behaviour of mixtures of injection gases and hydrocarbons in 
place,, durinq a miscible floodinq in comparison with published 
data. Later on in this work,, the model will be tested against own 
experimental data. 
9.2 B INARY SYSTEMS 
The prediction of the phase behaviour of binary mixt; ures in 
comparison with published experimental data, and particularly of 
mixtures which. have CO,,, methane or N., as one of theix 
components, gives a very good idea as to the selection of the 
Interaction paLrammeters needed to be used with the equation of 
state, for the particular pa: Lr of components. 
9.2.1 COý -N Butane Mixture 
The experimental data for this binary system 'have been reported by 
Olds et, all'. The phase envelopes were calculated at 1000P and 
2200F. The VLE's bubble and dew point options were used with all 
three available equations of state. Figure 9-1 shows the 
predictions of the saturation pressure against COz mole fraction 
usIng the Modified Redlich-Kwong EOS at 100 
0P In comparison wlt: h 
the experimental results. Figure 9-2 shows the predictions for 
the same phase envelope using the MSRK EOS and pigure 9-3 g: LveS the 
graphic respresentatlon of the Calculations for the same mixture 
at two different temperatures, loo 
0P and 220 4) P usIng the P-R 
x 
CL 
w 
w 
Qý 
CL 
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equation of state. Although the agreement between predicted and 
measured data is very good for all three EOS,, the R-K seems to 
match perfectly the published measurements. 
9.2.2 C02, - isobutane Mixture 
The phase behaviour of this mixture has been measured by Besserer 
and Robinson7- and theoretical predictions have been reported by 
Peng and Robinson. The phase envelope was calculated at 100 40 P and 
is illustrated in Figure 9-4, as saturation pressure against CO,, 
mole fraction. The fitting of the predicted phase boundarles to 
the experlmental data is almost perfect. A binary coefficient of 
0.105 was used with the MSI; K equation of state as the interaction 
parameter for the mixture. 
9.3 TERNARY KrXTMES CO, -N BUTANE - DECANE KrXTURE 
The experimental data for this ternary mixture has been published 
by Metcalfe and Yarborough. The phase ermelopes (z-z diaqrams) 
were calculated for two different pressures 1700 psia and 3.500 
psia at 160 0 P. Pigure 9-5 shows the ternary representations of 
the two phase envelopes. 
9.4 KMTICOMPONE: NT SYNTHETIC MIXTURES 
9.4.1 Eleven Cxxnponents Synthetic Oil - CO. Mixture 
This mixtur e has been studied by Met: cc-Llfe and Yarborough3. The 
composition of this oil is given in Table 9-1. The saturation 
pressure curve as a function of COz mole fraction was calculated 
at LSO 0 F. Figures 9-6 and 9-7 present the experimentally obtained 
pregglure-cmaposit ion data and the predicted data derived using the 
MM and the KSRK equations of state. The MRK equation of state 
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seems to fit perfectly the dew-point curve and the critical point. 
The 'umm deviation between the predicted and the experimental 
PointS i-S 3.6%. The interaction coefficient used for 
Coz-hydrocarbons is 0.1 and for methane and hydrocarbons heavier 
than hexane,, varies between 0.04 - 0.05. 
9.5 RESERVOIR FLUID MIXTURES 
9.5.1 Rangely Pield Oil-Injection Gases 1&2 
Rangely field in Colorado,, US, was discovered in 1933 and 
waterf looding was initiated in 1958. rt is an almost "'dead oil" 
like a lot of the reservoir oils before the beginning of the 
tertiary recovery. The experimental data on the phase behaviour 
of the oil and two different injection gases were published by 
Graue et a14. The compositions of the Rangely oil and of the two 
injection gases are given in Table 9-2. The bubble point curve 
calculated as a function of the -injected gas fraction in the 
mixture using the Peng-Robinson equation of state, is plotted in 
Figure S-8. The maximum observed deviation between the predicted 
and the experimental points is 3.5% and occurs at the critical 
composition. The study has been carried out at a temperature of 
160'OP. 
9.5.2 Reservoir 011 - CO., Nixture 
This resezvoir oll has been studied by Simon et als and its 
coopositIon is given In Table 9-3. The C7+ cut has been divided 
into three pseudocomponents and the bubble point curve was 
calculated at 255"F using the MRK equation of state. Figure c9-9 
presents the pressum-composit ion phase envelope and, once again, 
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in the near critical region the f it of the predicted cury is 
almost perfect. 
9.5.3 DIfferential Vapourisation of a Reservoir Oil 
The composition of this oil was obtained from a laboratory report 
by PETROL and is given In Table 9-4. It is considered to be a 
volatile oil. The compositions of the IIberated gas phases at 
each stage of the process are listed In Table 9-5. Pigure 9-10 
shows the plot of the predicted and reported values of the oil 
density as a function of pressure during the differential 
vapourisatlon. Pigure 9-11 glves the graphIc representatlon of 
the gas gravity at each pressure step at 305*P. The equatlon of 
state used In this study was that of Peng-Robinson. The computer 
model was tuned at the saturation conditions and Pigure 9-10 
zeconf. i , the fact that although the predicted IiquJd densities 
at high pressures match precisely the laboratory values, at: low 
pressures the lJLquId volumes are slightly over-estimated. 
- 9.5.4 Constant Volume Depletion Study of a Gas Condensate 
A North Sea gas condensate was selected and the VLE was tuned to 
maitch the dew--point pressure of the f luid at the temperature of 
the reservoir, which was the only available data. The couiposition 
of the gas condensate is given in Table 9-6. The constant volume 
depletion routine of the VLE was used to simulate the depletion of 
the reservoir at 237c'P. The liquid drop out at anY stage of the 
depletion process as a function of pressure passes through a 
maxim= at about 4000 ps ia. and reaches to af inal 13.5% im the 
hypothetical case of depletion until exhaustion (Fig 9-12). The 
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IDOleculax composition of the liquid remaining at the end of 
depletion at 237'ýP is given in Table 9-7. The P-R EOS was used. 
9.5.5 Ternary Representation of the Phase Envelope of 
a Reservoir Fluid 
For this application the reservoir oil used at 9.5.3 was selected. 
The three pseudocomponents chosen to represent the fluid on a 
ternary diagram were CE[4,,, Cz - C,.,. and C,.,, +. The ptase envelope 
was studied at 374OF and at 4500 poia and 5500 poia. The 
correction coefficients used for the critical temperature and the 
crIti. cal pressure were TtWD -0-9 and PCMDD ' 1.4. Figure 9-13 
and Ftgure 9-14 show the ptuase envelopes for the two pressures, a 
few equilibrium lines and the critical points. VLE was run with 
the Peng-Robinson EOS. 
TABLE 9-1 
PLUID CaMPOSITIONS AND PROPERTIES3 
2ýnent 
cl 
cz 
C3 
C4 
C5 
ce 
C7 
ca 
CLO 
C1.4 
Composition-Mole Percent 
35 
3 
4 
6 
4 
3 
5 
5 
30 
5 
TABLE 9-2 
PMNGELY PIELD OIL AND INJECTION GAS PROPERTIES4 
COMPOSITION, HOLE FRACTION 
ammnent 
NZ 
coz 
Cl. 
cz 
C3 
ic4 
riC,, 
Ics 
nC. 
ce 
C7+ 
Reservoir Oil Injection Gas 1 
0.00081 
0.95016 
0.04892 
0.00009 
0.00002 
Iniection Gas 2 
0.0%58 
0.85757 
0.04563 
0.00014 
0.00004 
0.00003 
0.00001 
0.00338 
0.00245 
0.04067 
0.03106 
0.04816 
0.02088 
0.03582 
0.02448 
0.03067 
0.05512 
0.70671 
1.00000 
Mole wt 177.05 
C., 46 properties (I atm) 
Hole wt 227.94 
Gravity OAPI 32.75 
1.00000 
42.63 
1.00000 
41.19 
TABLE 9-3 
RESERVOIR OIL CONPOSITIONS 
ORIGINAL MIXTURE OIL B 
TEMPERATURE, OF 255 
PRESSURE,, psia 2554 
PHASE Liquid 
PHASE MOL FRACTION 1.00 
Coz . 0133 
C. L . 3970 
Cz . 0431 
C3 
. 0315 
C, 4 . 0295 
C5 . 0269 
ce . 0271 
C7+ . 4389 
Eh-----le Point,, psia 2554 
mol wt, gm/gm-. mol 120.3 
Density, gm/cc 0.648 
Viscosity,, centipoise - 
C7+ properties of Oil BI 
mol wt - 239.1 
sp gr 6 60OF - 0.9496 
() API - 35.05 
TABLE 9-4 
FWPETROL CRtJDE-OIL SYSTEM 
MOLECULAR COMPOSITION OF RESERVOIR FLUID 
Methane 59.75 
Nitrogen 0.65 
Carbon dioxide 1.03 
Hydrogen sulphide - 
Ethane 8.25 
Propane 4.11 
i-Butane 0.83 
n-Butane 1.92 
i-Pentane 0.78 
n-Pentane 1.50 
Rexanes 1.24 
Heptanes 1.46 
Octanes 1.72 
Nonanes 1.37 
Decanes 0.98 
Uhdecanes 0.62 
Dodecanes plus 13.79 
100.00 
Molecular weight of Dodecanes plus in reservoir fluid: 324 
Specific gravity of dodecanes plus : 0.88 
Reservoir temperature : 462.82'*K 
Bubble point pressure : 6370.0 psig 
Bubble point oil density : 0.554 gr/cc 
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TABLE 9-6 
GAS CONDENSATE SYSTEM 
NDLECULAR COMPOSITION OF RESERVOIR PWID 
Methane 68.20 
Nitrogen 0.60 
Carbon dioxide 8.14 
Hydrogen sulphide - 
Ethane 7.58 
Propane 3.56 
i-Butane 0.97 
n-Butane 1.84 
i-Pentane 0.48 
n-Pentane 0.73 
n-Hexane 0.81 
n-Reptane 1.15 
n--Octane 1.01 
n-Nonane 1.22 
Decane plus 3.71 
100.00 
Molecular weight of Decane plus in reservoir fluid: 181.0 
Specific gravity of Decane plus 1 0.8275 
Reservoir temperature : 387.160K 
Separator temperature : llo*p 
Separator pressure : 550 psla 
TABLE 9-7 
MOLECULAR COKPOSITION OF REMAINING LIQ UID AT 
END OF DEPLETION STUDY AT 237.22 P 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSUiM 
Components Mole Percent 
Methane 0.1242302E-02 
Nitrogen 0.514058SE-05 
Carbon Dioxide 0.4768396E-03 
Ethane 0.6626407E-03 
Propane 0.1004337E-02 
Iso-Butane 0.1302094E-02 
N-Butane 0.3718381E-02 
Iso-Pentane 0.2877065E-02 
N-Pentane 0.5721302E-02 
N-Hexane 0.188183GE-01 
N-Beptane 0.576850SE-01 
N-<)ctane 0.8523917E-01 
N--Nonane 0.1414125E 00 
Pseudocompon I 0.4128531E 00 
TOTAL 1.0000 
Gravity 0.64391 
Molecular Weight 159.34 
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10.1 INTRODUCTION 
Laboratory experiments most often performed to investigate the 
eff iclency and the controlling mechanism of a miscible gas 
enhanced oil recovery project fall Into three general categories-1-i 
(i) itigh pressure and temperature volumetric and vapour- 
liquid equilibrium experiments. 
(il) Slim tube experiments. 
(Ili) Core displacements. 
These three different types of experiments offer different 
infozzation about the potential application of a gas injection 
scheme. 
Equilibrium phase behaviour and f luid property measurements 
provide direct evidence concerning the physical behaviour of 
mixtures of injection gases and crude oils. The information 
obtained from these experiments include,, solubility data of the 
Injection gas into the reservoir f luid phase, swelling of the 
latter as a result of the mixing, the number and kind of phases 
present,, the densities and viscosities of these phases which 
together with relative permeabilities control the rates at which 
the phases move under the imposed pressure gradient and the 
distribution of hydrocarbons and inorganic gazes throughout the 
reservoir. This data determines the degree of efficiency of the 
injected media to recover the oil which has been left behind in the 
reservolr. 
Slim tube experiments provide information on the prediction of the 
minj zmnn operating pressure required for miscibility within the 
reservoir,, they provide a method for mixing injection gaj3 and oil 
- 132 - 
in a flowing multiple contact process but they are not intended to 
simulate fluid mobility propertlesz. 
Core d1splacements give some evidence of the problem concerning 
the flow of the phases inside the reservoir rock,, such as viscous 
fingering, gravity segregation channelling or by-passing of oil 
due to core heterogeneities and provide some insight In the 
. res. idual oil saturatIon of the swept zones and on the effect the 
flooding has on the core permeability. Although these experiments 
appear to simulate closer than any other - experiments the 
conditIons, prevailing in the reservoir, usually they are used to 
give evidence on the displacement mechanisms rather than be used 
cas measurements designed for scale-up calculations for partIcular 
. reservo. irs. 
The study in this thesis is focused on PW vapour-liquid 
equ: Llibr: Lum experiments and the aim of the experimental work is to 
measure the ranges of phase compositions and properties likely to 
exist in a miscible gas flooding process, to understand how such 
composItion variations effect: displac nt efficiency ard to 
investigate in general, the phase behaviour of mixtures of 
reservoir f luids and injection gazes at conditions as close as 
possible, to those prev&Lling in a reservoir dur: Lng the 
displacement prrocess. 
10.2 TWES OF EXPEWMSNTS PERFORMED rN THIS STUDY 
The various types of experiments -required to back up the numerical 
simulator's predictions for the study of the phase equilibria 
occurring In a gas miscible displacement arei 
(i) voli tric experiments- Saturation pressures (bubble 
- 133 - 
or dew point pressures) axe measured by the cbange of 
the compressibility of the phases in a PVT cell, as 
the pressure changes and the measurement is reconfirmed 
by visual observation where possible. 
(ii) Vapour-liquid equ: Llibriuin experiments. A mixture of 
Injection gas and reservoir fluid of a certain overall 
composition is equilibrated and the ptase volt s, 
densities and compositions are measured. In mult: Lple 
contact experiments,, which simulate the enrichment of 
the phases by components present in the other phase, 
volumes of the phases in equilibrium are brought in 
contact with either fresh reservoir oil (upper phase) 
or Injection gas (lower phase). Figure 10-1 shows 
schematically the series of experiments to simulate 
the process by which the injection gas strips 
bydrocarbons fr the reservoir fluid phase 
(Ftgure 10-1a) as well as the process by which the 
injection gas condenses into the oil phase 
(Figure 10-1b). In the former a certain volume of 
injection gas contacts successively fresh reservoir 
oil,, such that it becomes richer and richer in 
bydrocarboru3 and the two phase compositiorm approach 
each other. In the latter a certain volt of 
reservoir fluid is brought in successive contacts 
with fresh injection gas. 
10.3 DESIGN OF THE HIGH PRESSURE EQUITMENT 
To meet the requirements for the type of experiments which were 
just described, a high pressure experimental facility was designed 
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and built. It consists of the following three main groups of 
units 
(a) pressure application system together with pressure 
measurement and temperature control systems. 
(b) Ahiglh temperature air bath with high pressure 
equilibrium cells and apparatus to measure density and 'a-- 
composition of resulting pbases. 
(C) Mixing vessels and otber auxiliary vessels and 
apparatus. 
process flow scheme of the equilibrium phase behaviour apparatus 
is presented in Figure 10-2. The three main groups of equipment 
consist of : 
(a) Pressure Application and Measurement System 
1. Mercury pump A 
Mercury pump B 
3. Pressure txaLnsducer 
Pressure gauge 
Vacuum gauge 
Air Bath-Measuring Devices 
6. HIgh pressure wIndowed cell A 
ifigh pressure windowed cell B 
8. FlIgh pressure and temperature densitcmeter 
Samplinq trap 
10. High temperature direct samplIng wistem. 
(C) Auxiliary Devices 
11. Auxiliary high pressure cylinder 
12. Auxiliary high pressure cylinder 
.4 2 
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13. Coz storing high pressure cylinder 
14. Auxiliary high pressure cylinder 
15. Paptha container 
16. Acetone container 
17. Gas intensifier 
is. Vacuum system 
19. Rocking/mixing cell for storing reservoir fluids 
equipped with beating jacket to warm up heavy 
crudes. 
The principal units of each maln group of apparatus arei 
(i) Double cylinder mercury pump 
(it) Pressure and temperature measurement and control system 
(: Lii) Tet"rature controlled aix bath 
(tv) High pressure windowed equilibrium cells 
(V) Fligh pressure and temperature densitometer 
(vt) Blow down saaapl: Lng arystem 
(vii) High temperature direct sampling system 
(vtij. ) Gas chromatograph 
These units are described in more detail below. 
10-3.1 The Double Cylinder Mercury pump 
A motorised double cylInder Ruska positIve d1splacement pump is 
used to pressurise the fluids In the system. Transfer of phases 
from one cell to the other, or fz*OM an auxillary cylinder to the 
cells, can be achieved with the pump maintaining the pressure 
constant throughout the tzansfer. The continuous discharge is 
accxxnpllshed by chargtng one of the cylinders of the PuMP while 
the other is discharging. When the two Cylinders are running in 
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Parallel they can either both charge., discharge or the one can 
charge and the other discharge at the same rate. Different 
displacement rates are available ranging from 2.50cc/h to 560cc/h 
per cylinder,, us: Lng a gear arystem. 
Each positive displacement pump works on the principle of voli 
displacement of mercury. A plunger of uniform dia ter is forced 
irtto theinercury filled cylinder by a measuring screw. The volt 
displaced by the movement of the plunger is expressed on a linear 
scale calibrated In cubic centimeters. The double cylinder pump 
can be either hand-operated or motor-operated. 
The pumps are rated to 8000 psi and tested at 12,000 psi and the 
capactty of each cylInder is 250cc. Small bore stainless steel 
tubing (1/961 OD) was used in most of the 'nigh pressure flow lines 
to minimlse the dead volt s and consequently the Uquid hold up. 
10.3.2 The Pressure and Temperature Measurement 
and Control System 
The apparatus, as shown in Figure 10-2, is equipped with a 
pressure transducer and a pressure gauge. They can both monitor 
the pressure of every loop of the system connected with either of 
the pump cylinders. While the transducer provides the accurate 
reading, the pressure gauge is used as an additional safety check 
for the pressure not to exceed a maximum set limit. A strain gauge 
10V DC transducer, provides 0-200mV output, whose signal is 
received by a signal conditioner which conditions it to a required 
output depend-inq on the selected ranqe. The pressure ranqe of the 
transducer used is 0-10,000 psi. To ensure that the pressure of 
the glystem does not exceed the allowed limit, bursting discs are 
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connected to the lines very close to the pumps. The bursting discs 
used were limited to 8,500 psi. In the event of a burst disc the 
mercury would return to the mercury reservoir through a bypass: Lng 
line. 
Platinum f 11m, 'high stability,, 100 Obm resistance tbermocouples 
are connected to the devices whose function requires accurate 
temperature control. These are the two equilibrium cells, density 
cell,, air bath and the rocking cell. 
10.3.3 T%vw4perature Controlled Air Bath 
The heart: of the experimental system which consists of the two 
high pressure windowed cells is contained inside an air 
circulating bath. The air bath, especially designed for the 
project, consists of a stainless steel inner shell which is sealed 
to prevent any mercury vapours contaminating the laboratory. The 
g3tai. nless steel shell Is covered with insulation material to 
min. imise the heat losses and the exterior of the air bath Jm 
covered with aluminium plates. 
A hole in the bottom of the air bath which is connected with a 
rubber hose to an oil trap,, was incorporated to collect any 
possible mercury spillage fr the oven. In case that the mercury 
vapour concentration inside the oven becomes too high,, af lap 
valve was designed which can be opened to allow the vapours to be 
extracted by the laboratory ventilation system. On the door of 
the air bath, exactly opposite of the cell windows, two 
bulletproof glass windows are mounted to allow observation of the 
phazes in the cells without disturbing the temperature control and 
exposi. ng the operator to possible hazards by opening the door. 
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The door of the air bath was specially designed to Incorporate a 
movable viewing system which allows the mounting of boroscopes, to 
locate the position of the interfaces inside the cells,, and allow 
viewing through a television monitor system. The position of the 
interface enables phase voli s to be determined. Plate 1 shows 
the oil-mercury interface as it can be seen on the television 
screen. 
Valves mounted insIde the oven as well as the top and bottom valves 
of the cells can be operated from outside the air bath using long 
stems. An electrically driven fan circulates the air through the 
electrical heaters and all around the oven. The air bath waj3 
tested up to temperatures of 130"C and the temperature dur: Lng 
operatIon Is controlled to +0.10C. Plate 2 showis a general view of 
the experlmental apparatus including the air bath, the double 
cylinder mercury pump and the vlewing system. 
10.3.4 HIgh Pressure WIndowed Cells 
Two Ruska high pressure equilibrium cells are mounted on a single 
rotati. ng plate tru3tde the temperature contxqlled a: Lr bath. Each 
cell -is made fx stainless steel and ttas two windows mounted 
opposite each other to allow viewing with trarumitted light. The 
exposed window surface Is approximately 2 1/29, long and 1/4011 wide. 
A light source is placed behind the back window of each cell so 
that the vapour-liquid interfaces can be discerned in transmitted 
light. An external light source is also used to provide 
suf f iclent Ught at the front window to be ref lected on the 
mercury phase, so that the mercury-bottom phase Interface can be 
clearly observed fx Outside . Each cell has ports on either end 
0 
PT. ATP. 1 
VIEWING SYSTEM ALLOWING OBSERVATION OF PHASE BEHAVIOUR 
PLATE 2 
GENERAL VIEW OF THE AIRBATH, THE MERCURY PUMPS AND THE CONTROL BOARD 
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as well aj3 side traps for extraction of gases or fluids. The cell 
window fra 9 are designed with cl ing and balancing screws, to 
reduce strain on the glass,, while ensuring positive sealing at 
high pressures and temperatures. Each cell has a voli of 
apprcminately 190cc, is rated at lOjOOO psi and tested at 15,, 000 
P13t. 
The single rotating plate upon which the cells are mounted allows 
the cel3m to be fully inverted. The windows axe positioned so that 
in the inverted and norma-I positlon the whole length of the cell 
can be observed. Eadh cell was found to 'nave a dead volume (volume 
between the top of the window and the top valve) of approximately 
4CC. Plate 3 shows the two high pressure equilibrium cells 
mounted inside the air bath and Plate 4 shows the vapour-liquid 
interface after equilibrium has been established in one of the 
cells. 
10.3.5 Ltigh Pressure and Temperature Densitameter 
Inside the air bath a PAAR DNA 512 te cell for density 
measurements under hIgh pressure and temperature Is Installed. 
The density determination is based on measuring the period of 
oscillation of a vibrating V-shaped tube through which the sample 
fluid flows continuously. The sample tube is made of stainless 
steel with a wall thickness of about 0.3 mm and an inside diameter 
of 2.4 mm. The system is exclted by two magnetic dynamic 
conveirters in connection with an electronic control and amplifier 
circuit, which guarantees a constant amplitude of the oscillator 
tube, even under extreme meau3urement conditions. The maximum 
operating temperature is 150'*C and the maxjmrm operating pressure 
is 6000 Psi- 
- Z., tLw-m 
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The electronics 'had to be taken apaLrt from the density cell and 
were put in a box on the top of the air bath as they cannot operate 
under 'high temperature. The period of oscillation signal is 
trarumitted to a DNA 45 low pressure densitometer where either the 
period or the density of the mixture can be read directly fr. the 
dtg: Ltal read out. 
The DNA 45 densitometer can be also used as an external cell for 
density measurements of mixtures under room conditions. 
10.3.6 Blow Down Sampling System 
As each one of the phases is being transferred from one cell to the 
other, a volume of about 4cc is trapped In a samplIng loop. The 
sampling loop (Fig 10-3) consists of a piece of 1/4" OD pipe which 
passes through a crackIng valve and ends outsIde the oven In a 
1/16" OD pipe. The 1/16- pipe ends through a rubber seal into a 
pyrex centrifuge tube. The centrifuge tube has a glass branch 
which is connected with an elastic tube to a gas meter. The line 
passes through aa ix port external loop VAUM gas sampling valve,, 
mounted In the side of the gas chrcmatograph. An ice bath is used 
to cool down the tube and the elastic pipe and to avoid liquid 
condensation in the gas metering system. The gas meter was 
designed and made in the Department and consists of a long hIgh 
precision glass bore and a Teflon plug which seals on the bore with 
a mercury seal and can move up and down. The mercury seal 
minimises the frIctIon betwe n the plug and the bore of the tube. 
The gas phase as it: enters the gas meter from the bottom hole, 
d. isplaces the plug upwards. The displac nt of the plug can be 
converted to gas volu usIng a callbrat-ion chart. 
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10.3.7 The High Temperature Direct Sampling System 
This system allows direct sampling of a few inicrolitres from a 
high temperature and pressure equilbrium phase. The dixect 
samplIng system consists of a small oven,, separated from the air 
bath which contains the high pressure cells. The direct sampling 
oven was built on the specifications of the Hewlett-Packard 5880A 
gas chromatograph oven. Its temperature can be ralsed w1thin 
minutes to 280 0C using a coiled ring type beater. A fan c1rculates 
the air all around the small air bath to ensure uniform 
temperature. Two lines are connecting the six port 'high pressure 
and temperature VALCO sampling valve with the transfer loop 
between the two equilibr: Lum cells, to allow c1rculation of the 
phase through the valve Ia saropling loop (Fig 10-4). The VALCO 
valve used is rated at 5000 psi and 300"C and the sampling loop 
connecting two antldlametrical ports is made of 6" long 10/100011 
ID staInless steel pipe. Two two-ýy valves are mounted on the 
side of the dlrect sampling oven to allow the sampling loop to be 
flashed out periodically, to remove any possible residues. 
Helium, supplIed by a carrier gas line, airculates through the 
VALCO valve and is driven Into column B of the Perkin Elmer P17 gas 
chromatograph through the transfer line. Both the carrier gas 
supply 1-ine and the- trarmfer Iine are heated before and during 
sampling,, at 250 "C,, to minim. 1se the risk of the sample Is Ineavy 
components condensing into the transfer line. A rod element 
provides the heat for the line, the selected temperature is 
controlled automatically and the lines are insulated. 
w P4 
44 
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10.3.13 The Gas Chromatograph 
The gas chromatograph used for the chemical analysis of the vapour 
and liquid phases during the phase behaviour experiments is a 
Perkin-Elmer P17 gas chromatograph which is illustrated In Plate 
5. 
The operating temperature range of the chromatograph oven is 
between 50 0C to 4500C or -650C to 3500C when sub-anbient is used, 
and the temperature stability is 0.1"C per hour at 1000C. The oven 
can accomodate up to 12 metres of 1/8" OD columns and the end of 
the column is connected to a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) 
and two flame lon1satIon detectors (FID) connected in parallel. A 
splittIng union gives simultaneous feeds to the detector systm- w . IF-- 
at a split ratio of 9/1 for the TCD. The chromatograph 
Incorporates a dual column baseline compensation technique. The 
second column 'Is used for compensation of the basellne drift due 
to Increased Liquid phase bleeding during programmed temperature 
operatlon. 
In the FED, the column effluent mixed with hydrogen,, enters a jet 
where it to burned in an air atmosphere to produce a small f1 a. 
The air for the combustion usually passes through a porous 
stainless steel disk into the chamber,, and subsequently vents 
through holes in the detector lid. The jet itself serves as one 
electrode and a second electrode is placed above the fI 4A 
potential is applied across these electrodes. When no substance 
other that the carrier gas enters the fla , there is a small 
resIdual current through the fIo When sample molecules enter 
the fla , ionization occurs yielding a cur nt flow which, after 
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proper amplIf ication, is measured by an integrator and displayed 
on a strip chart recorder. 
The FID is sensitive to all organic substances but insensitive to 
inorganic gases and water. It is a ma a sensitive detector and its 
response is proportional to the total ma s entering the detector 
per unit time. The TCD responds to all possible substances except 
the carrier gas and therefore is called universal detector. it 
consists of fine metallic wires mounted coaxially within a metal 
cylinder through which a gas f lows. The wire is heated 
electrically and assi sa temperature which depends on the f low 
and tbermal conductivity of the gas passing over it. When a 
foreign substance is introduced into the gas stream, the 
temperature of the wire and hence its resistance changes. The 
metal block also has a second channel in which a similar wire is 
mounted. This second channel is used as a reference and the 
sition of the gas flowing through this channel is kept 
unchanged. This mea=3 that the temperature and thus the 
reststance of the wire In the second, reference, channel remins 
constant. By incorporating the two wires into a Wheatstone 
brtdge ctrcu: Lt,, the change : Ln reststance is converted tnto a small 
e. m. f. which can readily be recorded. The TCD is a concentration 
sensitive detector. The signal from the TCD is also measured by 
the integrator and displayed on a strip chart recorder. 
A CO. cryogenic unit is used for sub-airobient temperatures and 
helium is used as carrier gas. 
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10.4 CALIBRATI: ONS 
10.4.1 Volumetric Calibrations 
Precise measurement of phase volumes and accurate metering of 
flulds Into the high pressure cells requires careful volumetric 
calibration of the pumps,, tubing and windowed cells which make up 
the PW apparatus. Pirst the volumetric dellvery of each pump 
barrel was calibrated by conqmrIng the actual volume of mercury 
moved from the pump at various pressures, to pump sca-le 
readings. Next, the expansion of the tubing manifold leading from 
the pumps to the cells was measured at various pressures by 
compressIng mercury Into it,. at 20 0 C, 60 0 C, 75 0C and 100 0 C. At: the 
next stage the exact volumes of the high pressure windowed cells 
were measured at 20'*C, 60 0 C, 75 0C and 100 0C as a functlon of 
pressure, by pumping predetermined volumes of mercury into the 
cells. Pinally the readings of the length of the phases on the 
scale attached on the door of the air bath, were calibrated in 
term of actual volume In the cell and the dead volumes of the two 
cells were measured as well. Volumetric callbration data were 
used to calculate the volumes of the phases In the cell fzxm the 
position of the Interfaces bounding It. 
10.4.2 Densitometer Calibrations 
The PAAR DNA 512 'nigh pressure and temperature densit 1 Poeter was 
calibrated at several temperatures and pressures. The stainless 
steel tube oscillates and the period of oscillation depends on the 
mass of the f luid within it, so that the density of the f juid can 
be calculated fx the measured period of the Oscillation. 
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At a given temperature and pressure the period of oscillation is 
given by 
Ap +B6&a&666aa4. aa00a& Eq 10-1 
where t is the period (milliseconds), p is the density (g/cc) and A 
and B are calibration constants whidh are determined 
experimentally. rf periods t,. and t,, are measured corresponding 
to densItles p,. and pz the calibration constants are 
za tJL 
- tz 
Pi. - Pz 
2 
BtI- AP: L Eq 10-2 
The constants A and 8 were found to depend on both temperature and 
pressure, so calibrations were made using two different components 
for which experimental density data was available over a wide 
range of pressure and temperature. Methane and decane, were chosen 
for the calibration because they cover the range of densities 
which would be encountered during the phase behaviour experiments. 
Periods of oscillation of these two pure components were measured 
00 
between 60 C and 110 C at pressures from atmospheric to 5000 psi. 
mmiat-ion 10-2 was used to calculate the calibration constants. 'a-- 
Least squares quadratic fits were made for the dependence of the 
slope A and intercept B on temperature at a reference pressure of 
100 psig. Next,, least square quadratic fit was made for the 
dependence of 8 on pressure. 
The final form of the correlation developed for the calibration of 
the DNA 512 densitometer for measurements at elevated temperatures 
and pressures, gives density az 
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B(TP) 
A(T) 
40&&&0a640 Eq 10-3 
where t is the period of oscillation in milliseconds and 
A(T) = 2.818367 + 0.013341 T-4.72276*10-STZ 
B(T, P) - 16.136248 - 0.006853T + 6.534494*10-OT2- 
0.01685 - 7.135*10-6(P-100) + 1.80! 5*10-9(P-100)'z 
60000 Eq 10-4 
10.5 CXDCPOSITIONAL C21kRACWRISATION USING GAS CEMOMATOGRAPHY 
Gaz cbxomtography is a very efficient method of physical 
separation, enabling a very small sample of fluid to be analysed 
into its components. The sample injected is vapourised in the 
injection block heater and swept by the carrier gas over a 
stationary phase. The components to be separated are distributed 
between two-phaseal one of them consititutes a stationary bed, the 
other is af luid that percolates through or along the stationary 
bed . The chromtographic process occurs as a result of repeated 
sorption-desorptAon during the movement of the sample ccmponents 
along the stationary bed. The separation is due to dIfferences in 
the distribution coefficients of the individual sample components. 
The retention time of a certain substance on a given stationary 
phase ts cnaracterist: Lc of that substance and therefore retentton 
data can be used for identification purposes. The whole process 
takes place in a column containing the stationary phase through 
which the moving phase is flowing. At the end of the column the 
i. ndividual components emerge more or less separated : Ln time and 
axe detected. During the whole process, the system is kept at 
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temperature sufficient to maintain the sample components in the 
vapour phase. 
For the phase behaviour studies,, the hydr arbon characterisation 
is aimed at the analysis of the unknown mixtures by the 
identification and quantification of grouped carbon number rather 
than individual pure components,, given the countless components 
present in a reservoir f luid. Por the purposes of this study 
couponents with similar boiling points and therefore similar 
molecular weights are grouped together. Hydrocarbons with 
retention times between those Of Cn and Cn+l were assumed to be 
Cn+: L. The molecular weight of the normal alkane was used as an 
estimate of the molecular weigbt for each carbon number cut. the 
reason behind this is that the normal hydrocarbons are the 
components more easily ident: Lf iable in a crude oil. sample. Even 
more detailed separations could have been obtained in a capillary 
column but the amount of data collected for each sample would be 
very large. 
technique was developed to enable the full compositional 
characterisatIon of mixtures of reservoir fluids and injection 
gases, using a single sample. During the single run the volatile 
inorganic gases,, the light hydrocarbons and the heavy hydrocarbons 
up to C30.. can be identified and quantified in grouped carbon 
numbers. To identify the components of a sample injected in a 
oarticular column under particular conditions, retention timie data Aw-- 
has to be obtained, for all or at least some of the components of 
interest. This was achieved by injecting in the column reference 
mixtures made of these components, under the sa conditlons as 
the runs of the unknown Composition mixtures, and record: Lnq the 
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retention times which are functions of the boiling point of the 
substances. Figure 10-5 gives the plot of the retention times as a 
function of the boiling point for the 10ft,, 10% OV101 column at a 
temperature program from 20 0C to 350 0. 
A second series of calibration tests involve the establisbment of 
relatIve response factors ("P). The MW are the correctlon 
factors which d1vide raw peak areas measured by the integrator, to 
express the actual concentratlon of the indJLvldua. 1 components In 
the mixture. If the RIRP is independent of sample size and the 
carbon number of the hydzxc43xbon,, then the raw area of each peak 
should reflect the weight percent, for PID, or imole percent, fbr 
TM, of the component in the sample. 
A series of tests proved the IW to be independent of the sample 
size, for sample sizes between 0. Igi up to 4; J, for the conditions 
set for the runs. The sample size was carefully measured and the 
repeatability of the zun was guaranteed by the use of a Chaney 
adapter on the Elamilton syringes. A second series of tests 
invest. igated the variation of response factors with molecular size 
usIng both the TCD and PID detectors. These tests proved that the 
detectors responses depend on the molecular weight of the eluted 
cmmiponents. 
10.5.1 Calculatton and Use of the Relattve 
Response Pactors 
As already mentioned,, the normalised peak area values are related 
to the concentration of the respective components in the sample. 
mathematically speakIng 
Ai - RRFi*Ci 1, N.... *6.66. a Eq 10-5 
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w 'here Ai is the raw peak area,, Ci is the concentration and RRPi the 
proportionality factor or the relative response factor. The RRF: L 
depend on the chemical nature of the substance and on the type of 
detector used. if these factors are known, the concentration of 
the individual components in the sample can be calculated from the 
raw peak areas. 
The peak area for the components can be expressed as 
A: L - RRFi*Ci 
Thus 
Ci - Ai/RRF: L 
i-I, N &&ao*a*ao*o 
a66a&a6660&&00&. 
Eq 10-6 
Eq 10-7 
if the concentration of botb components is the same, then 
cl = cz ý= Ga&6& im 
CK 
and therefore 
Al 
-, 
KZ 
IW 
A3 
jo &&6&&& 'm 
AN 
64a06 Eq 10-a 
RRF, RRFa RRF3 RRPlq 
and if the RRF of one - arTy one - of the components is assigned a 
value of 100 (eg RRFj. - 100) then the relative response factors of 
the other components wIll be expressed as t 
RRF, z - 
hz 
* 100 
A,. 
A3 
loo RRF 3-- 
A, 
Atq 
RRFN = 100 
A,. 
a666aa Eq 1.0-9 
In other words, assuming d1rect proportionallty between peak area 
and concentration, the peak areas, which would be obtained fx 
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having equal concentrations present,, are calculated. To use the 
RRFj.,, first the so called reduced peak area values (Ai/RRPi) are 
established. Then,, the concentrations of the individual 
components Ci are calculated as the ratio of their respective 
reduced peak areas and the: Lr sum 
N 
(A, /MWjL) E 
I-JL 
C: L 
= 
Al/MWi 
(Ai/RRP: L) 
i-1, N sasa. &&a 
(Al/RRPi) 
Eq 10-10 
10.5.2 Condittons for the Gas Chromatographic Analyses 
Two 1/8" OD OV101 columns packed wlt: h 80/100 mesh a1ze support 
coated with non-polar methyl sillcone stationary phase were used 
in the Perkin Elmer P17 gas chromatograph. The length of the 
columns had to be 10 ft, a figure determined by the separation of 
COz, methane and ethane ( the longer the column, the greater the 
differences in the retention times of the components). 
Described beUm are the chromatographic techniques used for three 
types of samples analysed In this project 
(i) Liquid hydrocarbon samples 
(ii) Produced gas saamples 
( i1i) Dtrect samples frcu high pressure and temperature 
pliases 
The first technique was used to analyse the liquid phases produced 
the blow down sampling as well as to characterize liquids at 
room cond-Itions - The second was used to analyse gas samples at 
atmospheric Pressure, pioduced f the blow down system and the 
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third technique was used for the direct analysis of vapour and 
liquid phases, sampled with the high temperature direct sampling 
system. 
Separations of COz,, Nz and Cl. -C,, hydrocarbons present in high 
pressure samples,, as well as heavy Tlydrocarbons -e "ke C3., W1 
performed in a single column without the use of column switching 
or backflush valves. It Is important to avoid the use of valves in 
the oven, if possible,, because the high temperature limit for 
valves Currently avallable Is much lower than the oven temperature 
required to elute the heavy hydrocarbons present in a crude o113. 
The Price paid for the simplicity of the analysis is that the 
separatIon of the Iight ends is not as efficient as could have been 
achieved with other columns at different conditions. Nevertheless 
the advantages of a single column analysis far outweigh the 
disadvantages. 
10.5.3 Liquid Hydrocarbon Samples 
To cali-brate the response of the PID detector to mixtures of 
hydrocarbons havIng boiling point: s wlthin the range of the 
analyals, a reference mIxture consisting of normal alkanes from C. 
up to C-30 was carefully prepared. The composition of this mixture 
simulates as close as possible a typical composition of a crude 
oil and is qiven in Table 10-1. A sample of 0.2 ; LI was injected 
with a syringe through a septum, into the injection block of 
column 8 of the gas chromatograph. The FID's response to each 
component eluted fx the column, was recorded as peak area counts 
by the electronic integrator. The RRF: L calculated for the normal 
a. 1kanes between 
C5 and C30 are given in Table 10-2. The RRP Of CJL4 
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Was assumed 100. Typical chromatogram of such a run is shown in 
Figure 10-6. The conditions of the runs for the calibration tests 
as well as for any liquid hydrocarbon samples throughout this work 
are given in Table 10-3. 
10.5.4 Estimation of the C,,,,. 4. Fractlon 
A major difficulty encountered in the analysis of crude oil 
samples is the estimation of the fraction of the sample that has 
not eluted from the column at Its maximum operating temperature. 
The maximum operating temperature for the Perkin Elmser P17 gas 
chromatograph does not allow components heavier than C30 to come 
out of the column and, hence, theIr sIgnal to be detected. TO 
calculate the non eluted weight fraction C304., a test method 
proposed by-ASTM (1976)3 was used. The method requires two runs to 
be performed for each sample, one in which a mixture of sample plus 
an internal standard, is injected (Run A) and another in which 
Only the SaMle is injected (Run B). The internal standards are 
usually mixtures made up by equal parts of Cl.,,, C2.5,, C,.,, and C. 7. 
The volume ratio of the Internal standard to the mixture, should 
be between 0.1 and 0.15. Typical result of such run Is shown In 
Figure 10-7. Consider AI be the area of the segment which contains 
the internal standard 'in the chromatogram for Run A,, A the total 
area of run Aj, B, the area of the internal standard segment of run 
8 and B the total area of that run. Because the total areas of the 
two runs may not be the sa due to small differences in injected 
smaple voli s, the area of the segment which contains the 
internal standard A, should be adjusted at the value which would 
-nave occurred had the voli injected in Run A been identical to 
that in Run B. 
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Therefore 
Al - A]: * 
(A 
46a046aa4&&64 Eq 10-11 
The area whidh the signal of the internal standard occupies in the 
segment within which it is included,, is given bys 
Cl - Al: - B]: f. 660 
41 606&664a60 Eq 10- 12 
By assuming the area proportional to the weight of saxople injected 
(FID) then the ratio of the area of the internal standaxd CI to the 
total area of the hydrocarbon sample Including the non eluted 
fraction S ist 
Ci w 
Eq 10- 13 
................. 
s 1-W 
where W is the weight fraction of the internal standard in sample 
A. 
From Equations 10-11,, 10-12 and 10-13 the total area of the run can 
be calculated and the weight fraction of the non-eluted 
'hydrocarbon is glven by 
B Eq 10-14 
s 
10.5.5 Produced Gas Samples 
The produced gas samples to be analysed In this project usually 
contalned Inorganic gases such as Nz and Coz. These components 
can be traced only by the TM and for the ca Ii ration of the 
thernmal conductivity detector's responses, a standard gas mixture 
was used - Table 10-4 gives 
the mole % compositdon of the gas 
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standard mixture. The establishment of the RRF: j for the alkanes 
C.,. to C., for the FID, follows the same procedure as before with the 
RRF for C. assumed as 113.3 so that the RRFi of Cl. -C,, would be 
con, sistent with the previously determined response factors for the 
beavier 'hydrocarbons. These RRF: L are given in Table 10-5 and 
typical results of such run are given in Figure 10-8. Thermal 
conductivity detectors relative response data,, can be used 
Independently of the particular detector's characteristIcs4. The 
data tabulated by Metz were used as RRPi for the components CjL up 
to Cs,, Nz and COz for the thermal conductivity detectors. These 
PMI are listed In Table 10-6. 
The conditions for the gas sample runs are shown in Table 10-3. 
The gas samples were 'Injected tn column A through a six port two 
position VALco gas sampling valve, which is installed in the 
pneumattics section of the gas c1hromatograph. The two positions 
and the Interport connections are shown in Figure 10-9. A sample 
loop of 100vt was used. As gases are compressible,, sampling tuw to 
be carried out at atmospheric pressure, and therefore the va-lve 
was allowed to bleed down to atmospheric pressure before injecting 
the sample into the carr: Ler gas stream. FIrst,, the sample volume 
was purged,, the gas sample supply was shut of f and a plastIc p: ipe 
connected to the valve exit port, was vented Into a beaker of 
water. The achievement of the atmospheric equilibrium can be seen 
by waLtching the bubbles of the sample flow. 
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10.5.6 Methods for Measuring the Concentration 
of N, and CO, 
(1) Nitrogen 
At the conditions of the run (type and length of column, 
temperature programming etc),, the TCD 11 s responses give no 
resolution for the nitrogen and methane peaks and therefore they 
appear in a composite peak. To measure the concentration of both 
cmaponents in the saraple,, the responses from both FM and TM 
detectors 'have to be considered. The method used is outlined 
briefly below. Consider the example presented in Figure 10-11. 
(a) Using the previously established RRF: j for C,. and C. 
the mass fractions of these two amponents in the 
mixture Is calculated from the PID output. 
(b) The raw peak areas of the thermal conductIvity detector 
since It Is a concentration sensitive detector, are 
proport. ional to the molar ratio of the two components 
i. n the mixture 
Ac. LT - 
f., n,. fxmx/Ml.. fjLMjL)Wz 
azT fznz fzlftz/mwz fzmomwjL 
Eq 10-15 
where Ac. LT is the TM peak area corresponding only 
to methane, njL, 
n. the number of moles of C. L and C,,, MWI j, M. their molecular 
weights and fýL, fz the = proportionality factors of CjL,, Cz. 
Equation 10-15 gIvest 
ACjLT " 
AZT * JnJL * Mitz *f JL Eq 10- 16 
mz * W2. * fz 
The raw peak area AKi. T for nitrogen is calculated by 
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ANI. T - ALT - ACj. T -- -1 .......... Eq 10-17 
(C) The TCD raw peak areas for nitrogen and methane,, aNi. T 
and AciT are proportional to the molar ratio of the two 
components in the mixture 
AciT/f L= mi. NWN 
Atqj. T/feg Mt#NJ. 
and therefore 
Mm = 
AN j. T * 1111. * KWN * 
6G666&. 60 Eq lo-le Ac JLT * Mi. * fN 
where mN, Nft, fN are the mass fraction, molecular weight and 
thermal conductivity response of nitrogen. The ma a fraction of 
nitrogen in the mixture to therefore calculated from Equation 
10-18. in case that ethane is not contained in the mixture, the 
lightest alkane present is used instead. 
(2) Carbon Dtox: Lde 
The second difficult separation is the one between Co. and ethane 
and for these components to be resolved, it was found that the 
InItial oven temperature should be at: -65*C and the length of the 
column at least 10ft. The maximum resolution between the Coz and 
C, B,, peaks achieved under these conditions, was about 90% (Pigure 
10-2.0). 
If ACozT to the raw peak area for the CO. detected by the TCD, then 
for the sm reasons explained for nitrogen, the mass of Co. 
present in the sample is given byt 
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AlCozT * mi. * MWCOZ *f JL 
ACS. T * MWI. * fC 
a00.60a Eq lo-19 
where fc is the TCD relative response factor for the Co., In case 
that methane is not contained in the mixture, the lightest alkane 
Present is used instead. 
A much better separation between Co. - C. H. and CH,, - N. could have 
been achieved if a different column was used, such as a 6ft Porapak 
column3, but given that all types of analysis had to be done 
ustng the a gas dhromatograph and also that a Porapak column 
cannot stand temperatures as 'high as those required for the 
elution of the beavy bydrocarbons3, a single column bad to be twed 
to analyse the whole range of components and tberefore the OV101 
packed column was chosen. Due to the fact that the silicone rdbber 
liquid pbase In the OV-101 column solidif ies at temperatures 
around -65'0,, some tailing of the llght end peaks occurs. 
10.5.7 Direct SarAples of High Pressure and 
Temperature Phases 
Ahigh pressure and temperature sample can contain the whole range 
of components including light, intermediate and heavy hydrocarbons 
as well as gases like CO. and N.. In case CO. and N. are present 
In the sample, the signals from both FID and TCD should be 
recorded. The calibratton and the calculation of the relative 
response factors follow the pattern described 'in the previous 
sections (10.5.5) and (10.5.6). The advantages of the direct 
sampli. ng couilared with the blow down method arei 
(i) Negligible voli s of sample are required 
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(U) The number of chromatographic runs required per phase 
is halved 
(iii) The method is free of any measurements of volume 
(gaja) or weight (liquid) where some errors can be made 
(iv) The method avoids the problems of possible liquid 
coating on the sampling trap walls. 
va7, cious problems on the design and engineering of the direct 
sampling did not allow full advantage of the potential of the 
metbod to be taken during the course of this study, due to lack of 
time. A few runs only were made using standard mixtures with 
coutponents ranging frcom Cs to CzO which 'have given encouraging 
results. Table 10-7 shows the weight % composition of a typical 
compositional analysis of a calibration standard using the direct 
sampling in coqpar: Lson to the mixture"s actual composition. Table 
10-3 gives the recommended conditions for the direct sanpl: Lng 
runs. 
10.6 REVIEW OF DIWERENT EXPEREKENTAL SYSTEMS AND 
TEOMIQUES TO STUDY PHASE IAVIOUR 
The measurements most c nly inade determine saturation pressures 
for mixtures of reservoir fluid with injection gases usually 
COZ6v7jS#9#1O, 1J.. In a typical experimentl gas and oil are 
charged in a ; single windowed cell mounted In an air 7.3. ZoZ or water 
bathJ-3,1.4. The saturation pressure, swelling factors and single 
phaise densities and viscosities, as well as the voli s of the 
phases present in the system can be measured using simple 
experimental facilities. Single windowed cells used for these 
studies are Ruska cells-5, Jerguson Series cells-41, L7, L4 and cells 
similar to the one designed by JaCN3by7p ". Huang and Tracht used 
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the latter for theJx work on CO. -West Texas crude oil sySteM 
The cell is a varied volume cylinder, whose volume changes by 
means of a piston driven by high pressure hydraulic oil (Fig 
10-12). 
The cell operates to a maximum pressure of 20,, 000 psia and its 
maxim= volume is 1 litre. The cell was enclosed in a 
thermostatically controlled air bath and narrow alit windows were 
located at the end of the cylinder bore,, through which light was 
tranammitted perpendicular to the cylinder,, for observation and 
mea urements. Sampling valves at the top and at the bottom of the 
cell,, allow sampling of the gas and liquid phases. The system 
obviously cannot be used for multiple contact studies. Yarborough 
et all-45 have used the same cell In a slightly modified version. 
Mercury pumps"t 3, VtydraUljC Oil pUXV, 37, or rod cells3-15 were used 
in different studies as pressure sources. 
More detailed experimental data including measurement of phase 
compositions are time consuming, require more complicated designs 
and hence are less coamonly performed. Phase composition data 
have been reported by Rathmell et a. 11-9, Shelton et al", Simn et, 
alz', Graue et a. 115, Gardner et alzz, Orr et all- etc. 
Multiple contact experiments are needed to provide valuable 
Information. for the representation of the phase behaviour of 
injection gas-reservoir oil system In terms of a small number of 
pseudocomponents. Such a representation is requixed if 
cumposItional simulations are to be performed for reservoir scale 
processes". Multiple contact phase behaviour experimental data 
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for COZ-Crude oil systems have been reported by Gardner et al27- 
and Orr et al3oz3. 
The experimental facility used for the study in this thesis is 
similar to the one used by Orr at the New Mexico Petroleum Recovery 
Research Center. The main differences between the two systems, 
focus on the sampling techniques. The New YAexico research group, 
used a method which combined a VALCO six port: sampling valve and 
syringes,. able to withstand low pressures (250 psia). Before 
sampling, the sample groove in the Valco valve was cleaned and 
filled with CS, (Fig 10-13). The valve was then rotated to the 
vent position and a very small a of sample vented to remove 
the CS, from the system. Then, with the valve in the load 
position, a large volume of the phase to be sampled was moved from 
one cell to the other. The sample was allowed to release pressure 
into the syringe and any hydrocarbons which condensed in the valve 
during blowdown, were displaced into the sample syringe with CSz. 
The nose valve on the syringe was then closed,, and the sample was 
injected immediately into the column. The same technique is being 
used by the Alabama University research groUpZ4. 
Yarborough et al-3-15 bave used an Autoclave 30VK valve to trap the 
high pressure sample. As can be seen in Figure 10-14,, just above 
the sample cavity the valve stem has a very loose fit in the valve 
body and as a result, the fluid is allowed to flow around the valve 
stem and through the valve when the sample cavity is closed. The 
stainless steel body of the valve allows it to be used at 
temperatures up to 350*P and pressures up to lo, ooo psia. 
D'77'ý, 'RE 10 - 12 
P () T7TTT 1ý VTTTM r'T", T. T. F. VP QT ('270 Tý V7 7\ r" n TD 1,7 
1a 
FIGURE 10-13 
SAMPLING METHOD USED BY ORR 3,23 
= 
\ 
/ 
/ 
FIGURE 10-14 
SAMPLING METHOD USED BY YARBOROUGH 18 
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Orr et al 'nave developed a new method to measure equilibrium phase 
compositions and densities". The experimental technique called 
continuous multiple contact experiments, involves continuous 
circulation of tbe fluids in and out of the cell to ensure mixing.. 
while samples are taken simultaneously from both the top and 
bottom of the cell (Fig 10-15). In a typical experiment a high 
pressure cell is filled with crude oil. A Ruska. pump displaces co, 
into the mixing vessel at a rate of 12cc/hr. A liquid 
chromatography pump removes fluid from the bottom of the cell and 
circulates it to the top, to mix the fluids within the cell. 
Teflon baffles Inside the cell Improve the mixing of the two 
phases. The circulation rate of 450cc/hr is large compared to the 
Injection rate. Constant pressure is maintained In the cell, by 
controlling the- rate at which samples are produced using a back 
pressure regulator for each stream. Although the phases during 
circulation are considered as not having any clear Interface 
separatIng them,, It is assumed that small volumes of the upper and 
lower phases In equilibrium,, segregate to the top and to the 
bottom of the mixing cell respectIvely. Lower phase samples are 
drawn through a tube from the base of the cell and the lower phase 
to be circulated, is withdrawn from the annulus around that tube. 
At: the top of the cell,, the -upper phase sample is withdrawn fxon a 
quiescent zone beneath a stainless steel umbrella around which, 
circulated lower phase descends. Downstream of the back pressure 
regulators, upper and lower phase samples flow through sampl-ing 
valves which direct the two phase mixtures, to a series of 
centrifuge tubes in which liquids are caught and analyaW 
aftexwaxdS. Gas samples are analysed on Line by use of gas 
nampling valves with a cycle time of about ten minutes. 
-I(, -T7BL 10-15 
CONTINUOUS MULTIPLE CONTACT APPARATUS' 
I Densitometer 
2 Multi Port Sampler 
3 Gas Chromatograph 
4 Wet Test Meter 
5 Back Pressure Regulator 
6 Mixing Vessel 
7 Teflon Baffles 
Continuou 
Injection 
I 
Pump 
4 
W17 
- 
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The advantage of the continuous multiple contact experiments over 
the static phase equilibrium ones,, is that they are substantially 
faster because they operate continuously ratber than in discrete 
steps,, and that also an unlimited number of contacts can be 
simulated at the same run since there is no net loss of fluids 
between experiments. 
As a disadvantage of the method it can be mentioned that the 
volumes of the two ptozes cannot be measured and some doubts can be 
expressed as to whether collected samples fx the top and fr. 
the bcvttcxvL of the cell are in equilibrium. 
TABLE 10-1 
CALIBRATION NIX7! URE COMPOSITION 
N-Alkane Weight 
N-C 5 1.627 
N-C 6 4.649 
N-C 7 10.548 
N-C a 5.913 
N-C 9 8.763 
N-C 10 6.383 
N-C 11 Ll. 984 
N-C 12 5.650 
N-C 13 6.618 
N-C 14 4.912 
N-C 15 4.486 
N-C 16 5.531 
N-C 17 6.057 
N-C is 4. L51 
N-C 19 2.504 
N-C 20 2.271 
N-C 21 1.517 
N-C 22 1.685 
N-C 23 1.522 
N-C 24 1.310 
N-C 25 0.119 
N-C 26 0.938 
N-C 28 0.344 
N-C 30 0.619 
TABLE 10-2 
'; ýýýVE RESPONSE FACTORS FOR H"'DROCARBON C5-C30 
C5 113.34 
ce 110.65 
C7 109.89 
ca 107.90 
CS 106.59 
CIO 104.89 
CLI 103.53 
CLZ 101.97 
C13 99.85 
C3.4 100.00 
CIS 99.52 
CIO 98.50 
C3.7 96.60 
Cie 95.76 
CIO 94.86 
CZO 92.10 
CZ1 92.17 
czz 88.88 
CZ3 91.53 
CZ4 88.55 
Cas 87.00 
cas 85.16 
CZ7 82.00 
Cza 78.07 
CZ9 70.00 
C30 63.49 
TABLE 10-3 
GAS C33ROPMTOGRAPH OPERATING CONDITIONS 
Temperature Sample 
Analysts InJ. Port Detector Column S: Lze 
LiquId samples 375 0c 300 CP c 20 0 C-350 0c0.2; L I 
20 10 C/uLtn rate 
8 min final hold 
Gas samples 375 4) c 300 0c -70OC-2500C 100IL9 
20 1) C/mIn rate 
2 min initial hold 
no final hold 
High pressure 
samples 375 0c 300 0c -700-350 
0c4.091 
20 0 C/inin rate 
2 min 'Initial hold 
8 win final hold 
TABLE 10-4 
% 1410LAR COMPOSITION OP GAS STANDARI) mixrM 
CJL 14.74 
KZ 1.40 
coz 76.76 
ca 3.20 
c3 3.05 
c4 0.52 
cs 0.33 
TABLE 10-5 
IMIATTVE ]RESPONSE ZACTORS FOR HYDIROCARBONS Cl-C5 
Carbon Number 
CJL 
cz 
C3 
C4 
C5 
PJRPj 
98 
121 
119 
119 
113.3 
TABLE 10-6 
TE0MRKRL CONDUCTIVITY MTOR 
q2Me2nent IRIRPi 
NZ 42 
coa 48 
C3. 35.7 
cz 51.2 
C3 64.6 
C4 85.0 
C5 105.0 
P'ACTORS5 
TABLE 10-7 
MEASURED WEIGHT % COMPOSITION OF A CALIBRATION 
USING THE DIRECT SAMPLING M=OD 
Actual Calculated 
Ccuponent Weight Composition 
C5 15.181 15.7142 
ce 12.486 12.0631 
C7 11.001 12.2016 
co L1.034 11.3102 
C9 10.965 11.3782 
C3.0 8.201 8.3098 
CLZ 8.923 8.9413 
CLS 8.063 7.4566 
CILS 6.289 5.7517 
CLS 5.183 4.3666 
CZO 2.764 2.5067 
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11.1 INTRODUCTrON 
In order to study the change in the phase behaviour of hydrocarbon 
syste in contact with injection gas at reservoir conditions, a 
series of experiments were performed. The system used were a 
synthetic oil consisting of two hydrocarbons and the stock tank 
oil of a North Sea reservoir. 
Since the synthetic oil used contained only known pure components 
the heaviest of which was Cj.., it was relatively easy to study 
experimentally and therefore it helped to provide valuable 
experlence, for the study of the more complicated real systems. 
stock tank, oil is a reservoir fluid from which all the volatile 
components have been stripped of f and it constitutes a stabilised 
liquid phase at anbient temperature and atmospheric pressure. 
Since such an oil does not contain enough light components it 
cannot be miscible with carbon dioxide at reasonable pressures. 
Exopriments on live olls were not tried due to the lack of smaples. "W - 
Carbon dioxide was used as the injection gas. 
The change in saturation pressure, the change in the mixture Is 
volume (swelling) as COz dissolves in the liquid phase were 
studied, as well as the ability of CO. to extract hydrocarbons 
fxcmt the oil phase and to dissolve In the liquid phase. The 
experimental findings were compared against the WZ's predictions 
to test the accuracy of the theoretical approach, as well as to 
detect possible experimental errors. 
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11.2 PHASE BEHAVrOUR AND PHYSI: CAL PROPERMES OF 
A CO, -SYNTE=C OIL 
The synthetic oil is a two component mixture of normal alkanes 
with Perrocene added to the extent of 1% by ma s of the final 
mixture. The composition of the sythetic oil is (mole fraction): 
ce : 0.1 
C3. ZSO. 9 
The Ferrocene can be used as a tracer in a future displacement 
study, due to the fact that it can be activated when exposed to 
radiation_. The partition of Perrocene between the vapour and the 
liquid phase is of great importance for an associated displacement 
project. It has to remain solely in the liquid phase at the 
conditions of the run, to qualify as a tracer of the miscible 
displacement front. 
The following studies were carried out for mixtures of COz and 
synthetic oil at 60"C, to investigate experimentally the effect of 
carbon diox: Lde on the physical properties and on the phase 
behaviour of the two components "oil": 
(i) Determination of the saturation pressure as a function 
of the CO. overall mole fraction 
(i: L) Measurement of the liquid phase density as a function 
of the CO. content 
(iii) Heaj3uxvmnt of the liquid phase swelling as a function 
of CO. content 
(iv) Study of the partition of the components between 
the vapour and the liquid ptmae for different mixtures 
of Co. and synthetic oil and at different pressures. 
These experiments were carried out in the multiple contact rig. 
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11.2.1 Saturation Pressure as a Function of CO, Content 
The experiments to determine the saturation pressure of mixtures 
of synthetic oil and carbon dioxide were performed according to 
the experimental procedures outlined in Appendix III. 
Measurements were taken for mixtures of different Co. content 
ranging from 0.2 up to 0.92 mole fraction. The results are given 
In Table 11.1. The saturation pressures were determined 
graphically by plotting pressure against volume data. The bubble 
point measurement at 0.88 mole fraction Coz was confirmed by 
visual observation of the first bubble formed on the top of the 
saturated liquid. A 0.92 mole fraction COz mixture was studied as 
well, but this tijoe by lowering the pressure, a liquid phase began 
to form on top of the mixture-imrcury Interface. A saturation 
pressure of 2250 psla was determined to be the dew polnt pressure 
for that composition. The 0.9 mole fraction CO. mixture can be 
regarded as approximately the critical point of the mixture. 
The experimental saturation pressures as functions of the CO. 
content, are plotted In Figure 11-1 against VLE Is predIctions. 
The Peng-Robinson Equation of State wa s used with a default value 
for the Interaction parameters for Coz and the normal alkanes, 
kij = 0.1. The predicted bubble point curve in this case 
underestimates the saturation pressure particularly at high Coz 
concentration. VLE Is bubble point curv option, waj3 run again 
using a slightly higher value for the interaction parameter (kjj = 
0.11). This time the fit on the experimental data is very good and 
the predicted critical point is 0.875 mole fraction CO.. The fact 
that the two curves do not fit on each other all along, is thought 
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to be due to the constant value of the interaction parameter used 
at all pressures and for all the components. Figure 11-1 shows 
also the bubble point curves predicted using the two different 
interaction Para ters. 
11.2.2 Densities of Saturated Liquids as 
Function of CO, Content 
For some of the COz-aynthetic oil mixtures the densities at 
saturation conditions were measured. The experimental results are 
given in Table 11-2 together with VLE 11 s predictions using the 
Peng-Robinson Equation of State. All calculated values are up to 
10% lower than the measured ones, confirming what other 
investigatoroz, 3,4 have repeatedly reported. Equations of state 
were originally expressed and used to calculate vapour phase 
volumes and therefore they tend to underestimate the liquid 
volumes. 
11.2.3 Oll Phase Swelling as a Function of CO_, Content 
The oil phase swelling factors regarded as the ratio of the 
volumes of the Coz saturated lIquid over the origInal. volt, of 
the CO. free oil at bubble point conditions,, were calculated fr 
the experimental data and are listed in Table 11-3. The swelling 
factor indicates the change of volume that occurs to the reservoir 
oil due to CO. dissolution. 
11.2.4 K-Value Measurements 
To study the partition of the components between the vapour and 
the liquid phase, the X-values for specified temperature and 
pressure should be determined. Given volumes of the synthetic oil 
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and Coz were mixed and the resulting pbases were allowed to 
equilibrate. Both phases were flashed to ambient after phase 
voli 9 and densities were measured. K-values information were 
obtained for two different CO,. -synthetic oil mixtures at 60*C. 
(1) 80% CO, -20% "Oil" (mole), 1350 PSIA 60 
0c 
The experimentally measured liquid and vapour phase compositions 
together with the compositions predicted by the VLE are listed in 
Table 11-4. No liquid drop out was collected when the vapour phase 
was blown down to atmospheric conditions and for that reason, no 
C 
., w as measured. 
To be able to measure dodecane in the vapour 
phase a bigger sample should have been used. The Peng-Robinson 
Equation of State was used with the optimised value for the 
interaction para ter for carbon dioxide and hydrocarbons to 
simulate the contact. Ferrocene was given the properties of C,., 
since its boiling point is very close to the boiling point of 
C, 3.4- 
Table 11-5 gives the experimental and the predicted values for the 
phase densities. The vapour phase volume saturation measured was 
40.5% comPared with 44.18% predicted. To check the accuracy of 
the results the component material balance for the two phases at 
room conditions, was conpared to the overall composition of the 
ure. The results are tabulated In Table 11-6. The agreement 
between the predicted and measured data is regarded as vezy good 
given that in a mixture with such high COz concentration, some 
components are present in a very sma II amount and therefore 
experimental error does not allow an exact measurement of their 
weight: fraction. The predicted liquid phase density 
has been 
again underestimated and the material balance check agrees with 
the overall mixture composition. 
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(2) 87% CO, -13% "Oil" (Mole) 1650 PSIA 60*c 
The experimentally measured liquid and vapour phase compositions 
are listed in Table 11-7 Compared with the VLE's predictions. The 
experimental values for the phase densities are presented in Table 
11-8 against the calculated values. The vapour phase voli 
saturation measured was 36-76% compared with 54% predicted. The 
component material balance for the two phases was compared to the 
overall composition of the mixture and the results are tabulated 
in Table 11-9. 
The discrepancy between the experimental and calculated vapour 
phase volume is interpreted as due to the uncertainty on the 
volume saturations for mixtures as close to their critical point 
as the 97% overall CO. mixture under study. Figure 11-2 shows the 
almost vertical direction of the volume saturation lines at around 
the critical composition, for mixtures of a US reservoir oil and 
carbon dioxide-t. A small experimental error in the voli a of the 
phases charged in the cell can cause a small difference in the 
overall composition and hence a signif icant error in the phase 
saturation. ThIs interpretation is also reinforced by the fact 
that discrepancies occur as well between the calculated and 
measured K-values and ptu-me densities. Around the critical region 
the equilibrium constants are very sensitive to composition. 
11.3 EXPERIMENTS ON NORTH SEA STOM TANK OIL-CO, KIXTURES 
The effect of carbon dioxide on a real reservoir oil was studied on 
a North Sea stock tank oll which frou now on will be referred to as 
oil A. The received sample was analysed using the Perkin Elmer 
P17 
chromatograph. The conditions for the analysis were the ones 
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specified for the analysis of liquid hydrocarbon samples (Chapter 
Horizontal baseline projection was used for the measurements 
of the peak areas in the chromatogram. The hydrocarbons were 
grouped in single carbon numbers with the normal alkane being the 
last peak of each group. Table 11-10 shows the analysed 
composition of oil A expressed in weight % and in mole %. The 
molecular weight of the C30+ wc-u3 assuned to be equal to the 
mc)lecular weight of the C3. (MW - 492). The C,, + non eluted 
fraction was calculated using the AST14 proposed method (Chapter 
10). The calculated weight % of the C30+ iS 33%. Figure 11-3 
shows the chromatogram of the oil A analysis and Figure 11-4 shows 
the chromatogram of the analysis of the oil A plus the Internal 
standard mixture. 
The following. experimental studies were carried out on mixtures of 
oil A and CO,. backed up with computer predictions: 
(i) Determination of the saturation pressure as a function 
of the CO. overall mole fraction at 80 0C 
(ii) Three equilibrium single contacts of COz and oil A 
0 
mixtures at three different pressures at So C 
(ili) Multiple contacts of the carbon dioxide phase with 
oil A at 800C 
Determination of the Bubble Point Pressure 
and Saturation Density as a Function of 
0 
Co.,, Content at 80 c 
The experiments to determine the bubble point pressure of mixtures 
of oil A and carbon dioxide were performed according to the 
exper', ntal procedures outlined in Appendix III. 
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The bubble point pressure was measured for nine different Co. 
overall mole fractions. The results are presented in Table 11-11. 
For a few co. -oil A saturated mixtures, the density at the 
conditions of the experiment was measured. The results are given 
in Table 11-12. 
To use the phase behaviour simulator to predict the saturation 
data for the mixtures of CO. and oil A, the extended 
chromatographic analysis of the oil (11.2) 'had to be reduced to a 
total number of 14 components; 10 pure hydrocarbons C. -Cl.,,, and 
four poeudocomponents C. I., s--Cz Czs--C30 and Three . 101 
CZI-CZ4* C30+* 
different methods were tried to tune the Peng-Robinson BOS to 
match the experimental data of the saturation pressures and 
densitles. 
(i) TCMD, PCMDD coefficients were used to alter the 
critical properties of all four pseudocomponents 
after their values 'have been predicted from Cavett's 
correlations. 
(il) 'rCMDD# PCMD COeffiCients were used to alter the 
critical properties of only the heaviest pseudo 
component; the other pseudos' PC and Tc were given the 
values calculated from the correlations. 
(Iii) TCMD, PCMOD coefficlents equal to 1.0 were used. 
The values of the boiling point (BP), molecular 
weight (MW) and sPeCifiC gravity (SG) of the heaviest 
pseudocomponent were altered and Cavett's correlations 
were used to calculate the critical properties of the 
pseudocomponents. 
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(: L) Katz-Firoozabadi's tables were used to Obtaln the values 
for the SG of the four pseudocomponents using the molecular 
weights and boiling points calculated from chromatography. These 
values are given in Table 11-13. Bergman's corr lations gave the 
values for the critical properties and the acentric factors of the 
pseudos presented in Table 11-14. These values failed to match 
the experimentally predicted liquid density (0.685 gr/cc compared 
with 0.819 gr/cc experimental for 0.27 CO. overall mole fraction, 
500 psia, and 80'*C). After various runs where the TCMD and PCMD 
were given different values the following conclusions were 
reached: 
(1) An increase on either the critical temperature 
or the critical pressure of the pseudocomponents, 
causes an increase in the saturation pressure of the 
mixture. 
An increase in the critical temperature of the 
pseudocomponents causes a decrease in the liquid 
density, wbereas an increase in the critical pressure 
increases the saturation density. 
Due to the fact that the predicted density had to be corrected 
upwards,, the critical temperature was decreased and the critical 
pressure was increased. This combined action had as an ef fect a 
substantial increase of the saturation density while the bubble 
point pressure was changed only slightly. The optimm values 
found for TCMDD and PCMD were 
TCM[) - 0.86 PCNDD -1- 18 
The critical properties and the acentric factors of the pseudos 
that match the experimental saturation pressures and densities are 
given in Table 11-15. The predicted bubble point curve for oil A 
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and C02 mixtures after matching, is shown in Figure 11-5, where 
the predicted values axe campa3ced to the experimental data. An 
interaction coefficient value of 0.12 was used for CO. and the 
pseudocomponents. The value of this para ter affects the slope 
of the latest part of the curve. For carbon dioxide and pure 
hydzxwaxbons, the value of kjj used was 
The predicted critical point of the mixture is 7782 psia at 0.872 
overall CO. mole fraction. The slope of the curve in the vicinity 
of the critical point in Figure 12-5, indicates 'now sensitive to 
composition the saturation pressure is around the critical region. 
The calculated saturation densities are listed together with the 
experimental -values in Table 11-12 and in general, there is a 
close agreement between them. Because the EOS was tuned to match 
the saturated liquid density for 0.27 Co. overall mole fraction 
only, the density predictions further along the bubble point curve 
are slightly off the laboratory values. ThIs implies that for the 
Peng-Robinson EOS a single density matching point is not enough to 
ensure accurate pzed: Lctions over a wide range of pressure and 
coupos. ition. 
(ii) All the efforts to match the experimental data by 
altering only the critical properties of the heaviest 
pseudocamponent were unsuccessful. 
(iii) Default values of 1.0 were used for TCMD and PCMD - 
The boiling point, specific gravity and molecular weight of the 
heaviest paeudocomponent were altered and Cavett's correlations 
were used to predict the critical properties. The best 
combination of values for C30+ were found to be, 
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BP - 8900P, SG = 0.89, MW = 800.0 
An increase in the W of the pseudocomponent increases the 
saturation density and does not af fect the saturation pressure. 
The predicted bubble point curve for oil A--CO,, mixtures using this 
method, is given in Figure 11-6. The calculated critical point is 
5385 psia at 0.873 mole fraction CO. and is significantly lower 
than the critical point predicted by method (i). The agreement 
between the predicted and the experimental values is not very good 
for mixtures with CO. mole fraction over O. S. 
11.3.2 Equilibrium Single Contacts of Co. and oil A 
Mixtures at 80 OC 
Single contact experiments of a system comprising oil A and Coz 
were carr: Led out at 80 aC and selected pressures viz 2175 psia, 
1455 psia. and 725 psla. The experiments were performed according 
to the experimental procedures outlined in Appendix XII. The blow 
down method was used to sample the phases for compositional 
analysis. In each contact the density, voli and composition of 
the top (vapour) and bottom (liquid) phases were measured. 
(1) 80% CO-, - 20% oil A (mole) at 2175 psia and 80"C 
Table 11-16 presents the physical properties of the vapour and 
liquid phases formed when a 80% mole CO. and 20% mole oil A mixture 
was equllibrated at 2175 psia and 80"C. The predictlons of the 
phase behaviour simulator VLE are listed as well, for comparison. 
Table 11-17 gives the compositional analysis of both 
phases, experimental and calculated values. Table 11-18 presents 
the material balance check on the component's overall mole 
fractions. 
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Figure 11-7 and 11-8 give the histogra s of the experimental and 
calculated vapour and liquid phase 'hydrocarbons I mole fractions. 
Figure 11-9 presents the plot of the experimental and predicted 
K-values as a function of the carbon number. 
The calculated and the laboratory data appear to be very close for 
the densities and the phase saturation and with small differences 
in the individual components' mole fractions. The plot of the 
experimental K-values as a function of the carbon number is not as 
smooth as the plot of the predicted values; the main 
irregularities being for the hexane and the undecane. The oil A 
used for this contact waz taken from a different sample than the 
oil used in the other contacts. Its composition is slightly 
different than the one listed in Table 11-10. The new composition 
is presented in Table 11-19. 
(2) 79% C02 - 22% oil A (mole) at 1455 psia and 80*C 
Table 11-20 lists the physical properties of the vapour and liquid 
Phases formed when a 78% mole CO. and 22% oil A mixture was 
equIlibrated at 1455 psla and 80"C. The pz*dictions of the phase 
behaviour simulator VLE are listed as well for comparison. The 
calculated and measured compositional analysis of both phases are 
presented in Table 11-21. The material balance check on the 
components' overall mole fractions is shown in Table 11-22. 
The differences in composition between the predicted and measured 
Liquid and vapour phases are attributed to an error in the 
measurement of the COz volume eluted when each phase was flashed 
to the atmosphere. For that contact a gas wetmeter was used and 
given the CO. solubility in water and the reduced accuracy of the 
device at high gaB rates,, an underestimation of the eluted Co. can 
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be explained. To tackle this problem the Precision bore gas meter 
(10.2.6) was designed,. built and used in the other experiments. 
(3) 79% C02, - 22% oil A (mole) at 725 psia and 80"C 
The physical properties of the vapour and liquid phases formed 
when a 78% mole Co. and 22% mole Oil A mixture was equilibrated at 
725 psta, and 800C, are listed in Table 11-23. The predicttons of 
the phase behaviour simulator VLE are presented as well, for 
comparison. The calculated and measured compositional analysis of 
bcyth phases are presented in Table 11-24. The material balance 
check on the components I overall mole fractions is shown in Table 
LL-25. There is a good agreement between the laboratory 
meau3urements and the model predictions in both coukposit ions and 
densities. 
11.3.3 Nult: Lple Contacts of the Carbon Dioxide Phase wtth 
Otl A at 2500 psia and 800C 
To simulate the "forward contacts", that take place in the 
reservoir as the injection gas moves from the injection well bore 
into the formation and contacts the reservoir f luid becoming 
richer and richer in hydrocarbons, two experiments were carried 
out. In the first COz was brought in contact with oil A and the 
physical properties and compositions of the two phases were 
measured at equilibrium conditions. Subsequently the top phase 
enriched with Irldrocarbons was brought in contact with some fresh 
oil A. The physical properties and compositions of the two phases 
in equilibrium were measured as well. 
To be able to progra the experiments in advance and to be sure 
that at the pressure and temperature of the experiments the 
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inixture charged in the equilibrium cell will be in the two phase 
region, the VLE phase behaviour Simulator was run using the 
previously tuned Peng-Robinson equation of state, to predict the 
phase envelope of the system at 2500 psia. and 8o*c which is 
presented on a ternary diagram (Figure 11-1o). In the same Figure 
the dashed area indicates the locus of the reservoir fluid 
compositions that can be miscible with the carbon dioxide at 2500 
psia. and SOOC (Chapter 4). Oil's A composition indicated by A, 
lies clearly outside the miscible area and therefore it can not be 
miscible with CO. at the conditions noted previously. When the 
oil A-CO. mixture becomes rich enough in C5 - Cl.,, hydrocarbons so 
that the extension of its tie-1-ine will pass through the oil A 
composition, then further enrichment of the top phase is halted. 
(1) First dontact of CO_, and oil A at 2500 psia and 90 4) c 
A 92% mole CO. - 8% mole oil A mixture was prepared and was brougbt 
in equilibrium at 2500 psia and 80"C. The physical properties of 
the vapour and liquid phases formed are listed in Table 11-26 
together with the predictions of the phase behaviour simulator 
VLE. The calculated and measured compositional analysis of both 
pha. ses are presented in Table 11-27. The material balance check 
on the components' overall mole fractions is shown in Table 11-28. 
The agreement between the laboratory and the predicted data 
appears to be very good for the phase densities as well as for the 
compoottions. 
(2) Second contact of the CO,, rich phase and oil A at 2500 
psia and 90"C 
The vapour phase formed during the f irst contact was transferred 
into the second equilibrium cell, where it contacted some fresh 
oil A; the voll s have been adjusted such that the overaLll Co. 
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mole fraction in the mixture would be 0.86. The measured and 
calculated physical properties of the new vapour and liquid phases 
in equilbrium, are presented in Table 11-29. The calculated and 
measured compositional analysis of both phases are listed in Table 
11-30. The material balance check on the components, overall mole 
fractions is shown in Table 11-31. The measured densities and 
, IW-- phase compositions are 
in a good agreement with the predicted 
values. 
The calculated vapour and liquid compositions for the two 
successive contacts, using VLE and the Peng-Robinson equation of 
state, are demonstrated in Figure 11-11 which is an enlarged 
section of the ternary representation of the CO. -oil A mixture 
presented In Figure 11-10. in Figure 11-11 the compositions of 
the phases of the contacts measured in the laboratory, are marked 
as well. The agreement between predicted and experimental points 
is regarded as good. The extension of the tie-line connecting the 
vapour and the liquid compositions of the second contact, appears 
to pass through the oil A composition (point A). In case that oil 
A is displaced by carbon dioxide at 2500 psla and 80 0 C, fuz+-her 
enrichment of the two phases would be impossible. 
11.3.4 Quantitative Estimtlon of the Hydrocarbons 
Distribution of Oil A in the Vapour and in 
the Liquid Phase as the Effect of 
the Contacts with CO,, 
The ma a transfer of Ilght and intermediate hydrocarbons from the 
oil phase to the advancing injection gas phase, is what makes a gas 
Injection flooding attractive for the recovery of the oil that 
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remains trapped in the reservoir and cannot be produced by 
waterflooding. 
The experimental results presented in 11.3.3 were used to estimate 
the mobility of each single carbon number group a ng phases, and 
in particular to study how the composition of each group of the 
ternary representation (Cs-Cl. 46, Cls+), changes with successive 
contacts with Co.. Figure 11-12 gives the histogra of the 
molar composition of each component in the C. -C,, group for oil A. 
Pigures 11-13 and 11-14 show the same histogranone for the vapour 
phase of the first and of the second contact. As expected, the 
contribution of the light hydrocarbons CO-Cq in the group CG-'C. L4 
of the coz phase is Increasing as the injection gas contacts more 
oil. Figures 11-L5 and 11-16 give the histogramme of the molar 
composition of each component in the C. -Cl.,, group for the liquid 
phases of the first and of the second contact respectIvely. 
ft ly, the carbon dioxide strips hydrocarbons as high as 
CJLJL--C14 as it makes more contacts with oil A. 
The histogrames of the molar composition of each pseudocomponent 
(CjLs-C. zo,, Czl. -Cz, 4, Czs-C30 and C30+) in the C,. 5+ CUt in oil A, and 
in the liquid and the vapour pbase of the first contact are given 
in Figures 11-17,11-18,11-19. The C,., + in the original oil 
consists of about 38% of the pseudocomponent C. L5-CzO while this 
percentage rises to almost 50% in the vapour phase and drops to 
about 25% In the I-iquid phase of the first contact. The C,, --C. 4 
mole fraction In the liquid phase remains almost the same as in oil 
A, while the Cz5-C3. and C30+ mole percentages are raised (17% 
against 15% and 47% compared with 33%). Figure 11-20 presents the 
same histogramme for the C.,.,, +, In the second contact's overall 
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composition. This appears to be almost identical with oil A's 
components distribution (Figure 11-17). The CýLs-c2 
.0 
percentage is 
slightly higher this time, due to the fact that the vapour phase 
has carried some Intermediate hydrocarbons from the first contact. 
Figures 11-21 and 11-22 provide the histogrammes of the molax 
compositions of the four paeudocomponents in CjLs+, for the liquid 
and the vapour phase of the second contact. The main 
characteristic of this contact is that the Czs--C30 contribution in 
C..., +, rises in the vapour phase in comparison with the same 
percentage in the vapour phase of the first contact. 
Finally, Figure 11-23 demonstrates what values the molar ratio 
C. -Cl.,, /C,. 5+ takes in the different phases of the different 
contacts. Starting from a value of around 1.0 (oil A) it reaches 
at 3.5 (Vapour phase - First contact) and 6.2 (Vapour phase - 
Second contact). The s ratio in the liquid phaBes, changes 
very little. 
Fiqures Ll-L2,11-L3, Ll-L4,11-L5, Ll-L6, Ll-L7, U-18, U-19, 
11-20,, demonstrate how approximate the results will be, in case 
that a multicomponent mixture's phase behaviour is simulated using 
a reduced compositional representation. Such representation 
considers that at any time the ratios of the single carbon number 
hydrocarbons remain the same in the lumped pseudocomponent, where 
they have been grouped. The above Figures suggest that obviously 
this is not the case, when an injection gas is mixed with the 
reservoir fluid in a miscible displacement, and more 
pseudocomponents should be chosen to characterise the oil mixture. 
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TABLE 11-1 
SATURATION PRESSURE POR COZ-b -- 'JLC OIL MIXTURES AT 60 0c 
co, mole Fraction Saturation Pressure (psia) 
0.0 
0.20 345 
0.39 680 
0.58 1075 
0.60 1150 
0.78 1850 
0.85 21-50 
0.875 2250 
0.88 2270 
0.90 2355 
0.92 2250 
TABLE 11-2 
PREDI AND NEASURED DENSITIES FOR SATURATED 
coz- C OIL X=EJIRF. S AT 60 0c 
CO, Hole Density gr/cc 
Exper Predicted 
0.0 0.723 - 
20.0 0.713 0.649 
39.0 0.742 0.658 
60.0 0.759 0.672 
85.0 0.755 0.691 
92.0 0.752 - 
TABLE 11-3 
SWILLING FACTOR OF COZ-SYNTHETIC OIL MI)MURES, 60 0C 
CO. Hole Fraction 
0.0 
0.20 
0.39 
0.60 
0.95 
0.92 
Swell'ing Factor 
1.0 
1.08 
1.14 
1.34 
2.44 
3.97 
TABLE 11-4 
COMPOSITIONS OF SYNTHETIC OIL-<: Oz MIXrWMS 1350 IPSIA-600C 
Vapour Phase Liquid Phase IK-Values 
% Hole % Mole 
Predict Fjqoer Pred. Exper Pred Exper 
Coz 99.4 99.69 66.44 65.83 1.5 1.51 
nC. 0.34 0.31 3.12 2.66 0.1 0.12 
CIZ 0.25 - 29.80 31.27 0.008 - 
Ferr - 0.27 0.24 - 
TABLE 11-5 
DENSITIES OF COZ-SYNTHETIC OIL MIXTURES 1350 PSIA--60"C 
Predicted 
Exr)erimental 
Vapour 
Density gr/cc 
0.27 
0.309 
TABLE 11-6 
MATERIAL BALANCE CHECK 
Blow Down 
Material Balance 
coz 0.780 
nC. 0.018 
CI. Z 0.200 
Perr 0.002 
Liquid 
Density gr/cc 
0.68 
0.712 
overall 
Composit. ion 
0.800 
0.020 
0.178 
0.002 
TABLE 11-7 
amlosITIONS OF C OIL-4MZ MIXTURE 1650 PSIA-600C 
coz 
nc,, 
CLZ 
Perr 
Vapour Phase 
Mole % 
Pred Fxper 
98.41 94.78 
0.51 0.5 
1.07 4.69 
0.01 0.03 
DENSITIES OF SYNTHETIC OIL-<; Oz MIXTURES 
Vapour Phase Liquid 
Density gr/cc Density gr/cc 
Predicted 0.688 0.43 
Experimental 0.717 0.531 
Liquid Phase 
Mole % 
Pred, Exper 
74.1 84.82 
2.18 1.27 
23.50 13.8 
0.22 0.1 
TABLE 11-8 
TAEMAE 11-9 
X-Values 
Pred Exper 
1.33 1.12 
0.23 0.39 
0.05 0.34 
0.05 0.3 
MTERIAL BALANCE CHECK 
Blow Down overall 
Material Balance Composition 
Coz 0.88 0.87 
nC. 0.01 0.01 
CIZ O. Ll 0.12 
Perr 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 11-10 
cHRomATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OP OIL A 
Owiponent Weight Mole 
cs 0.075 0.255 
ce 0.695 1.985 
C7 2.595 6.375 
ca 4.482 9.658 
C9 3.717 7.134 
CLO 3.877 6.706 
CIL 3.460 5.448 
C3.2 3.038 4.391 
CL3 3.508 4.684 
C14 3.676 4.561 
CL5 3,760 4.357 
CIS 3.087 3.355 
C1.7 3.139 3.213 
CLS 3.036 2.936 
CL9 2.446 2.242 
CZO 2.530 2.204 
CZL 2.260 1.876 
CZZ 2.220 1.759 
CZ3 2.0180 1.530 
CZ4 2.006 1.458 
CZ5 2.479 1.730 
CZG 1.918 1.287 
CZ7 3.989 2.579 
CZ& 1.020 0.636 
CZ9 0.934 0.562 
C30 1.034 0.602 
C30+ 33.000 16.476 
TABLE 11-11 
(I) 
SATURATION PRESSURES OF MIXTURES OF OIL A AND COZ AT 
80 0C AS A FUNCTION OF COZ OVERJkLL MOLE FRACTION 
co,, mo le 
Fraction 
0.2 
0.27 
0.59 
0.70 
0.75 
0.80 
0.82 
0.84 
0.86 
Bubble Point 
Pressure (psia) 
350 
Soo 
1400 
2000 
2250 
2700 
2900 
3170 
5080 
TABLE 11-12 
PREDI AND MEASURED DENSITIES POR SATURATED 
CO, Z-OIL A MIXTURES AT 80 aC 
Co. Hole Fraction Density gr/cc 
Exper Predicted 
0.27 0.8195 0.821 
0.59 (1600 psia) 0.8402 0.806 
0.70 (2500 psia) 0.8370 0.795 
0.84 0.7704 0.803 
TABLE 11-13 
PSEMOC OMPONENTS' PROPERTIES 
Bp( *F) SG mw 
CLS-Czo 576.46 0.946 245.02 
czL-cz4 706.04 0.874 317.26 
CZ5-C30 816.53 0.893 397.2 
C30+ 914.0 0.917 492.0 
TABLE 11-14 
PSEUDOCOMPONENTS CMITICAL PROPERTIES AND ACENTRIC MACTIORS 
TC ("K) PC (atm) w 
cLS-czo 757 16.08 0.637 
CZ. 
L-CZ4 821 12.36 0.744 
czs-c3o 873 10.02 0.85 
C30+ 920 8.82 0.976 
TABLE 11- 15 
CRITICAL PROPERTIES AND ACENTRIC FACTORS OF PSEUDOS 
Tc (*K) Pc (atm) w 
CLS-CZO 651 18.99 0.637 
CZL-CZ4 706 14.59 0.744 
czs-c3o 750 11.82 0.954 
C30+ 791 10.4 0.975 
TABLE 11- 16 
PREDICTED AND MEASURED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, 2175 PSIA-80 0C 
Exper. im Predicted 
Vapour volume saturation 23.9% 27% 
Vapour denalty gr/cc 0.456 0.472 
Liquld denalty gr/cc 0.774 0.798 
TABIX 11 -17 
COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS OF VAPOUR AND LIQUID PHASES, 2175 
PSIA-80 0C 
Vapour Phase % Mole Liquid Phase % Hole 
Component Exper Predicted Exper Predicted 
coa 96.69 97.66 66.43 71.48 
cs 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.06 
Co 0.035 0.15 0.561 0.52 
c7 0.156 0.38 1.17 1.70 
Co 0.601 0.46 4.434 2.64 
cg 0.7053 0.27 4.717 1.99 
CLO 0.497 0.21 2.961 1.89 
CLI 0.245 0.13 1.045 1.55 
CLZ 0.175 0.09 1.521 1.26 
CI. 3 0.204 0.07 2.075 1.36 
C. 
t 4 0.110 0.06 1.049 1.32 
cts-Czo 0.441 0.33 6.555 5.27 
CZL-CZ4 0.069 0.06 1.150 1.93 
cz5-C30 0.020 0.04 1.284 2.17 
c30+ - 0.05 4.503 4.86 
TABLE 11-18 
]MATERIAL BALANCE CHECK, 2175 PSIA-80 0C 
couiponent Material Balance Overall Mole 
Mole Fraction Fraction 
Coz 0.75 0.8 
CS 0.0 0.0 
Ce 0.04 0.004 
C7 0.013 0.011 
ca 0.033 0.025 
C9 0.036 0.023 
CIO 0.023 0.014 
CLX 0.008 0.008 
CLZ 0.011 0.008 
cis 0.015 0.011 
C14 0.008 0.009 
CLS-cao 0.048 0.033 
Czj. -CZ4 0.008 0.013 
Czs--c3O 0.009 0.012 
C30+ 0.032 0.027 
TABLE 11- 19 
CX)NPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS OF OIL A 
Omponent Hole Fraction 
cs 0.003 
ce 0.020 
C-7 0.064 
ce 0.097 
C9 0.071 
CIO 0.067 
CLI 0.054 
CLZ 0.044 
C. 
t 3 0.047 
CL4 0.046 
CLS-Czo 0.183 
czl--CZ4 0.067 
czs-c3o 0.074 
C30+ 0.165 
TABLE 11-20 
PREDICTED AND MEASURED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, 1455 PSIA-80 aC 
Experim Predicted 
Vapour Volume Saturation 54.66% 
Vapour Density gr/cc 0.2434 
Liquid Density gr/cc 0.8303 
TABLE 11 -21 
52.12% 
0.236 
0.808 
COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS OF VAPOUR AND LIQUID PHASES, 
1455 PSIA AND 80 0c 
Liquid Phase % Mole Vapour Phase % Mole 
Component Exper Predicted Exper Predicted 
Coz 46.68 58.34 98.47 99.21 
CS 0.12 0.09 0.06 0.02 
Ce 1.00 0.75 0.19 0.09 
C7 3.07 2.50 0.23 0.20 
Ce 4.86 3.89 0.22 0.19 
C9 4.00 2.93 0.21 0.09 
CIO 3.66 2.78 0.09 0.06 
CIL 2.96 2.27 0.06 0.03 
CIZ 2.37 1.84 0.04 0.02 
CI 3 2.51 1.97 0.05 0.01 
C1.4 2.74 1.92 0.05 0.01 
CL5-czo 8.35 7.68 0.03 0.01 
CZ. 
L-, 
CZ4 2.98 2.79 0.01 0.0 
CZ5-C30 4.22 3.12 0.0 0.0 
C30+ 10.48 7.13 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 11-22 
MATERIAL BALANCE CHECK, 1455 PSIA-80 CP C 
CoWonent Material Balance Overall Fraction 
Mole Fraction Fraction 
coz 0.759 0.784 
CS 0.001 0.001 
ce 0.005 0.005 
C7 0.014 0.014 
ca 0.022 0.029 
C9 0.018 0.015 
C1.0 0.016 0.014 
CLL 0.013 0.012 
CLZ 0.011 0.009 
C1.3 0.011 0.010 
C1.4 0.012 0.010 
CLS-CzO 0.037 0.039 
CZJL-CZ4 0.013 0.014 
czs-c3o 0.019 0.016 
C30+ 0.047 0.036 
TABLE 11-23 
PREDICTED AND PHYSICAL Ps 
725 PSIA - 80 
ac 
Exoerim Predicted 
vapour volume Saturation 79.48% 81.8% 
Vapour Density gr/cc 0.0875 0.0909 
Liquid Density gr/cc 0.8268 0.8215 
TABLE 11-24 
COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS OF VAPOUR AND LIQUID PHASES, 725 
PSIA-80 aC 
Vapour Phase % Mole Liquid Phase % Mole 
Component Exper Predicted Exper Predicted 
coz 99.66 99.52 35.64 34.56 
C5 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.13 
ce 0.10 0.09 1.20 1.14 
C7 0.10 0.15 2.83 3.91 
ce 0.07 0.12 4.17 6.15 
C9 0.04 0.05 3.19 4.63 
CLO 0.0 0.02 2.94 4.39 
C3.1 0.0 0.01 2.57 3.58 
CLZ 0.0 0.0 2.41 2.90 
CL3 0.0 0.0 3.02 3.09 
C3.4 0.0 0.0 3.92 3.01 
CLS-CZO 0.0 0.02 14.29 12.08 
CZL-CZ4 0.0 0.0 4.90 4.38 
CZS-C30 0.0 0.0 5.38 4.89 
c3o+ 0.0 0.0 13.53 11.17 
TABLE 11-25 
MAISRIAL BALANCE CHECK, 725 PSIA-80 0C 
Component Material Balance overall 
Mole Fraction Mole Fraction 
coz 0.766 0.784 
C5 0.0 0.0 
ce 0.005 0.004 
C7 0.011 0.014 
ca 0.015 0.021 
C9 0.012 0.015 
CIO 0.011 0.014 
ClA 0.010 0.012 
C1.2 0.009 0.009 
CL3 0.011 0.010 
C1.4 0.014 0.010 
CLS-Czo 0.052 0.040 
CZL-CZ4 0.018 0.014 
CZS-CSO 0.019 0.016 
C30+ 0.049 0.036 
TABLE 11-26 
PREDICTED AND MEASURED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, 
2500 PSIA-90 0C- FIRST CONTACT 
Experim Predicted 
Vapour Volume Saturation 65.10% 70.04% 
Vapour Density gr/cc 0.545 0.555 
ILiquJ. d Density gr/cc 0.837 0.812 
TABLE 11-27 
COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS OF VAPOUR AND LIQUID PHASES, 
2500 PSIA-80 co C- FIRST CONTACT 
Vapour Phase % f4ole Liquid Phase % Hole 
Component Exper Predicted Exper Predicted 
COZ 97.38 97.21 78.24 74.04 
Ce 0.14 0.13 0.59 0.36 
C7 0.16 0.33 0.96 1.13 
Ce 0.50 0.45 2.06 1.89 
C9 0.47 0.30 1.95 1.51 
C3.0 0.25 0.25 1.24 1.52 
CLJL 0.16 0.18 1.01 1.33 
CLZ 0.14 0.13 0.88 1.12 
CL3 0.12 0.12 1.08 1.26 
C14 0.11 0.10 0.67 1.29 
CLS-CzO 0.28 0.49 2.79 4.81 
CZ. t-CZ4 0.08 0.12 1.22 1.95 
CZS-C30 0.08 0.09 1.96 2.33 
C30+ 0.13 0.12 5.33 5.45 
TABLE 11-28 
MATERIAL BALANCE CHECK, 2500 PSIA-800C - FIRST CONTACT 
Couiponent Material Balance Overall 
Hole Fraction Mole Fraction 
COZ 0.917 0.92 
C, 
5 0.003 0.002 
C7 0.004 0.005 
Ca 0.010 0.008 
C9 0.009 0.006 
CIO 0.005 0.005 
CIL 0.004 0.004 
CLZ 0.004 0.004 
CL3 0.004 0.004 
C3.4 0.003 0.004 
C2.5-CZ0 0.010 0.015 
CZI-CZ4 0.004 0.005 
Czs-C3O 0.006 0.006 
C30+ 0.017 0.013 
TABLE 11-29 
PIUMICTED AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, 
2500 PSIA-90 0C- SECOND CONTACT 
Vapour Volume Saturation 
Vapour Density gr/cc 
Exper Predicted 
48.49% 43.08% 
0.564 0.571 
Liquid Density gr/cc 0.80 0.79 
TABUE 11-30 
COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS OP VAPOUR AND LIQUID PHASESt 
2500 PSIA-80 aC- SECOND CONTACT 
VaPour Phase % Mole Liquid Phase % Mole 
Component Experim Predicted Experim Predicted 
COZ 93.63 96.25 76.17 75.59 
Ce 0.62 0.22 0.90 0.54 
C7 0.79 0.44 1.38 1.33 
Ce 1.36 0.69 3.06 2.46 
C9 1.04 0.48 2.38 2.03 
CLO 0.57 0.34 1.52 1.67 
CIL 0.33 0.22 1.14 1.34 
CLZ 0.29 0.16 0.95 1.10 
CL3 0.30 0.14 0.98 1.18 
CL4 0.16 0.12 0.96 1.15 
CLS-CzO 0.43 0.56 3.89 4.23 
CZJL-CZ4 0.12 0.13 0.95 1.56 
CZS-C30 0.17 0.10 1.10 1.78 
C30+ 0.19 0.14 4.62 3.98 
TABLE 11-31 
]MATERIAL BALANCE CHECK, 2500 PSIA-80 0C- SECOND CONTACT 
Component Material Balance overall 
Hole Fraction Hole Fraction 
coz 0.856 0.861 
C's 0.007 0.004 
C7 0.011 0.009 
ce 0.021 0.016 
C9 0.017 0.012 
C: 
L0 0.010 0.010 
CiLl. 0.007 0.007 
CLZ 0.006 0.006 
C13 0.006 0.006 
CL4 0.005 0.006 
CL5-czo 0.020 0.024 
CZL-CZ4 0.005 0.008 
czs-C30 0.006 0.009 
C30+ 0.022 0.024 
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(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
densities and composttions aLre regarded as rather 
insensitive to it. There is strong evidence that 
the interaction parameters vaxy with components, 
pressure and temperature. 
The Peng-Robinson Equation of State was found to give 
better answers for liquid phase densities than the 
Modified Soave-Redlich-Kwong and the Modified Redlich- 
Xwong ones. But even the Peng-Robinson EOS, under- 
estimates liquid densities, sometimes to the extent of 
5-10%. The experimental data can be matched by tuning 
a 
the critical properties of the pseudocomponents but if 
matching is done at saturation conditions, the 
predictions at atmospheric pressure underestimate the 
stock tank oil density. The vapour phase density is 
predicted accurately. 
For the computer model to match experimental results,, 
two sets of parameters have to be tuned; the 
interaction parameters and the correction factors for 
the critical properties of the pseudocomponents. Two 
reference data are necessary at least; saturation 
pressure and the saturated liquid density. The 
Interaction parameter is tuned against the pressure, 
while the correction factors axe tuned against the 
liquid density. 
The model, in a few cases of mixtures being very close 
to their critical point,, 'had converged in an unstable 
trivial solution. A good initial estimate provided 
by the continuation technique sometimes can overcore 
the problem. 
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The use of the continuation technique was proved very 
effective on reducing the number of iterations needed 
to achieve convergence and to ease calculations near 
and around the critical point. The saving in computer 
time was often more than 50%. 
(8) For the very first phase behaviour calculation, a 
Newton type method,, like the method used in this study, 
requires good initial values for the iteration 
variables. The available correlations to provide 
initial values for the saturation pressure are 
inadequate and therefore the operator should select it 
accordingly to his judgement and experience. 
(9) A ternary representation of the phase behaviour 
although useful, proved conceptually inadequate to 
describe the maso transfer that takes place between 
phoses in a gas miscible flooding process. To run 
a displacement simulator of a miscible process,, 
more than three components are needed to describe the 
mixture. 
The use of the computer model had facilitated the 
vapour-liquid equilibrium experiments and had helped on 
the detection of experimental err rs. 
(11) The blow-down method used to analyse equilibrlum 
pha. ses proved to be a source of errors in some 
experiments. On the one hand, the large number of 
measurements it involves,, and on the other the risk 
of light components in the gas phase condensing in the 
lines between the sampling loop and the gas meter, as 
well aa the risk of the coating of the heavy waxes 
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on the pipe bore, make the method unattractive. on 
the contrary., the direct sampling method appears to 
be very promising. 
12.2 RECONKENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Purther improvements and applications of both the phase behaviour 
model and the experijaental system will be considered in turn. 
The available empirical correlations provide very poor starting 
values for the unknown phase compositions, estimating X-values 
which have a very wide spread,, particularly when a light gas (CjLj, 
COZO N2) and a heavy lumped pseudocomponent coexist in the 
mixture. A first priority =2 t be to acquire more data from North 
Sea reservoir fluids, phase behaviour, including common oils, 
volatile oils and gas condensate systems. A study of the profile 
of the K-vaLlues at d: Lf ferent pressures and temperatures, could 
possibly provide a generallsed spread of the equilibrium values 
for the d1f ferent components. It appears that the K-values of a 
gas condensate fluid exhibit a different profile than the ones of 
a crude oil. 
The need for better liquid density predictions require the search 
for a more efficient EOS than the ones used in this study. Already 
within the Department, the Schmidt-Wenzel EOS has been tried with 
very encouraging results. The improved values it provides for the 
calculation of the liquid voli should be confirmed over a wider 
ranqe of reservoir fluid systems and over different pressures and 
tewiperatures. The possibility of using the Peng-Robinson EOS for 
the phase composition calculations, and a different EOS (liXe the 
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Benedict-webb-Rubin)'- or a corr lation (like the Alany--Kennedy)? - 
for the liquid density determination,, can also be considered. 
To improve the characterization of the heavy end of reservoir 
fluids and overcome the problem of poor Laboratory data, 
probability functions should be considered for the molar 
distribution of the single carbon numbers. A study Inas already 
staxted in the Depaxtment using Whitson's three para ter gamma 
diztribution and Lohrenz"s exponential distribution. More effort 
should be put into developing methods of selecting the appropriate 
number of pseudocomponents out of an extended analysts, in order 
to be able to match accurately the Laboratory data. This appLies 
more for condensate systems where the accurate prediction of the 
liquid drop out in a constant volume depletion process is a fine 
art. For condensate f luids, the ef fect the aromatic and 
cyclo-components, and in paxticular those having boillng points 
between hexane and decane, have on the phase behaviour 
calculations, should be investigated. The components com3mg out 
of a chromatographic column, for example between heptane and 
octane, can hardly be given the properties of the normal octane. 
It is strong evidence that the presence of cyclos and arcmatics,, 
ef fects the vapour-liquid predictions and therefore it appears 
that these groups of components should be handled as pseudos 
rather than normal hydrocarbons. 
it appears to be evident that the interaction parameters of co, , 
Nz p CL and hydrocaxbons are 
functions of the pressure and the 
temperature of the arystem, and of the nature of hydrocar .: bonl3. An 
investigation has alxeady started in the Department to study all 
the available binary data of hydrocarbons and CO.,, N,,, and C., and 
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endeavour to develop correlations for the interaction parameter as 
a function of reduced pressure,, reduced temperature and acentric 
factor. These correlations should be incorporated as a subroutine 
in VLE and therefore variable values of the binary coefficients 
would be used with the Equations of State. 
Experience has shown that the ternary representation is inadequate 
to describe the phase bebaviour occurring in a gas miscible 
flooding and gives poor results for condensate studies. The 
development of quaternary pYtase envelopes with the additional 
dimension it provides, can give considerably improved results. 
Phaj3e behaviour data derived for different pressures and stored as 
quaternary representations can be called by a displacement 
simulator, avoid: Lng the solution of the system of nonlinear 
equations at each time step and for each block. This method, 
although it might seem approximate, eliminates the risk of the 
simulator crushing , 
during the run because of a non convergence 
problem. A method of interpolation between pressures should be 
devised for the quaternary phase envelopes. 
The study of the behaviour of Gibbs free energy function should be 
considered around the area of the solution of the phase behaviour 
problems,, to ensure that the roots which equalise the phases I 
chemical potentia3z provide also the system with the lowest 
possible Gibbs energy at the temperature and pressure of the 
problem. 
As far az the experimental part of this study is concerned, a 
rationalisatlon, of the transfer loop between the two high pressure 
equilibrium cells is required. In Particular the dead volume of 
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the manifold should be minimised to reduce the voli loss of 
Ph--ases after each contact. This modification will make possible 
the run of several multiple contacts of mixtures of reservoir 
fluid and injection gas. 
Computer models used to simulate the gas miscible displac nt in 
a reservoir,. require viscosity data for the vapour and the liquid 
Pb-ases. The available correlations give satisfactory results for 
the vapour phase viscosity but they can be very erroneous for the 
liquid phase. A simple experimental facility can be incorporated 
in the transfer loop of the experimental system to measure the 
viscosity of the liquid phase. A few meters coil of 1/16" S. S pipe 
can cause a moderate drop to the flowing phase pressure and this 
pressure drop can be recorded by a differential pressure 
transducer. Poiseuille 19 law can be used to provide a value for 
the liquid phase viscosity. 
Multiple contacts - including -forward" and "backward" contacts - 
of mixtures of live North Sea crude olls with a variety of 
injection gases like Co. and N. should be made to investigate the 
feasibility of such processes from the reservoir engineering point 
of view. The experimental facilities backed up with a robust 
phase behaviour simulator can provide a comprehensive 
investigation as to the application of gas miscible flooding as an 
enhanced oil recovery method in the Nort: h Sea reservoirs. 
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APPENDIX 
DESCRIPT10N0PTHEINPUT 
PARAMETERSTHEVARIABLESANDTHE 
SUBR0UTINESUSEDINVLE 
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MAIN PROGRAM 
input Parameter 
INPUT PARAMETERS 
Description 
ITIRINT Plag for explanatory coannents on the usage 
of the program. 
0 for minimum information. 
I for full explanatory comments. 
3 for minimum inforuiation frcm the main 
program but full output from the 
quasl-Newton subroutines. 
(New users should type 1). 
IRM Flag for input data to be presented with 
titles and comments. 
0 option not used. 
I optlon used. 
kVAL Flag for the use of the appropriate 
equatlon of state. 
1 for the modified Redllch-Kwong. 
2 for the modified Soave-Redlich-Kwong. 
3 for the Peng-Robinson. 
kPROP Plag for the method of calculating 
fractIon properties. 
0 for lumped analysis. 
1 for PNA analysis. 
NCCMP Number of pure components and pseudo- 
components in the mixture (maximum = 20) 
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NPSEUD Number of pseudo-components in the mixture 
(maximum - 
ICOMP Vector of pure component data bank 
identifying numbers. 
TITM Title for pseudo-component identification. 
BPF Vector of boiling points of pseudo- 
components ("F), eg 150,200,300. 
A value must be assigned. 
SGSRK Vectors of specific gravity of pseudo- 
components. If no value is provided 
correlations will be used to calculate 
the specific gravity. 
NNT Vector of molecular weight of pseudo- 
components. if no value is provided 
correlations will be used to calculate 
the molecular weight. 
TCMDD Correction constant for pseudo-component 
critical temperature. (If no 
modification is needed TCMD - 
PCHOD Correction constant for pseudo-component 
critical pressure. (If no modification 
is needed PCMDD - 
MASE Flag for mode of calculation. 
2 isothermal flash calculation. 
3 dew point or bubble point pressure or 
temperature calcu lat ion. 
4 ternary phase diagram. 
5 optimisation of binary interaction 
parameter. 
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constant voli depletion or 
dif ferential vapourisation. 
z Vector of mole fractions. A basis of 
1 k-mol feed is employed. 
The rest of the input para ters are dependent upon the choice of 
calculation and are self explanatory with IPRINT = 1. 
The main program also contains some of the common blocks used in 
the program. The following is a list of all the common block names 
along with the varXables they contain. 
common/kVALUE/k, kB, kD 
/SYSTEW INt IOUT 
/cOMPNO/ ICOMP 
/CODE/ ICODE 
ININEI MHYP 
/TEN/ TCMDD, PCMD 
/ELEVEN/ WAL 
/ IE/ IIE 
/IPHASE/ XPE 
/THIRTEEN/ TITLE 
ISIXI ZCR, WT 
/FOUBTEEN/ RHOL, RHOV, AVLMW,, AVVMW 
/FIFTEEN/ ICASE, kPROP 
/IDEW/ IDEW 
The variables in the common blocks represent the following: 
kVAWE i 
This contains the calculated equilibrium ratios. 
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k- vector of equilibrium ratios. 
kB - vector of bubble point equilibrium ratios. 
kD - vector of dew point equilibrium ratios. 
(b) SYSTEM 
This contains the machine dependent input and output 
device identifiers. 
IN - device number for reading in data from the 
terminal (5 for the Honeywell 66/6000) 
IOUT - device number for writing out data to the 
terminal (6 for the Honeywell 667/6000) 
(C) COMPNO 
ICOMP vector of pure component data bank identifying 
numbers. 
(d) kODE: 
ICODE - indicator for use in specific subroutines 
2 saturation temperature calculation 
4 saturation pressure calculation 
(e) NINE 
MHYP - number of pseudo-components in the mixture. 
TEN: 
This contains data associated with the pseudo- 
components. 
TCMDD - correction constant for pseudo-component 
critical temperature 
PCHOD - correction constant for pseudo-component 
cri. tical pressure 
ELEVEN 
WAL - indicator for the appropriate equation of 
ertate. 
L 
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(b) IE 
rE - indicator used to store data 
(i) IPHASE 
IPE = indicator used in a series of bubble point, dew 
point or flash calculations so that the terminal 
compositions of previous solutions can be 
extrapolated to provide initial compositions for 
the new calculation. 
0 optlon not used 
1 option used 
THIRTEEN; 
TITLE - title for pseudo-component identification. 
SIX: 
WR - vector of pure component data bank critical 
compressibility factors. 
WT - vector of pure component data bank molecular 
weights 
FOURTEEN: 
RHOL - liquid phase density 
RHOV - vapour phase density 
AvLmw - liquid phase molecular weight 
AVVMW - vapour phaBe molecular weight 
FIFTEENs 
ICASE - indicator for mode of calculation 
kPROP - indicator for the method of calculating 
fractton properties 
IDEW 
IDEW -1 Dew point calculation 
IDEW -0 Bubble point calculation 
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The preceeding list of coumon bloCkS are commoned between the main 
program and various subroutines. As well as containing a list of 
all the common blocks the maLin program has dimension statements 
for vaxiables which enter and return from the subroutines through 
the subroutine para ter lists. 
LIST OF PRINCIPAL VARIABLES - MAIN PROGRAM DEFINITION 
Program Definition 
Symbol 
z Vector containing mixture variables. 
pressure 
temperature 
(24) = mole fraction of each 
component in the mixture 
ZL Vector conta-inIng vapour feed stream 
variables. the elements are deftned as 
for Z. 
zV Vector containing vapour phase variables. 
The elements are defined as for Z. 
y vector containing liquid and vapour phase 
variables. 
-(45) = liquid and vapour mole 
fractions 
YB Vector contaiming liquid and vapour 
phase variables at bubble point conditions 
The elements are defined as for Y. 
YD Vector conta-ini-ng Iiqu-id and vapour phase 
variables at dew point conditions. The 
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elements are defined as for Y. 
HIP Iteration matrix for isothermal flash 
calculation. 
HB Iteration matrix for bubble point 
calculation. 
FID Iteration matrix for dew point calculation 
PAR Parameter vector used to pass variables 
from the main program to various sub- 
routines. 
VP Vector of component vapour pressures. 
zz Vector of phase compressibility factors. 
(1) - liquid phase compressibility factor 
vapour phase compressibility factor 
NOTE ON SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTIONS 
Where an argument of a subroutine is the same as that defined in a 
preceding subroutine description, then the argument is taken to 
have that definition unless otherwise stated. 
MAIN SUBROUTINES 
SU tOUTINE OUTPUT 
This routine controls the printed output for the various 
calculations performed. 
LIST OF PRINCIPAL VARIABLES - OUTPUT 
Program Definition 
Symbol 
NC Total number of pure components and 
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ICOMP 
Y 
pseudo-components. 
Vector of pure component data bank 
identifying numbers. 
Vector contain-ing liquid and vapour 
phase variables. 
(5)-(45) - liquid and vapour mole 
fractions 
K 
TITLE 
Subrout:. ine TEWST 
Vector of component equilibrium ratios. 
Vector of titles for pseudo-<xxnponent 
Identificati. on. 
I 
TKis routine provides a starting temperature for bubble point and 
dew point calculations where the system pressure, P is specified. 
Subroutine PRESST 
This routine provides a starting pressure for bubble point and dew 
point calculations where the system temperature is specified. 
Subrout. ine VAPRES 
This routine calculates the initial estimates of the K-values at 
the specified temperature and pressure. 
Subroutine ASDATA 
This routine takes the appropriate data out of the arrays in the 
data block. The data corresponding to the specified pure 
component numbers held in vector ICOMP is taken out of the common 
blocks containing the data for the f ifty six pure components. 
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This routine allows smaller arrays to be comoned between 
subroutines. The maximum number of pure components is twenty. 
Subroutine HYPIN 
This routine calculates the properties of the pseudocomponents in 
the mixture. There are two options depending upon the value of 
KPROP specified in the main program. If KPROP =0 the lumped 
analysis method is used. If KPROP -1 the paLraf fin-napthene- 
aromatic analysis is used. The routine is dimensioned for ten 
pseudo components. 
Subrout ine QUAD 
This routine calculates the coefficients of the quadratic equation 
that fits the three previous solutions (ALM, BELT, CIV). if 
linear extrapolation has to be used the coef f icients of the line 
connecting the two previous solutions are determined (WAL, VOL). 
Finally if the calculation is very close to the critical point the 
subroutine extrapolates the values of the iteration variables up 
to the critical point (PHO). 
Subroutine ZUZU 
This routine gives Predictions for the values of the iteration 
variables at the new value of the continuation parameter using the 
functions calculated in QUADRA. 
Subroutine CBUBPT 
This routine calls the quasi-Newton subroutines which solve the 
bubble point equations for a specified pressure or temperature. 
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If MODE -4 then temperature is sPeCif ied and if ICODE = 2, 
pressure is specified. 
LIST OF PRINCIPAL VARIABLES - CBUBPT 
Program DescrIption 
Symbol 
TBUB Bubble point temperature. 
PSUB Bubble point pressure 
ZCB Liquid compressibility factor at bubble 
point. 
NN Dummy variable used to specify the 
dimensions of the iteration matrix in 
quasi-Newton routine SONEM2. 
XPRINT Integer which controls printing ft 
SONEM2. 
4) no printing 
I full printing at each cycle of iteration 
YBO Vector containing the liquid and vapour 
mole fractions of the previous 
calculation in a series of bubble point 
calculations 
LIFO Counter used for the application of the 
continuation technique. 
Subroutine CMEWPT 
This routine is identical to subroutine CBUBPT except that it 
solves the dew point equations which are specified in subroutine 
DEWPT called by the quasi-Newton subroutine SONEM2. 
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Subroutine CILF 
This routine calls the quasi-Newton subroutines which solve the 
isothermal f lash equations for a specif-jed pressure and 
temperature. 
Subroutine PHASEN 
This routine calls the driving subroutines for the calculation of 
the ternaxy phase envelope of a mixture at given temperature and 
pressure. 
Subroutine COVODE 
This 'routine calls the driving subroutines for the calculation of 
the constant volume depletion of a gas condensate mixture ( ERUN = 
1) or the differential vapourisation of a crude oil (IRUN = 
LIST OF PRINCIPAL VARIABLES - COVDDE 
ALPHA Vapour molar fraction 
VOLY Volume occupied by I mole of gas at dew 
point conditions (cc) 
VOW Volume of gas displaced per mole of 
feed (cc ) 
AOMOL 
Subrout:. ine FM 
Moles of gas d1splaced per mole of feed 
Cumulative moles of gas displaced per mole 
of feed. 
Moles remaining in the system per mole of 
feed. 
This routine calls the driving routines for the bubble point 
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calculation during the optimisation of the binary interaction 
Pwra ter. It contains an objective function which the optimum 
value of the interaction parameter m: Lnimi es. 
Subroutine PBUP 
This routine calls the subroutines used in the evaluation of the 
chosen equation of state and returns the calculated k-values, the 
compressibility factors and the residuals of the error equations 
for each Iteration of the bubble point calculation. 
Subroutine DEWPT 
This routine operates in all respects in the sa way as FBUP but 
for a dew point calculation. 
Subroutine FUGA 
This routine calls the subroutines that evaluate the appropriate 
equation of state. Each equation of state is called once for the 
liquid phase and once for the vapour phase returning the phase 
;w 
The equIlibrium ratlos, fugacity and compressibility to FUGA. 
average liquid and vapour molecular weights and densities are then 
calculated in FUGA. 
LIST OF PRINCIPAL VARIABLES - FUGA 
Program 
Symbol 
TL 
YV 
zz 
Description 
Vector of liquid compositions 
Vector of vapour compositions 
Vector of compressibility factors 
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FUGV 
PAR 
(1) - liquid phase 
(2) = vapour phase 
Vector of liquid phase fugacity 
coefficients 
Vector of vapour phase fugacity 
coefficients 
Vector of variables passed through from 
other subroutines 
(24) = pressure 
(2)- temperature 
(3) - WAL, indicator for the selection 
of the appropriate equation of 
state. 
Subroutlne PENG 
This routine calculates the mixture compressibility factor using 
the cubic Peng-Robinson equation of state written in terms of the 
compressibility factor. Firstly, subroutine INTER is called to 
calculate the binary interaction coefficients. Next the 
coefficients A(l), A(2), A(3), of the cubic equation are 
calculated. Subroutine CUBEQN is called to evaluate the roots of 
the cubic which are then sorted in subroutine SORT and the 
appropriate root selected for use in PENG. 
LIST OF PRINCIPAL VARIABLES - PENG 
Program Description 
Symbol 
y Vector of liquid or vapour compositions 
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ZK 
IFASE 
FEIG 
namsed from subroutine FUGA 46- 
Compressibility factor returned to FUGA 
Indicator used for the selection of the 
appropriate real root of the cubic lwý. - 
equation of state. 
smallest real root is selected 
1= largest real root is selected 
Vector of fugacity coefficients 
The following is a list of the named cormon blocks which are 
introduced in PENG: 
common /CC/ A(3) 
/CS/ Z(3), HTYPE 
/F400/ zz 
/cc/: 
This block contains the coefficients of the cubic 
ion of state, written in terms of compressibility 
factor, A(l), A(2) and A(3), ie 
Z3 + A(i) Z? - + A(2) Z+ A(3) =0 
/CS/: 
Z- vector containing the three roots of the equation 
of state. 
HTYPE - indicator for the types of roots. 
3 real roots, 2 equal 
1-1 real root, 2 complex 
-1 - real unequal roots 
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/ROO/: 
ZZ = the chosen root returned to PENG from subroutine 
SORT. 
Subroutine §ITY&U 
This routine calculates the mixture compressibility factor using 
the cubic modif ied Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of state. The only 
difference in operation between PENG and SRKEQU is that SRKEQu 
calls subroutine MINTER for the binary interaction coefficients 
for the Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of state. 
Subroutine 
This routine calculates the mixture compressibility factor using 
the cubic modIf ied Redlich-Kwong equation of state. Subroutine 
SICO is called to calculate the binary interaction parameters. 
Subroutlne INTER 
This routine evaluates the binaxy interation parameters used in 
the Peng-Robinson equation of state. The para ters are stored in 
data statement FFK for pure hydrocarbon components methane through 
to tetradecane, together with carbon dioxide and nitrogen. If the 
mixture contains pseudocomponents then interaction para ters are 
only assiqned for binaries with methane, propane, ethane, carbon 
dioxide and nitrogen. The indicator IC is set equal to one on the 
first call in INTER so that the routine is bypassed on subsequent 
calls from subroutime PENG. 
Subroutine SRINTER 
This routine is identical to Bubrout: Lne INTER except that it 
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provides the interaction Para ters for the Modified 
Soave-Redlich-KWong equation of state. 
Subroutine SONEK2 
This subroutine implements Broyden's n-dimensional quasi-Newton 
method with step size control which is used for the solution of 
n-nonlinear algebraic equations in n variables. The routine 
operates on a subroutine, FX, whose main purpose is to return the 
function values Pi corresponding to the value of the variables Xi. 
When SONEK2 is called the argument FX is replaced by the name of 
the specific subroutine required. if an error occurs 'in the 
evaluation of the functions or in the call of subroutine STEP 
error messaqes are pr: Lnted out. 
LIST OF PRINCIPAL. VARIABLES - SONEM2 
Program Descriptlon 
Symbol 
X vector of implicit variables. 
rX external subroutine na . 
P array containing function values - Fi. 
SFX vector containing scale factors for X. 
FM( factor for changing X values. 
H iteration matrix. 
PI perfoinmance Index. 
IC step counter for iteration loops. 
ICS choice of the use of step control. 
requIred 
.1- not requixed 
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ELF iteration cycle limitation integer. 
NN dummy variable used to specify the 
dimensions of the iteration matrix, H. 
Z, PAR, Y vectors of variables passed through from 
the main driving program. 
IPRINT integer which controls printing from 
SONEM2. 
no printing 
1- full printing at each cycle of 
iteration and call of subroutine PRINT 
INDIC control integer 
2-a starting vector, X, is available 
on entry to SONE142, but the initial 
iteration matrix, H, is calculated 
both the staring vector, X, and- 
initial iteration matrix, H, are 
available from a previous calculation 
IED error return from subroutine STEP 
XER error return fx SONEM2 
iteration converged successfully 
1- iteration failed to converge in the 
allowed number of cycles. 
TOL accuracy required - tolerance. 
Subroutine STEP 
This routine takes the increments in the X variables held in 
tor P and evaluates the function values, Pi, at the Newton step 
X+P by a call of subroutine FX. The iteration matrix, H, is then 
updated using Broyden's Rank-one update formla. The routine is 
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called by subroutine SONEM2. The subroutine arguments are the 
sa as in SONM42 with the following additions: 
LIST OF PRINCIPAL VARIABLES - STEP 
Program Description 
Symbol 
P vector containing incremental steps taken 
by the implicit variables. 
ICOUNT counter used to store the number of calls 
in STEP of the imbroutime FX. 
IUPD integer which controls updating of 
iteration matrix. 
0- no updating 
I- updating required 
(1UPD is assigned in SONEM2) 
lK counter used to store the number of 
slashings of alpha (step-s: Lze control 
factor). 
dimension of vector of implicit variables, 
X. 
ISIMIAX number of times alpha can be slashed. 
IER error return from STEP 
1- rX has exceeded allowable value, IS14AX 
elements of iteration matrix, H, are 
zero 
3- error return from subroutime FX 
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Subroutine SCALW 
This routine scales the variables solved by somv. scALEv 
operates under the direction of the integer variable ICODE. ICODE 
and SFX are specified In the call of SCALEV from SONEM2 
ICODE =1 variables divided by scale factors 
ICODE =2 variables multiplied by scale factors. 
APPENDIX 
TABLES0FC0NSTANTSUSEDINTHE 
PHASE BEHAVIOUR CALCULATIONS 
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TABLE II. 1 
MOLECULAR WEIGEITS#, BOILING POINTS AND CRITICAL 
COMPRESSIBILM FACTORS 
The molecular weights of the hydrocarbons are used to change the 
units in the program, le quantities evaluated on the basis of 
weight are changed to ones evaluated on a mole basis, eg J/kg 'OK is 
changed to J/kg. mole "K. 
TB 0C K. Wt. ZC 
'hydrogen -252.78 2.016 0.306 
methane -161.49 16.042 0.29 
ethane - 88.63 30.068 0.288 
propane - 42.07 44.094 0.278 
iso, butane - 11.73 58.12 0.283 
nor butane - 0.5 58.12 0.274 
iso, pentane 27.852 72.146 0.269 
nor pentane 36.074 72.146 0.268 
hexane 68.74 86.172 0.264 
heptane 98.427 100.198 0.26 
octane 125.665 114.224 0.256 
nonane 150.798 128.25 0.25 
decane 174.123 142.276 0.246 
undecane 195.89 156.292 0.242 
dodecane 216.278 170.323 0.237 
tridecane 235.44 184.354 0.23 
tetradecane 253.57 199.38 0.23 
pentadecane 270.63 212.406 0.23 
bexadedcane 286.793 226.432 0.22 
beptadecane 301.82 240.458 0.22 
et'hylene -103.71 28.052 0.29 
propylene - 47.7 42.078 0.274 
1 butene - 6.26 56.104 0.277 
cis 2 butene 3.72 56.104 0.276 
trans 2 butene 0.88 56.104 0.276 
1,3 butadiene - 4.413 54.088 0.271 
1 pentene 29.968 70.13 0.27 
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TABLE II-I (CONTD) 
TB 0C M. Wt. ZC 
cis 2 pentene 36.942 70.13 0.268 
trans 2 pentene 36.353 70.13 0.268 
2 methyl 2 butene 31.163 70.13 0.268 
3 wethyl 1 butene 20.061 70.13 0.27 
2 methyl 2 butene 38.568 70.13 0.268 
1 hexene 63.485 84.156 0.265 
cyclopentane, 49.262 70.13 0.276 
methylcyclopentane 71.812 84.156 0.273 
cyclohexane 80.738 84.156 0.2767 
methlcyclobexane 100.934 98.182 0.252 
benzene 80.1 79.100 0.274 
toluene 110.625 92.134 0.263 
0-xylene 144.411 106.16 0.26 
m-xylene 139.103 106.16 0.27 
p-xylene 138.353 106.16 0.25 
ethylbenzene 136.186 106.16 0.266 
neopentane 9.503 72.146 0.269 
etbylcyclohexane 131.783 122.203 0.244 
ethylcyclopentane 103.466 98.182 0.269 
1 heptane 93.643 98.182 0.26 
1,2 butadlene 10.85 54.088 0.271 
propadiene - 34.5 40.062 0.27 
nitrogen -195.7 28.016 0.291 
oxygen -183.0 32.0 0.292 
carbon monoxide -191.3 28.01 0.294 
carbon dioxide - 79.3 44.01 0.274 
'hydrogen sulphide - 61.6 34.08 0.268 
sulphur dioxide - 9.8 64.06 0.268 
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TABLE 1]:. 2 
MTICAL HE AND PRESSURE 
The critical temperature and pressure are used in the calculation 
of the equatlon of state constants. 
The critical constants of the fifty hydrocarbons are stored in 
degrees Kelvin and atmospheres respectively. 
TC PC TC PC 
hydrogen 33.3 12.8 1,3 butadiene 425.0 42.7 
methane 191.0 45.8 1 pentene 474.0 40.0 
ethane 306.0 48.2 cis 2 pentene 481.1 35.29 
propane 370.0 42.0 trans 2 pentene 479.4 35.09 
Iso butane 408.0 36.0 2 methyl I butene 472.2 34.99 
nor butane 425.0 37.5 3 methyl 1 butene 461.7 34.49 
iso pentane 461.0 32.9 2 methyl 2 butene 483.3 35.89 
nor pentane 470.0 33.3 1 hexene 511.1 32.09 
hexane 508.0 29.9 cyclopentane 511.7 44.56 
heptane 540.0 27.0 methylcyclopentane 532.7 37.35 
octane 569.0 24.6 cyclohexane 553.0 40.0 
nonane 596.1 22.6 methylcyclohexane 572.3 34.31 
decane 618.9 20.7 benzene 562.0 48.6 
undecane 641.1 19.2 toluene 594.0 41.6 
dodecene 660.0 17.0 o-xylene 632.4 36.05 
tr. idecane 677.8 17.0 p-xylene 619.4 34.69 
tetradecane 695.0 16.0 m-xylene 618.4 34.01 
pentadecane 710.0 14.96 ethylbenzene 619.9 36.73 
hexadecane 723.9 14.01 neopentane 433.6 32.62 
heptadecane 737.8 12.99 1 butene 419.0 31.02 
ethylene 292.0 50.0 ethlcyclohexane 575.0 26.25 
propylene 365.0 45.6 ethIcyclopentane 569.3 34.64 
1 butene 420.0 39.7 1 heptane 535.0 28.29 
cis 2 butene 427.8 40.82 1,2 butadiene 443.6 45.91 
trans 2 butene 427.8 40.82 propadiene 393.0 43.6 
nitrogen 126.2 33.5 carbon dioxide 304.2 72.9 
oxygen 154.8 50.1 hydrogen suphide 373.6 88.9 
carbon monoxide 133.0 34.5 sulphur dioxide 430.7 77.7 
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TABLE I 1.3 
VAPOUR PRESSURE CONSTANTS FOR THE ANTOINE EQUATION 
The vapour pressure of component i is given by the Antoine 
equation le 
In Pj. = Ai - 
B: L 
t+ Cl. 
where: 
P: j - vapour pressure of component i. 
Aj, B: L, Ci - constants for component i 
temperature In 4) c 
Al. Bi Ci 
hydrogen 5.92088 71.615 276.337 
methane 6.61184 389.93 266.0 
ethane 6.80266 656.4 256.0 
propane 6.29973 813.2 248.0 
iso butane 6.81 955.0 243.0 
nor butane 6.83029 945.9 240.0 
isopentane 6.8038 1027.25 234.0 
nor pentane 6.85221 1064.64 232.0 
hexane 6.8773 1171.53 224.366 
heptane 6.90319 1268.586 216.954 
octane 6.92394 1355.126 209.517 
nonane 6.93764 1430.459 201.803 
decane 6.95707 1503.566 194.738 
undecane 6.97712 1572.752 188.054 
dodecane 6.98291 1627.714 180.521 
tridecane 7.00925 1693.684 174.815 
tetradecane 7.2007 2018.879 170.591 
pentadecane 7.03121 1795.065 161.891 
hexadecane 7.03519 1835.21 151.868 
heptadecane 6.97509 1851.699 149.263 
ethylene 6.74? 56 585.0 255.0 
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TABLE 11.3 (CONTD) 
Al Bi Ci 
propylene 6.8196 785.0 247.0 
1 butene 6.8429 926.1 240.0 
cis 2 butene 6.86102 956.398 236.572 
trans 2 butene 6.87825 964.897 240.498 
1,3 butadiene 6.85364 933.586 239.511 
1 pentene 6.84268 1043.206 233.344 
cis 2 pentene 6.87497 1069.243 230.759 
trans 2 pentene 6.90546 1083.828 232.945 
2 methyl. I butene 6.86263 1048.876 232.194 
3 methyl I butene 6.82643 1013.605 236.833 
2 methyl 2 butene 6.92322 1099.075 233.317 
1 hexene 6.8688 1154.646 226.064 
cyclopentane 6.90325 1132.868 232.375 
methylcyclopentane 6.8664 1188.05 226.276 
cyclohexane 6.84498 1203.526 222.863 
methylcyclohexaLne 6.82827 1273.673 221.723 
benzene 6.89745 1206.35- 220.237 
toluene 6.95334 1343.943 219.377 
o-xylene 7.00154 1476.393 213.872 
p-xylene 7.00646 1460.183 214.827 
m-xylene 6.9882 1451.792 215.111 
ethylbenzene 6.9565 1423.543 213.091 
neopentane 6.73812 950.84 237.0 
ethylcyclohexane 0.80225 1823.831 218.053 
ethylcyclopentane 6.88709 1298.599 220.675 
1 heptane 6.88709 1257.505 219.18 
1,2 butadiene 7.1619 1121.0 251.0 
propadiene 5.6457 441.0 194.0 
nitxogen 6.9898 308.365 273.2 
oxygen 6.866 370.76 273.2 
carbon monoxide 6.2402 230.274 260.0 
carbon dioxide 8.154 799.02 230.0 
hydrogen sulphIde 7.7351 1051.8 277.0 
sujLphu. r dioxide 7.3278 1022.8 240.0 
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TABLE 11.4 
LIQUID MOLAR VOLUME AND ACENTRIC FACTOR 
The acentric factor, wl, is dimensionless, and the liquid molar 
volume, vj, has units 
of ml/grm. mole. 
W: L vi 
hydrogen 0.0 31.0 
methane 0.0115 52.0 
ethane 0.0908 68.0 
propane 0.1454 84.0 
Iso butane 0.1756 105.5 
nor butane 0.1928 101.4 
iso pentane 0.2273 117.4 
nor pentane 0.2510 116.1 
hexane 0.2957 131.6 
heptane 0.3506 147.5 
octane 0.3942 163.5 
nonane 0.4437 179.6 
decane 0.4902 196.0 
undecane 0.5349 212.2 
dodecane 0.5622 229.6 
tridecane 0.6231 244.9 
tetradecane 0.6797 261.3 
pentadecane 0.7060 277.8 
hexadecane 0.7418 294.1 
heptadecane 0.7699 310.4 
ethylene 0.0856 61.0 
propylene 0.1477 79.0 
1 butene 0.1874 95.3 
cis 2 butene 0.2044 91.2 
trans 2 butene 0.2138 93.8 
1,3 butadiene 0.1814 88.0 
1 pentene 0.2450 110.4 
cis 2 pentene 0.2403 107.8 
trans 2 pentene 0.2372 109.0 
2 methyl I butene 0.2321 108.7 
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TABLE 11.4 (CONTD) 
wi. vi 
3 methyl I butene 0.2285 106.7 
2 methyle 2 butene 0.2837 106.7 
1 hexane 0.2848 125.8 
cyclopentane 0.1923 94.7 
methylcyclopentane 0.2395 113.1 
cyclohexane 0.2144 108.7 
methylcyclohexaLne 0.2333 128.3 
benzene 0.2100 89.4 
toluene 0.2566 106.8 
o-xylene 0.3136 121.2 
p-xylene 0.3311 123.5 
m-xylene 0.3243 124.0 
ethylbenzene 0.3011 123.1 
neopentane 0.1970 123.3 
1 butene 0.1874 95.4 
ethylcyclohexane 0.2426 119.2 
ethylcyclopentane 0.2826 177.2 
1 heptane 0.3580 192.3 
1,2 butadiene 0.3394 109.4 
propadlene 0.3135 96.5 
nitrogen 0.045 25.34 
oxygen 0.019 28.71 
carbon monoxide 0.093 25.84 
carbon dioxide 0.231 63.65 
hydrogen sulphide 0.100 50.81 
sulph. ide dioxide 0.246 50.81 
APPENDIX III 
111.1 
I 11.2 
111.3 
111.4 
EXPERIMENTAL 
INTRODUCTION 
PR0CEDURES 
CHARGING THE FLUIDS INTO THE CELLS 
MIXING OF THE FLUIDS IN THE CELL, MEASUREKENT OF 
PHASE VOLUMES OR SATURATION PRESSURE 
TRANSFER OP PHASES, DENSITY MEASUREKENT AND 
COMPOSITIONAL CHARACTERISATION 
111.5 CLEANING OF EQUILIBRIUM CELLS AND TRANSFER LINES 
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III. 1 XNTMDUCTION 
The apparatus shown in Figure 10-1 Was used to perform both the 
volumetric and the vapour-liquid equilibrium experiments according 
to the classification of Section 10.1. The experiments can be 
divided into the following stages 
(i) Charge of the reservoir f luid and injection gazes to 
the equilibrium cells. 
(ii) 14fLxlnq of the fluids in the cells, and measurement of 
phase, volumes or saturatton pressure. 
(iii) Transfer of phases between cells, density measurement 
saaspli. ng and compositional charactertsatton and/or 
preparation for the next contact. 
(iv) Cleaning of equilibrium cells and transfer lines. 
CEARGING THE FLUIDS INTO THE CELLS 
The reservoir fluids, stock tank oils or synthetic hydrocarbon 
mixtures used in this study were stored in the recombination cell 
(Fig 10-2). Before any transfer was made the recombination cell 
was rocked for at least ten minutes in case it contained fluid wIth 
very heavy components. The heating jacket was switched on to warm 
up the mixture at moderate temperatures of about 30-3510C to ensure 
the dissolution of the waxes and the existence of a homogeneous 
phase in the cell. In the meantJxme, the barrels of the pumps were 
filled with mercury, the cell in which the experiment was going to 
take place was filled to the top with mercury and pressurised, to 
the chosen pressure of the transfer. This pressure had to be 
either a very small positive pressure for mixtures not containing 
any components more volatile than C., or slightly higher than the 
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ud. 2ctures' saturation pressure for live systems, to ensure a single 
pluise. Using the second pump the mixture in the recombination 
cell was brought to the sa pressure. Next, the top valve of the 
rocking cell was opened very slowly with the pressure continuously 
re-established to the initial value, to avoid any phase 
separation. In this way all the valves in the loop between the 
recombination cell and the equilibriuma cell were opened one by 
one. 
When the fluid had reached the top valve of the high pressure cell, 
the pressure in both pumps was checked to be equal to the transfer 
pressure and the pumps were engaged to the motor in such a way that 
the pump connected to the equilibrium cell would displace mercury 
out of it and the pump connected to the rocking cell would inject 
imercury into it. The displacing pump scale reading was recorded 
and the motor was started at the sa time as the top valve of the 
cell was opened. This step has to be synchronised to keep the 
pressure of the system constant and avoid having any mercury on 
the top lines which could cause problems to the density cell. The 
displaced fluid is driven into the equilibrium cell at the same 
rate as the mercury is wtthdrawn from it. The pressure during the 
transfer practically remains constant if the storing vessel and 
the high pressure cell are kept at the same temperature. After the 
required voli of f luid had been charged in the cell, the pump, 
the top valve of the equilibrium cell and the top valve of the 
recombination cell were turned off. The displaced fluid that had 
remained in the transfer loop was removed tbrough the drain and 
the limes were washed out with solvents, dried and evacuated to be 
ready for the d1splacement of the injection gas. 
all 
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One of the mercury pumps was connected to the Coz storing high 
Pressure cylinder to record its pressure and the gas intensifier 
was switched on to pressurise the gaseous co, to the pressure of 
transfer. At the temperature of the transfer this pressure was 
slightly higher than the critical pressure of the COz to keep it in 
the liquid phase. The pump connected to the cell was pressurised 
to the pressure of transfer as well, and both pumps were engaged to 
the motor. The valves In the transfer loop between the storing 
vessel and the equllibrium cell were opened one by one and when the 
chosen pressure was achieved and stabilised, the gas booster was 
swItched off , the top valve of the cell was opened and 
almultaneously the d1splacement pumps were turned on. After the 
required volume of gas was displaced into the cell, the pumps and 
both the top -valves of the cell and the storing cylinder were 
turned off. The lines were cleaned, dried and evacuated to be 
ready for the txansfer of the phases from the one equIlibrium cell 
to the other. 
111.3 KIXING OF THE PWIDS IN THE CELL AND MEASUREMENT 
OP PHASE VOIAJMES OR SATURATION PRESSURE 
The mixture of injection gas and reservoir f luid was allowed to 
equilibrate -in the cell at the temperature of the experiment. To 
speed up the ma s transfer between phases, the rock: Lng mechan - 
was switched on for a long time. The establishment of equilibrium 
inside the cell could be certified by the stability of the 
pressure reading over a long period of time. 
In the case of a contact, the voli s of the two phases in 
equilibrium should be measured. The television monitor system and 
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the c ra were switched on and the centre of the dark cross at the 
end of the boroscope was focused on the top of the cell window. 
The scale reading on the airbath door was taken and the platform 
which holds the ca ra was allowed to slide down by the use of an 
adjusting screw until the centre of the cross on the television 
screen coincided with the interface of the vapour and liquid 
piha. se. The scale reading was taken to determine the 'height of the 
top phase in the cell. The height of the phase was multiplied by 
calibration coefficients to give the volume of the phase, and the 
already pre-measured dead voli of the top of the equilibrium 
cell was added to that voli . 
The volume of the bottom phase was measured in the same way between 
the vapour-liquid interface and the liquid-mercury one. In case 
that the height of both the vapour and liquid phases or the height 
of one of them, exceeded the length of the cell window, then the 
cell had to be inverted (always with top and bottom valves off) and 
the vo b of the mercury and of the bottom phase were measured. 
The volume of the top phase was determined from these two voli s 
and the predetermIned total volume of the cell. 
To measure the bubble point pressure of a mixture, the pressure in 
the cell was raised high enough to ensure that it had exceeded the 
saturation pressure, all the gas had gone into solution and the 
mixture was a single phase f luid. At the next step some mercury 
was pulled back into the pump barrel to increase the voli of the 
mixture and therefore decrease the pressure. The cell was rocked 
for about Inalf an hour and if the pressure remained constant, the 
pump reading and the pressure were recorded. The pressure wam 
decreased in small steps and at each step both the volume and the 
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pressure were taken. The volume-pressure pair of values were 
plotted on a x-y chart,, the pressures being the y-axis. When the 
mixture was in the single phase it was highly incompressible and 
small changes in voli caused dramatic changes in pressure and 
the P-V relationship was linear. As the saturation pressure was 
approached, and the time that the mixture was allowed to 
.b- equilibrate was not enough, the P-V function became slightly 
curved In the two phase region, and when the gas cushion that was 
formed was relatively large, the mixture beca 'highly 
compressible and the P-V re)Lationship became linear again having a 
very small slope this time. The discontinuity in the 
compressibility of the mixture determines the saturation pressure. 
To measure graphically the bubble point pressure of the mixture 
the two straight lines of the P-V diagram were extrapolated. The 
conjunction of these lines determine the bubble point pressure of 
the inixture. Sometimes it became difficult to choose the two 
Lobtase compressibility Une because it was not very clear which 
were the first set of points on the two phase region. Experience 
has shown that the two phase line haz to be drawn between the first 
few points which lie on a straight line just after the curved part 
of the P-V relationship. rn case that a line passing through 
points lying further down was chosen, then the bubble point 
pressure was underestimated. 
111.4 TRANSFER OF PHASES-DENSITY MEASUREMENT-COMPOSITIONAL 
CHARACTERISATION 
After the voli s of the phases in the cell were measured, the 
densities and t1he compositions of the phases had to be determined. 
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While maintaining the pressure in the equilibrium cell containing 
the mixture., the other pump f illed the second cell with mercury 
and pressurised it at the pressure of the experiment. Both cells 
were kept at the same pressure. The top valve of the f irst cell 
was opened very slawly and the mercury pump was used to 
re-establish the original pressure to avoid any phase separation. 
All valves In the transfer loop between the two cells were opened 
in the s way until the top phase had reached the top valve of 
the second cell. Both mercury pumps were engaged and the motor was 
turned on. The top phase moved out of the f irst cell, passed 
throuqh the density cell and displaced the mercury from the second 
cell. A continuous flow of the phases through the density cell was 
required to ensure that the measurement was representative of the 
fluid under test. As the fluids were flowing through the 
densitometer, , the period of oscillation of the tube was 
automatically recorded and a continuous density read out was 
available. Before each run the parameters A and B had to be 
calculated for the conditions of the run and stored in one of the 
densitometer ries. 
To measure the composition, two methods were available. Either a 
small volume (: t: 4cc) of the phase was trapped in a sampling 
loop, 
isolated from the rest of the mixture and then blown down to 
atmospheric pressure or the high temperature 
direct sampl. -ing 
system was used. Both systems have been described earlier. 
Tb use the blow down system (Fig 10-2,10-3) 
the sample was trapped 
and isolated in the sampling loop, and 
the centrifuge tube which 
had previously been accurately weighed, was connected 
to the 
drain. The elastic cap of the centrifuge tube was secured using a 
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pla. stic strip. The gas chromatograph was set at the conditions 
for the gas analysis (Table 10-3), the gas sampling valve was 
turned at the fill position and the position of the bottom of the 
Teflon plug in the gas meter was recorded. The valve at the bottom 
of the sampling loop was then cracked very carefully so that the 
eluted gas would not burst the centrifuge or carry with it liquid 
droplets which would be deposited in the lines and would avoid 
measurement. The liquid drop out accumulated at the bottom of the 
tube,, while the gas f lowed through the sampling valve and was 
collected in the gas meter. After sufficient gas had displaced 
all the air that was initially in the lines, the VALCO valve was 
switched to the inject position and a voli of approximately 
100gi was injected into the column. After all the sample had been 
separated, the bottom valve of the gas meter was closed and the new 
position of the Teflon plug was recorded to calculate the volume 
of the eluted gas. The centrifuge tube with the liquid drop out in 
it, was removed from the sampling system, sealed and weighed again 
to determine the ma s of the separated liquid. The chromatograph 
was set at the conditions for the liquid samples analysis (Table 
It 
10-3) and using a Hamilton 1.0 g syringe, 0.2 g of sample were 
injected in the column. In case that the mixture contained 
hydrocarbons heavier than C..., a small voli of the liquid drop 
out was spiked with a certain volume of a mixture of pure 
hydrocarbons (CIL4--CL7)* Next an injection of the spiked mixture 
was made to determine the fraction of the sample 
that remained in 
the column. 
if the direct sampling system was used, then during the transfer 
of the phase from one cell to the other, 
the valve Shown on the top 
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line of the airbath (Figure 10-1) was closed to force circulation 
of the fluid through the sampling system. The side box which 
contalned the VALCO valve was kept at the temperature of the oven 
in order that the phase equilibrium would not be disturbed. The 
sampling valve was then turned to the inject position and 4g of 
fluid were directed to the flow of the hot carrier gas which 
carried the sample into the column. At the same time the sampling 
system was isolated from the rest of the mixture in the oven and 
the heater of the side box was switched on to raise the temperature 
of the VALCO valve at 3000C. The temperature program of the VALCO 
valve and the temperature program of the chromatographic column 
were following each other in pace. 
When a second contact was required, a predetermined volt of the 
top ptase was displaced into the second cell, where a known voli 
of reservoir fluid had been charged before. The top valve of the 
second cell was closed and the remaining of the top phase was 
displaced from the system into one of the auxiliary vessels with 
the pressure remaining constant during the transfer and equal to 
the pressure of the experiment. All top valves of the cells were 
closed and the lines were cleaned and evaoiated to be ready for the 
transfer of the bottom phase. The measurement of the bottom phase 
density and its compositional characterisation were performed in 
precisely the sa way as with the top phase. The remaining liquid 
was driven to a second auxiliary vessel and the lines were 
evacuated. For the remaining contacts the sa Procedure was 
followed. 
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III. CLEANING OF EQUILIBRIUM CELLS AND TRANSFER LINES 
To clean the cells and the lines fxcxt any residual left after the 
completion of every stage during the phase equilibrium 
experiments, two solvents were used; naptha and acetone. Nitrogen 
at pressure of about 100 pal was Injected from the top of the 
naptha cylinder,, displacing naptha out of the container and 
through the top lines into the part of the system which required 
cleaning. After the lines and/or the cells were flashed several 
tims and naptha was coming out clean and colourless, the nitrogen 
flow was diverted to the top of the acetone cylinder and several 
flashes of acetone were made. Finally the valves of the solvent 
contalners were turned off and nitrogen was allowed to flow 
through the lines and/or the cells and dry the acetone that was 
left Inside. 
